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ABSTRACT 

In this work superconducting Single Flux Quanta (SFQ) logic cells and interconnect 

methodology have been developed which are compatible with Cadence design tools for automated 

placement and routing. SFQ logic is a digital logic using Josephson Junctions (JJs) where logic 1 

is represented by the presence of a pulse, and logic 0 by the lack of a pulse. 

Wide process variation, thermal noise, and complexity of calculating inductances of 

complex structures require that SFQ circuits be built with large allowed tolerances for component 

values as fabricated to vary from designed values, or else circuits will be prone to error, exhibit 

low yield, and potentially not function at all. In the SFQ industry this acceptable variation in device 

parameters is known as device operating margins. 

A novel automated highly parallel optimization program was developed that targets 

simulations on circuit problem areas, resulting in greatly improved operating margins. Automated 

optimization of circuits containing over 20 Josephson junctions was performed, while existing 

tools are limited to 5-10 junctions without user assistance. Optimization of larger circuits allows 

for improved margins with more compact and power efficient logic, opposed to breaking down a 

circuit and optimizing in pieces as required with existing tools. 

Using this algorithm a cell library was developed for automatically placed and routed 

designs. This cell library was previously optimized with an optimizer using a traditional linear 

algorithm, which demonstrated inability to adequately optimize larger circuits, and produced 

unsatisfactory results with a physically tested bit error rate of 1/145M at best, and as low as 1/80. 

Error prone outputs had simulated operating margins as low as 15%, but errors were not observed 

on outputs where margins were 20% or higher. The new optimizer produced circuits with all 

margins 33% or higher, over twice what was obtainable by a traditional optimizer and full circuit 

functionality with no errors is expected. 

 In this work circuits will be presented from an initial state where operating margins were 

optimized to the best of the ability of a more traditional, 1-Dimentional optimization algorithm. 

Issues with these designs will be discussed, and improvement by the novel algorithm will be 

exhibited. Internal function of the optimizer to reach these improved results will be thoroughly 

discussed. It will be demonstrated that the resultant cell library meets all requirements  for an 

automated placement and routing methodology using the Cadence TCAD toolset.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

Further development of semiconductor logic is becoming increasingly difficult and costly 

to pursue. This has led to the end of Moore’s Law and a reduction in the rate of improvement in 

computing [1]. One avenue of research which may offer more room for further advancement is 

superconducting digital logic computing. The principle device used in this technology is the 

Josephson Junction (JJ) [2], [3], not the transistor as with semiconductor logic. Superconducting 

logic using JJs has been demonstrated to have the potential to exceed Complementary Metal-Oxide 

Semiconductor (CMOS) technologies for large scale, high performance, low power operation [4], 

[5], [6]. This makes JJ-based technologies an intriguing option for applications including server 

farms, data centers, and supercomputers where the cryogenic cooling systems required for 

superconductivity can be practical [7]. 
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Figure 1.1: Switching Energy Comparison of Circuit Technologies [7]. 

Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited 

 Above is a comparison of switching energies between CMOS and other contemporary 

technologies. In the chart above the highest performing, and most energy efficient technology 

above is SFQ computing, which is the same technology used throughout this dissertation. In 

addition, the SFQ implementation used in this work has zero static power dissipation, which cannot 

be said for other technologies. 

 An issue plaguing increase in complexity for SFQ designs is difficulty in designing more 

complex and compact cell libraries. This limits SFQ design to simple logic gates, such as 2-input 

AND, OR, and XOR gates, with limited work in 3 and 4 input gates [8]. Meanwhile, CMOS has 

entire much larger hand tailored logic blocks to greatly reduce device count, area, power, and 

increase performance. 

 To alleviate this discrepancy, it is necessary to develop improved optimization techniques 

so that larger, compact SFQ circuit designs can be created with high yield, with the goal of 

allowing SFQ logic design to finally surpass its complexity limit of 8-bit CPUs with very limited 

instruction sets [9]. 
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 For this purpose, a new highly parallel failure point focused optimizer tool has been 

developed and used to create a logic library compatible with an automated placement and routing 

scheme [10], with operating margins capable of high yield. This tool is capable of much improved 

operating margin optimization quality, while requiring far fewer simulations to achieve results. 

This allows the optimizer to be run on much larger circuits with success than existing tools , making 

higher complexity circuits practical, which were not before. 

1.2 Background 

1.2.1 Josephson Junction Fundamentals 

Physically a JJ is a break in a superconducting wire where an insulator is inserted. A super 

current can still be passed through this insulator, however this amount of super current is greatly 

reduced than if there were just a continuous superconducting wire. This limit in super current is 

known as the critical current (IC), and varying the area of the insulator adjusts the IC, providing a 

parameter for circuit fabrication. 

 In electronics terms, the JJ is a symmetric two terminal device which can permit or block 

a current from passing through. This current can be either a DC current, a pulse of current, or a 

combination of the two. The presence of togglable DC loop currents through the JJ replaces the 

function of third control terminal found in transistors, such as the gate of the MOSFET. Permanent 

DC current may also be present depending upon the design paradigm used. Josephson Junctions 

are typically displayed using an “X” as shown below: 

 

Figure 1.2: JJ standard Schematic Symbol with Superimposed Currents 
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 The most important design characteristic of the JJ is the critical current threshold (IC). If 

the sum of these superimposed fixed DC, togglable DC, and pulse currents exceed the IC of the JJ, 

then the JJ is said to “flip”. This means that the JJ undergoes a full current phase rotation and it 

rejects a full flux quanta. This flux quanta is an Inductance ∗  Current (LI) product, and this 

product is always equal to Φ0, which is 2.067 ∗ 10−15 𝑊𝑏. If this JJ is part of any inductive loops 

where the loop inductance and JJ IC product exceed Φ0, then the loop will store a current change 

of Φ0 divided by the loop inductance. If no inductive loops have an LLoop * IC product exceeding 

Φ0, then the JJ does not experience any change in current. This stored change in current is the 

togglable loop current discussed earlier. Examples of this storage, or lack of storage of a current 

pulse are best observed in the simplest Single Flux Quanta (SFQ) logic gates, the Josephson 

Transmission Line (JTL) and D Flip-Flop (DFF). 

 See APPENDIX A for information on how Josephson Junction circuits are cooled and 

tested.  
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1.2.2 Josephson Junction Modeling 

 All JJ modeling and simulation was done in Cadence Spectre, using the Verilog-A model 

provided by the IBM C3 team. As a two terminal superconducting device, a JJ is modeled much 

differently from semiconductor based devices, such as transistors and diodes. A highly accurate 

model for the JJ is done by a triple parallel current source, known as the Resistively Shunted 

Junction (RSJ) model. The three current sources are the following: 

• super current (blue) 

• resistive current (red) 

• capacitive current (green) 

 

Figure 1.3: Josephson Junction Electrical Model 

 The desired output from a Josephson junction is an SFQ logic pulse. Typical pulses are 

roughly 500 µV in peak voltage, roughly 200 µA peak current, and 2 ps pulse width. 

 

Figure 1.4: Josephson Junction Pulse  
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1.2.2.1 Super Current 

Superconductive current though the JJ. Cannot exceed critical current (IC). In steady state 

with no applied voltage all current will be super current. Caused by superconducting electron 

Cooper pairs tunneling through the junction insulator. The junction phase is the phase difference 

between the wave functions in the two superconductors, which is typically I/IC * 2π in steady state 

DC operation. 

 Isuper = IC * sin(phase) (1.1) 

1.2.2.2 Capacitive Current 

JJ also contains a standard parallel plate capacitor, which provides a current when the 

voltage across the junction is dynamic. Capacitive current arises since the JJ i s formed using an 

Al2O3 insulator. On Lincoln Labs SFQ5ee process the specific capacitance is 70fF/100µA. 

 Icapacitive = C * dV/dt (1.2) 
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1.2.2.3 Resistive Current 

The internal shunt is not a simple resistor. Modeled by a piecewise linear function, plotted 

below for a 125 µA junction. A key feature of this resistance is the “gap” voltage, which occurs 

near 2.8mV as seen below, which is typical across Niobium – Sapphire - Niobium style junctions. 

This sudden step in current at 2.8 mV is due to normal current tunneling similar to band to band 

tunneling in a reverse biased PN junction. Note that the I/V curve at this point is very sharp. An 

unshunted or weakly shunted junction can become trapped in this region when IC is exceeded, 

causing the JJ to become a voltage source until bias current is fully removed. While this feature 

was desirable and utilized in older JJ logic attempts, it is undesirable in pulsed logic like SFQ, and 

is why external shunt resistors are present. 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Current Response of JJ Intrinsic Shunt 

 The junction shunt current plotted above is for a 125µA junction. Voltage is ramped from 

0 to 4mV and non-linear resistance is observed. 
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1.2.3 SFQ Logic Fundamentals 

SFQ [11] is one of the two major logic families used in superconducting digital logic, and 

is the principle design paradigm used in the designs presented in this thesis. In SFQ binary “1” is 

represented by the presence of a pulse, and binary “0” by the lack of a pulse. In SFQ fixed bias 

DC currents are applied to select JJs, allowing a current pulse amplitude that is lower than the JJ’s 

IC value to trigger a JJ flip. A JTL can be thought of as a buffer used to propagate pulses over a 

distance, or to provide isolation between logic gates. 

 

Figure 1.6: Josephson Transmission Line (JTL) 

In a JTL an input pulse is expected to be propagated to the output. In the above example a 

pulse enters the JTL through the input inductor L0, and is directed down through J0, due to the 

much lower inductance of JJ J0 than the inductor L1. This current pulse plus the bias current Ib0 

through J0 exceed the IC of J0, causing it to flip, propagating the pulse through inductor L1. This 

same process then repeats again with JJ J1, and an output pulse is pushed through L2. This 

particular JTL is called a two-stage JTL because it contains two JJs for propagating a pulse. 
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Figure 1.7: Cadence Spectre Simulation of Two-Stage JTL 

 Above is a Cadence Spectre simulation of the two-stage JTL. In the above simulation JJ 

pulses are observed by looking at the voltage across the JJ, which will be non-zero when a JJ flip 

occurs. In this simulation when the input pulse arrives, J0 and J1 flip in succession as expected, 

outputting a pulse at the end of the JTL chain. It is also observed that there is no steady state change 

in current through either JJ, indicating that there was no change in state due to the arrival of an 

input pulse. 
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Figure 1.8: SFQ D Flip-Flop (DFF) 

The DFF is structurally similar to the two-stage JTL, except Ib2 is replaced by JJ J2 which 

is in series with a clock input, and the inductance of L1 is increased so that the J0 ∗  L1 product 

results in magnetic flux storage. When a pulse enters the circuit from the Data input, it causes J0 

to flip just like in the two-stage JTL. The resultant current through L1 and J1, and L1 through J2 

is not enough to cause either JJ to flip, and flux is stored within two inductive loops. The easy to 

see loop is the loop formed by J0, L1, and J1 through ground. The other loop is formed by J0, L1, 

J2, and JX, where JX is a JJ shunted to ground from an external circuit to drive the DFF’s Clock 

input. After receiving a Data pulse and then a Clock pulse, J1 will then flip due to the combined 

currents from IB, the stored pulse from J0, and the new Clock pulse causing a pulse to pass through 

the L2 output inductor. This flip of J1 will cause the two inductive loop currents to reset, making 

this a destructive read-out flip-flop. If a Data pulse had not been received, then J2 would not have 

a stored upward loop current between its “B” and “A” terminals. This lack of stored current causes  

J2 to flip when a Clock pulse is received, rejecting the Clock pulse from entering the DFF and no 

output to be generated. The DFF does not change state when this occurs because the IC of J2 is 

much lower than that of J0, resulting in an insufficient LI product for flux storage. 
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Figure 1.9: DFF Transient Simulation 

Above is a transient simulation of the DFF using Cadence Spectre. The input pattern given is 

CLK, D, CLK. On the first CLK input, J2 correctly flips to reject the CLK, preventing output. No 

steady state change is observed in JJ currents. When input pulse D arrives J0 flips, but no other 

flips occur, resulting in a stored fluxon. This fluxon storage can be seen in the change in JJ currents, 

where IJ0 decreases due to fluxon emission, and IJ1 and IJ2 currents increase. This increase in IJ2 is 

against the direction where CLK input pulses arrive, while the increase in IJ1 is in the same 

direction from where CLK input pulses arrive. The change in currents will now make J1, not  J2 

flip when a CLK pulse arrives. When the second CLK input arrives it is observed that the stored 

fluxon causes J1 to flip, creating an output pulse. While J2 does not flip, a voltage is still observed 

due to the driving circuit pushing a pulse through it. It can be seen that all JJ currents return to 

their ground state. 

See APPENDIX A for more information on standard SFQ logic gates. 
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1.3 Operating Margins 

 In general, the operating margin is the maximum fractional percentage that components 

can vary from their intended design values while correct circuit function can still be obtained. This 

is a serious issue with JJ based superconducting logic. While in CMOS incorrect W/L ratios will 

just lead to a slower or more power hungry circuit, in SFQ incorrectly sized JJs will cause the 

circuit to completely fail to operate. A JJ with too high of an IC will not flip with too weak of an 

input pulse. A JJ with too low of an IC will flip on circuit noise. An incorrect inductor inductance 

will not distribute bias and pulse currents correctly, and can result in lack of fluxon storage, or 

store a fluxon when not desired. Incorrect current bias can overbias or underbias all logic JJs.  

Difficulty in creating layouts which exactly match schematics, and inconsistencies with fabrication 

on experimental fabrication processes require circuits to have high margins to function correctly 

in physical testing. 

 Upper Margin =
Maximum Operational Value

Nominal Value
− 1 (1.3) 

 Lower Margin = 1 − 
Minimum Operational Value

Nominal Value
 (1.4) 

 A margin for an individual component parameter is known as a critical margin. Critical 

margins typically account for design errors, such as a single inductor not having as much ground 

plane wrapping as expected, raising the inductance. While all devices in a circuit need to operate 

correctly, fabrication errors typically occur over a wide area of the chip. This makes it meaningful 

to optimize margins for all components in a design of a particular class as one group. These are 

known as global margins. 

 Margins are typically denoted in a +/- syntax for upper and lower margins. For example a 

critical current margin may be written as “+20/-15”, meaning the circuit will operate correctly as 

long as the IC is between 120% and 85% of the nominal value (100%).  

1.3.1 Margin Optimization 

 Many margin optimizers have been developed to widen circuit operating margins, 

increasing the chances of a circuit operating correctly after fabrication. The oldest simulator and 

optimizer suite which newer optimizer are typically compared to is PSCAN with the COWBOY 

optimizer [12]. Many other optimizers have been developed, such as MALT [13], [14], PSO [15], 

and Monte Carlo based simulators [16], [17]. The basis of optimization is to take a functional 
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circuit and run a series of simulations, iteratively improving critical and global margins. For this 

work an optimizer is under development which uses the Cadence Spectre simulator, allowing for 

integration with the Cadence CAD suite. The table below is a list of the most commonly optimized 

parameters: 

Table 1.1: Margins Most Commonly Optimized 

Margin Type Typical Notation Meaning 

Critical IC IJ(JJ number) Individual JJ IC margin 

Critical IB IB(bias number) Individual bias margin 

Critical L L(inductor number) Individual inductor margin 

Critical R R(resistor number) Individual resistor margin 

Global JC XJC All JJ IC margin, no shunt change 

Global IB XIB All bias margins 

Global L XL All inductor margins 

Global R XR All resistor margins 

 

 For this work critical and global resistor margins are typically not presented. This is 

because these margins relate more to Rapid Single Flux Quanta (RSFQ) logic [11], where junctions 

are biased with voltage sources through resistors. Variation in the bias resistor has a major impact 

circuit operation. For the circuits presented here, low power ERSFQ logic is used instead, which 

sets bias currents using large inductors in series with a current limiting junction. Unreasonable 

variation in junction shunt resistors is required to have any significant impact in operation. Further 

details on RSFQ vs ERSFQ logic can be found APPENDIX A. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CIRCUIT DESIGN USING HIGHLY PARALLEL FAILURE 

ANALYSIS 

2.1 Overview 

 Use of failure point focused circuit modification allows for much more precise circuit 

margin optimization than what has yet been possible. When improving operating margins the 

optimizer tool takes components which failed to function properly beyond the operating margin 

range, and modifies the nominal values of these components to extend the operating range of 

whatever margin needed to be improved. Failure based analysis provides the optimizer with the 

abilities to improve critical and global margins in a unified manner, as well as correct circuit 

functionality if even the original circuit provided is non-functional. The optimizer tool has the 

following novel features: 

• Failure based critical and global margin improvement. 

• Massive parallelization to efficiently utilize dozens, possibly hundreds of CPU cores. 

• Ability to create functional circuits from malfunctioning original netlist. 

• Ability to preserve circuit symmetry for circuits with identical branches. 

• Ability to directly optimize ERSFQ logic. 

 Specific failure point detection allows the optimizer to work more quickly than existing 

optimizers, allowing it to scale and be effective on larger circuits than existing optimizers. This 

advantage is even more pronounced with successful optimization with near perfect performance 

scaling with up to 56 concurrent simulations on a 28 CPU core system, while in publication only 

scaling up to 6 cores has been documented [15]. The hierarchical Single Flux Quanta Hardware 

Description Language for Cadence (hSFQHDLC_ language [18] used to define correct circuit 

behavior not only allows for improved optimization, but creation of a properly functioning circuit 

as long as the original provided topology can be made functional. 

 The optimizer can have symmetric circuit branches defined internally, making it 

unnecessary to break circuits into subcircuit instances just to optimize for symmetry. The 
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component value linking feature also allows for the optimization of ultra low power ERSFQ logic 

while preserving the critical L*I product of the ERSFQ bias lines. 

 Use of the Cadence Spectre simulator allows for a cast array of graphical viewing to set up 

optimizer test circuits and patterns, while allowing for easy display of simulated results. 

 

Figure 2.1: Optimizer Top Level Operation 

2.2 Comparison to Other Optimizer Tools 

 Other optimization tools which currently exist are COWBOY [12], MALT [13], MJSIM 

[16], PSO [15], and SCOPE [17]. Summaries of each of these optimizers are listed below. Little 

modern published work exists, with most modern work focused on evaluating performance 

variation due to process variation, without an emphasis on designing more complex circuits. In 

general optimizers fall under two categories, 1-Dimentional, single parameter iterative 

optimization, and large scale Monte Carlo randomization. 

Table 2.1: Optimizer Comparison 

Optimizer Simulator Optimization Genre 

COWBOY PSCAN Linear 

MALT Spice3e2 Full randomization 

MJSIM JSIM Full randomization 

PSO JSIM Full randomization, then directed randomization 

SCOPE unlisted Full randomization, then linear 
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2.2.1 1-D Optimizers 

 COWBOY is the optimizer most commonly used by research groups at IBM, Hypres, and 

SUNY Stoneybrook, which are part of the main SFQ logic effort in the US northeast. It uses the 

PSCAN optimizer, which tracks junction phases at each simulation iteration, which results in much 

faster simulations than full transient simulators like Spectre or JSIM. COWBOY is a 1-Dimension 

optimizer. COWBOY is given a list of critical and global margins that it is to optimize, and a list 

of components it is allowed to modify. For each margin it is supposed to optimize, it will step 

components in the list allowed for modification one at a time, and recalculate the currently selected 

margin for optimization. Once the margin reaches the desired target, or cannot be further 

optimized, COWBOY will move on to the next margin in the list that it is to optimize. It will iterate 

through the list of margins to optimize several times with decreasing step sizes on the components 

it is allowed to modify until margin targets are reached, or it reaches the minimum step size 

allowed. 

 Issues with COWBOY are that it can seesaw component values back and forth as one 

margin wants one value for a component, and another margin wants a different value for the same 

component. Since only one margin is optimized at a time, each optimization loop will rock 

component values back and forth depending on the particular margin that is currently being 

optimized, as other margins are not checked for change when one margin is being optimized. This 

places a practical working set restriction on how many margins can be optimized in one COWBOY 

run, and thus limits the size of circuits that can be run. As more components are selected for 

optimization, more optimization conflicts will occur, limiting the result. Optimization of circuits 

larger than standard cells such as single rail DFFs and basic logic gates require user intervention, 

selecting small subsets of margins to optimize for a COWBOY run to prevent these conflicts. 

 In general, COWBOY centers device margins. This gives it the local minima problem, 

where component values relative to each other place the margin within a well of optimization, 

while a different relative relationship between component values could result in a better well of 

margin values. COWBOY has some ability to locate other margin wells by setting one component 

at a time to much different values and reoptimizing, but this is still overall linear optimization 

which has difficulty in locating another operating region. 
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2.2.2 Large Scale Monte Carlo Randomization Optimizers 

 MALT, MJSIM, and most other simulators are based upon randomization of all parameters 

desired for optimization. This means that a simple circuit such as a DFF with 4 JJs, 4 inductors, 

and 1 bias current source will have 8 parameters. All parameters are randomized. Typically 

operating margins are determined by analysis of all randomized results to determine operating 

ranges. 

 To try values for each component much lower, slightly lower, unchanged, slightly higher, 

and much higher for each component is a total of 5 simulations per component. For 8 parameters 

this is 58, or 390625 simulations to roughly map the margin pool to an accuracy of around just 

20%. 

 While this can locate more varied ranges of component operation compared to COWBOY, 

the number of simulations run is orders of magnitude higher. MALT publications quote that 

optimization of 8 parameter circuits takes several hours, and 9 parameter circuits half a day. When 

adjusting for increases in computing power since the original publication, this would result in 

roughly 2 minutes of computation time with a 24 core system with a parallelized code base for 9 

parameters. The SRFF optimized by this work’s novel optimizer has 44 total parameters. If 

accounting for a roughly factor of 5 increase in number of required simulations for each parameter, 

an increase by 35 parameters would be 535, or 2.91 * 1024 increase in simulation count. This 

translates from 2 minutes for 9 parameters to 1.1 * 1019 years for 44 parameters. This would be 

impractical for the larger scale circuits simulated for this thesis work. Published work for this type 

of optimizer only includes optimization of smaller circuits, such as inverter, XOR, or T-Flip-Flop 

circuits where multiple components are fixed to reduce the required simulation count. 

2.2.3 Existing Hybrid Optimizers 

 The SCOPE optimizer presents an algorithm with some similarities to that of this work 

[17]. SCOPE initially creates 50 randomizations of all component values, then performs linear 

critical margin optimization, followed by linear global margin optimization on functional data sets. 

 The use of randomization eliminates the local margin minima problem as long as enough 

randomized simulations are run. Running randomized simulations, then linear optimization does 

majorly reduce simulation count compared to full randomization, but not to the extent of also 

having targeted randomization. In practice with the optimizer in this work 50 randomizations is 

typically insufficient, especially when a large number of parameters are to be optimized. 
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Performing critical linear optimization, then global linear optimization in series was found to 

significantly degrade critical margins in early work when creating this optimizer. Work presented 

in publication is on circuits far smaller than those in this work, with only 17 parameters opposed 

to over 40. 

 An additional directed randomization optimizer is PSO [15]. This optimizer initially 

randomizes all values, but over time converges on values which result in improved behavior, which 

is improved critical margins, global margins, and latency. This has a similar issue to SCOPE in 

that a very large number of initial randomizations are required to grasp ideal component value 

interactions. This initial fixed number of simulations is 1000 instead of 50 for SCOPE, but again 

this still represents a fixed limit to optimization possibilities. After the initial 1000 simulations, 

one component is stepped towards what are calculated to be improved values based upon the prior 

simulations, and another simulation batch is run. Only simple DFF, TFF, merger circuits which 

have been optimized for decades were optimized. Results produced were identical to that of 

SCOPE, created 12 years prior. 

2.3 Advantages of Failure Based Optimization 

 Failure based optimization allows for the combination of the best features of a 

randomization based optimizer, and the best features of linear optimizers. This leads to the ability 

to reach a superior all around margin result, and the ability to be run on more complex circuits due 

to requiring far fewer simulations. 

2.3.1 Versus 1-D Optimizers 

 COWBOY employs a very rapid, fairly effective linear margin centering algorithm. It is 

the original optimizer designed to optimize SFQ circuits. Due to editing one component at a time 

without checking margins of other components, COWBOY has problems with worsening one 

margin for the benefit of another, achieving suboptimal results within its margin well. COWBOY 

is poor at locating other margin wells, which could potentially be superior to its current well. 

 This work’s optimizer always checks margins of other components to ensure that centering 

reaches the true ideal point for all margins being optimized. Stepping multiple components in a 

batched method further reduces the number of simulations required. The randomization allows for 

more margin wells to be found than COWBOY’s algorithm is capable of. 

2.3.2 Versus Standard Randomization Optimizers 
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 MALT, MJSIM, SCOPE, and PSO randomize all parameters because their algorithms have 

no means to determine which components are worth randomizing. This results in orders of 

magnitude more simulations than necessary compared to this work’s algorithm. MALT and 

MJSIM cannot be run on a circuit of any meaningful size due to simply needing too many 

simulations. SCOPE and PSO offer some direction in optimization following an initial set of 

randomizations. This initial set of randomization is kept small to reduce runtime, and is too small  

to ensure an ideal result is reached. No novel circuits were designed with any optimizer, with 

optimization already performed on circuits that COWBOY had already proven successful in 

optimizing with the advent of RSFQ circuits many years prior. 

 The failure based randomization of this work’s optimizer ensures that many 

randomizations are run on a circuit’s weak points, ensuring that an ideal value set will be located. 

Following randomization with batched linear centering allows for rapid centering within the newly 

located margin well, reducing simulation count further versus existing randomization based 

optimizers.  
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2.4 hSFQHDLC 

 The method by which the optimizer identifies points of failure is through hSFQHDLC [18], 

developed by Andrew Haslam. hSFQHDLC provides a set of definitions on when each JJ is and 

is not supposed to perform a phase rotation, known as a flip. A flip can be forward or reverse, 

known as increment (INC) and decrement (DEC) respectively. When the optimizer detects that an 

improper action occurred during transient simulation, it terminates the simulation and records the 

improper behavior. Below is an example of this functionality from optimizer debug output while 

the dual-rail non-destructive DFF cell was in development: 

Line 1: Found INC I0.I0.I0.J13 at time 1.86168 ns 

Line 2: Rule failure found on rule: ((INC(I0.I0.I0.J15) && (N(I0.I0.I0.J1)+N(I0.I0.I0.J6) == 
N(I0.I0.I0.J2)+N(I0.I0.I0.J5)))) INC(I0.I0.I0.J6) && INC(I0.I0.I0.J9) && INC(I0.I0.I0.J18)  

Line 3: Process 12151: Killing simulation process 12168 due to improper behavior. 

Line 4: Found INC I0.I0.I0.J13, while INC I0.I0.I0.J6 or INC I0.I0.I0.J9 or INC I0.I0.I0.J18 was required. 

• Line 1 states that JJ J13 within the DFF cell had an unexpected increment. 

• Line 2 states the active rule at the time of this circuit error. The left is the cause side, which 

is the JJ flip sequence which initializes this rule. The right side is the set of required JJ flips 

when this rule is activated. 

• Line 3 states that the invalid behavior simulation was terminated. 

• Line 4 is the initial failure list. The first entry is J13, due to it flipping incorrectly. The next 

3 entries are J6, J9, and J18 due to their associated rule being active, and none of their 

required flips occurring before the time of the circuit error.  

 In practice it has been found that including JJs from violated rules is necessary, as these 

JJs failing to flip is often the reason why another JJ erroneously flips. The above sequence is just 

one of many possible circuit error scenarios. If multiple rules were violated, then the failure  list 

would contain JJs from all violated rules. If a violated rule had some of its requirements met, then 

the failure list will exclude the JJs which had flipped correctly within that rule prior to the error. 

Another common scenario is all required JJs flip, plus an erroneous flip. In this scenario there were 

no active rules which were violated, and thus the failure list will only contain the single JJ which 

flipped inadvertently. Another scenario is no additional flips occurred, but a rule timed out due to 

a JJ not flipping within the required time window. In this case the failure list would contain the JJs 

which did not flip within the timed-out rule. 
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2.5 Optimizer Setup 

The following is required to set up the optimizer tool: 

• Optimizer Executable 

• Parameter file 

• hSFQHDLC cell description file 

• Spectre Circuit netlist 

• Junction Verilog-A definition file 

2.5.1 Optimizer Executable 

 The optimizer is an externally run C++ executable compiled in g++. The optimizer is 

initialized by running it from a Linux terminal window, at which point it opens the parameter file, 

and hSFQHDLC cell description file, and Spectre netlist file. The source code is spread across 5 

files and contains 6958 lines of code. 

2.5.2 Parameter File 

 The optimizer parameter file specifies a long list of parameters for the optimizer. Key 

parameters are the following: 

• Simulation directory 

• Simulation scratch space 

• Number of concurrent simulations 

• Which circuits to optimize 

• Margin targets for optimization 

• Various optimization parameters 

 An unexpectedly important parameter is the simulation scratch space. Spectre output files 

can be hundreds of megabyte long each, even when saving the junction events only is set. This 

overwhelms the ECSE network with roughly 10 simulations each second, greatly slowing down 

simulation rate. A major improvement is to set the scratch area to be the workstation’s local hard 

disk, however to completely eliminate file write/read as a slowdown, it is necessary to write to a 

RAM drive, where system memory is treated as a file location. A complete param.txt file is shown 

in appendix 0. 
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2.5.3 hSFQHDLC Cell Description File 

 Junction behavior definitions for each cell, or subcircuit, is provided in the cell.h file. This 

file is included in the optimizer directory. The parsing code provided by Andrew Haslam for the 

optimizer interprets this file and creates a rule file which defines not just the specific instances of 

subcircuit behavior, but also behavior on how the subcircuits link together. A cell.h compatible 

with all circuits in this work is in APPENDIX H. 

2.5.4 Spectre Circuit Netlist 

 The Cadence Spectre netlist is created by using the Cadence ADE to generate a Spectre 

netlist. This netlist must be copied to the optimizer run directory specified in the param.txt file.  

Circuit is expected to be in the format in the following schematic. IBIO and IBJTL are shared 

between all logic blocks that receives IBIO and IBJTL as power sources. The optimizer can be run 

on a circuit with the output style in the orange box with SFQ-DC on outputs, however, the SFQ-

DC is a large circuit which substantially slows down simulations. Typically the SFQ-DCs are 

excluded in favor of much faster simulations with an inductor/resistor terminator, where the 

inductor value and resistor value are what would be expected if the 4-stage JTL were to continue 

to a 5th stage, with the resistor value equal to the missing junction’s external shunt resistor. A 

Spectre netlist is presented in APPENDIX F. 

 

Figure 2.2: SFQ Circuit Testing Schematic 
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2.5.5 Junction Verilog-A Definition File 

 As a non-standard device, the Josephson Junction requires a Verilog-A definition file. This 

file may already be included in a PDK simulated in Cadence ADE, or it can be externally provided 

through a file path in the param.txt file. The key feature is the Verilog-A file must have an N-

function terminal for the optimizer to read the junction state from the Spectre output. 

2.6 Circuit Correction 

 The circuit correction algorithm begins by creating the component failure list. This list 

initially includes all JJs listed as having failed hSFQHDLC rules at the end of correct operation 

during the initial circuit simulation. These failure components then have their parameter values 

randomized up to a fractional change limit from their initial value. The circuit is then resimulated 

to see if the circuit test pattern reaches a further point before failure is obtained. Up to 56 concurrent 

simulations have been tested successfully, with no observable limit on the peak number of 

simulations. Whenever a simulation completes, it is immediately replaced by a new simulation, 

even if other simulations have not yet completed. A simulation is completed immediately upon 

failure detection to reduce wasted CPU time on an incorrect circuit. 

 If there is improvement, then the randomized changes are accepted as the new nominal 

circuit component values. A new failure list is generated and component randomization will be 

centered around the new random values. If there were no component failures, then the circuit is 

fully functional for the given test pattern and margin optimization begins. If there is no 

improvement, then the changes are rejected and more simulations are run. 

 If many simulations are run with no improvement, the initial step to resolve this lack of 

improvement is to widen the component value randomization limits. If even more simulations are 

run with no improvement, then the component failure list is expanded to also include all 

components which are directly connected to components already within the failure list. This mean 

that component types other than JJs are now included within the failure list, primarily inductors.  
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Figure 2.3: Circuit Correction 

2.6.1 Improvement Criteria 

 A circuit is considered to be improved if more valid junction events occur. For example, 

the circuit correction algorithm will accept a circuit as improved if it previously only had 50 valid 

junction events, but now has 70 valid events. This simple check is acceptable because hSFQHDLC 

rules are used to verify that junction events which occur were expected, with erroneous events 

marked as circuit failure points. 
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2.6.2 Initial Randomization List 

 Whenever junction event failures are detected, the failures are logged. This is used to 

regenerate the randomization list when either the initial circuit simulation is run, or when the circuit 

is improved, and the new failure points are targeted for further improvement. Below is an example 

from if the Set-Reset Flip-Flip (SRFF) circuit. This circuit was designed using this optimizer as 

part of the standard cell library and is discussed in detail in operation and margin improvement in 

section 3.5. In the image below logic elements are in black, bias points in red, and grounded wires 

are blue. 

 

Figure 2.4: SRFF Schematic 

 In the event that the SRFF has its overall input current, IB cut in half, the following output 

test is observed from the optimizer: 

Found INC I9.J2 at time 0.62687 ns 

Found INC I7.J0 at time 0.629051 ns 

Found INC I7.J1 at time 0.630398 ns 

Found INC I7.J2 at time 0.631558 ns 

Found INC I7.J3 at time 0.632996 ns 

((INC(I7.J3))) INC(I0.J4) has timed out 
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 In the above text, I9 is the DC-SFQ for the SRFF’s CLK input. Only the DC-SFQ output 

junction J2 is logged, and the DC-SFQ is the only circuit permitted to perform junction events 

without prior events. I7 is the 4-stage JTL buffering stage between the DC-SFQ and the SRFF 

clock input. Both the DCSFQ and buffering JTL maintain function as they did not have their bias 

current altered. INC I7.J3 is supposed to cause the SRFF clock input junction I0.J4 to perform and 

INC operation, however, J4 fails to perform an INC event due to being designed for a circuit with 

twice as much bias current. The optimizer recognizes this failure after 10 ps has passed, and failure 

I0.J4 is used to initially generate the randomization list. 

 In general, optimizer terminal output is too cryptic to be displayed in a readable format, 

and output is typically reformatted into tables for the remainder of this work. 

2.6.3 Randomization Factor 

 The optimizer attempts to correct circuit behavior with as little change as possible, as this 

reduces the number of simulations to run, as well as easies the burden on designers to redesign 

their existing circuits. The optimizer will initially randomize a randomization list by up to ±20%. 

This factor will be multiplied by 1.5x until improvement is found, or the randomization factor 

exceeds 90%, at which time the randomization list is expanded. The optimizer tracks the number 

of simulated failures without any improvement. Whenever the number of simulations with no 

improvement exceeds the Rand Threshold, the randomization factor is increased. 

Rand Threshold = 

 ((thread count) + ((2(rand list size+1)) ∗ (max rand factor))) ∗ (max rand factor) (2.1) 

 In the above example where IB for the SRFF is cut in half, the randomization factor 

increases from 0.2 to 0.3 after 9 iterations with only one component being randomized. Due to 

higher randomization factor requiring more simulations to exhaust simulating possible improved 

circuit values, 14, iterations are conducted until further increase to 0.45. 

2.6.4 Randomization List Expansion 

 In the event that increasing randomization factor does not improve circuit behavior, the 

randomization list is expanded to include adjacent components to existing components in the 

randomization list. In the example where IB is cut in half for the SRFF relegating it incapable of 

detecting a CLK input, it was necessary to expand the randomization list to also include JB3, L5, 

and LCLK to modify the circuit to detect a CLK pulse. 
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 Expansion Threshold = (thread count) + ((2(rand list size+1)) ∗ (max rand factor)) (2.2) 

 The threshold to expand the randomization list formula is the same as the randomization 

threshold increase formula, except the additional (max rand factor) term is absent, effectively 

causing the expansion list to expand when the optimizer would otherwise set a randomization 

factor exceeding 100%. 
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2.6.5 SRFF Correction at IB/2 Steps 

 The optimizer was able to obtain a functional circuit without editing IB in the preceding 

example where IB was set to half of the nominal value, 43% below the operating margin. There 

were initially only 5 correct junction events, which only occurred in the JTL buffering stages to 

the SRFF clock input. Entries listed in each table row are parameters for when the optimizer found 

improvement. 

Table 2.2: Correction of IB/2 SRFF Circuit 

Iter Total Time Sim 

Time 

# Correct 

Junction 

Events 

# Comps 

Modified 

Components Modified Max 

Rand 

Factor 

Rand List 

Expansion 

Count 

183 5.7s 1.32s 7 5 LK3,J4,JB3,L5,LCLK .2 1 

278 8.3s 1.34s 8 7 J4,J2,J13,J7,J11,J18,J9 .3 0 

170117 1h 20m 57s 1.30s 9 21 LK3,LK1,J4,J2,J13,J7,JB3,J

B1,L11,L10,L1,L5,L8,J9,J15

,J1,LS,L3,LQn,L6, LCLK 

.3 1 

170173 1h 20m 58s 1.30s 10 8 J14,J13,J7,J6,J18,J5,J10,J9 .2 0 

170189 1h 20m 58s 1.34s 13 8 J14,J13,J7,J6,J18,J5,J10,J9 .2 0 

170209 1h 20m 59s 2.33s 38 7 J14,J7,J6,J18,J5,J10,J9 .2 0 

170254 1h 21m 1s 3.77s 78 8 J14,J13,J7,J6,J18,J5,J10,J9 .3 0 

170303 1h 21m 4s 3.99s 84 8 J14,J13,J7,J6,J18,J5,J10,J9 .3 0 

170401 1h 21m 9s 4.03s 86 4 J13,J6,J18,J9 .45 0 

171499 1h 21m 53s 4.83s 96 23 LK0,LK1,J14,J8,J13,J7,J6,J1

8,JB0,JB1,J5,L2,L10,L1,J16,

J9,J15,L7,LR,L0,L4,LS,L3,L

6 

.2 1 

171522 1h 21m 54s 4.42s 103 23 LK0,LK1,J14,J8,J13,J7,J6,J1

8,JB0,JB1,J5,L2,L10,L1,J16,

J9,J15,L7,LR,L0,L4, 

LS,L3,L6 

.2 1 

171636 1h 22m 1s 6.66s 151 2 J13,J15 .2 0 

171640 1h 22m 1s 7.02s 175 2 J13,J15 .2 0 

172878 1h 22m 59s 8.58s 195 23 LK0,LK1,J14,J13,J7,J6,J18,J

B0,JB1,J5,L2,L10,L1,J16,J15

,L7,LR,L0,L4,LS,L3,L6 

.2 1 
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2.7 Margin Optimization 

2.7.1 Overall Operation 

 There are two stages of margin optimization. The first stage is a simple, fast algorithm 

which quickly obtains substantial margin improvement. The second stage contains the algorithm 

with localized error schematic adjustment. The overall premise is the second stage of optimization 

is used to find new operating regimes that could historically only be found by a full component 

randomization Monte Carlo based optimizer, but instead uses focused randomization based on 

circuit failure point to greatly reduce the required number of simulations to find a new operating 

range. The number of simulations is greatly reduced further through directed optimization by 

utilizing the fast stage one centering algorithm on this new set of values. This allows the optimizer 

to improve circuits far larger and more quickly than traditional Monte Carlo optimizers, yet far 

more effectively than traditional linear optimizers. 

 The overall algorithm begins by calculating the margins of the starting circuit, or the initial 

margins of the circuit after correct operation is obtained. Both the first and second stages of margin 

adjustment will compare margins of particular classes to the desired margin of that class. Margins 

which are most off target will have associated components modified more per optimization 

iteration than those which are less off target. Margins are optimized in batches of components to 

avoid oscillation between modifying components back and forth, causing the algorithm to get 

stuck, and to preserve circuit parameter symmetry between physically symmetric branches, such 

as the A and B input to an OR gate. 

2.7.2 Improvement Criteria 

 The optimizer tool tracks the operating margins versus their individual target margins, and 

focuses on improving the margins which have the greatest deviance from their target value. 

 Margin Deviance = Margin Target - Margin (2.3) 

 Margin targets are specified for each type of margin. Each margin group will have both an 

upper and lower margin, as well as an upper and lower margin deviance. The following is the set 

of margin targets typically used in optimization for this work, as well as an example set of margins 

obtained and deviances. 
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Table 2.3: Margin Targets and Margin Deviance Example 

Margin 

Type 

Margin Target 

% 

Example Margin 

Obtained % 

Deviation from 

Target % 

L crit 35 30 -5 

IC crit 35 25 -10 

IB 25 16 -9 

XJC 25 14 -11 

 

 The simplest scenario where experimental circuit values are to be accepted is when the 

overall worst deviance value improves. For example if the worst deviance of margins being 

optimized is -20% for a junction critical IC and this is improved to -19%, while no other critical or 

global margin is worse than -19% after the circuit changes, then the circuit is considered improved 

and the changes are accepted. The margin group responsible for this worst deviance value may or 

may not change. The -19% in this example may be on the same critical IC targeted for 

improvement, or perhaps, another junction, or inductor, or global margin is -19% when the targeted 

critical IC was improved to something better, say -18%. 

 Another scenario where an experimental circuit is considered improved is if the worst 

deviance does not worsen, while the overall deviance squares average of poor margin deviances 

improves. This indicates that we didn’t improve what we wanted, but improvement occurred 

elsewhere in the circuit. In practice this is a common occurrence, and typically aids in finding 

improvement in what is desired for later iterations.  For each component within the step distance 

of the worst margin: 

 deviance sum += (deviance high)2 + (deviance low)2 (2.4) 

 The squaring of the deviance terms makes the optimizer consider more centered deviances 

to be better. For example, for one margin group upper and lower deviances of -3% will result in a 

deviance sum for the margin group to be 18, while deviances of -2% and -4% will be 20, while if 

squaring was not present then both situations would be considered equal at 6. It is most preferred 

to avoid the worst absolute deviances, and the squaring implements this desired effect. 
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2.7.3 Stage One Optimization 

 Stage one uses a simple but effective algorithm. The main feature of this optimization step 

is margin centering. In general taking devices with imbalanced margins and centering the margins 

within the operating range will improve margins of not just that device, but other devices as well. 

This optimization stage does weighted batched margin centering. 

 step = max step size ∗ (1 +
worst deviance value − deviance

step distance
) (2.5) 

 For example, If a junction margin is +30%/-10%, step the nominal value so that margins 

are +25%/-15%. In this same iteration step a component with a better margin of say +30%/-12% 

will be stepped by a smaller amount, such as +27%/-15%. After a batch of margin centering all 

margins are recalculated. If a batch of margin adjustments results in worse margins, then the 

changes are rejected and the step size of margin adjustment is reduced. This entire procedure is 

repeated until there is no further improvement. 
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Figure 2.5: Stage One Optimization 

 In the following example, the step size is 5%, and the step distance is 5%. The step size of 

5% means that margins can be stepped by up to 5% in one centering batch. The step distance of 

5% means that margins within 5% of the worst deviance will be stepped by a linearly degraded 

amount the further away they are from the worst deviance. In this example the worst deviance is -
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19% on XIB. Unlike for margins where lower margins are represented with negative numbers, 

upper and lower deviances are normalized so that lower numbers are always worse, with negative 

numbers meaning the margin target was not met, and positive numbers meaning it was exceeded. 

Table 2.4: SRFF First Centering Iteration Steps 

Comp Upper 

Margin 

Lower 

Margin 

Margin 

Target % 

Upper 

Deviance 

Lower 

Deviance 

Value Test 

Value 

% change 

J8 76 -18 35 +41 -17 110 µA 113.3 µA +3 

J9 18 -60 35 -17 +25 125 µA 121.25 µA -3 

J10 17 -56 35 -18 +21 125 µA 120 µA -4 

J13 56 -19 35 +21 -16 110 µA 112.2 µA +2 

JB2 90 -16 35 +55 -19 212 µA 222.6 µA +5 

XIB 19 -6 25 -6 -19 748 µA 785.4 µA +5 

 

 After a step is performed, margins are verified. Typically margins within 3x the step 

distance of the worst deviance are always recalculated after a centering step, in this case 15% from 

-19%, so all margin groups with deviances worse than -4%. This resulted in 5 additional margin 

groups not shown here having their deviances verified in case the stepping had a highly adverse 

effect, and they became worse than the margin group with the worst deviance. All deviances are 

not recalculated to save on computation time, unless the optimizer is at a stage where no further 

verification would occur prior to value acceptance. This occurs when the optimizing is centering 

the initial deviances prior to beginning stage 2 optimization, or if it is in the 3rd phase of centering 

after locating a new operating range during stage 2 optimization. 

Table 2.5: SRFF First Centering Iteration Results 

Comp Upper 

Margin 

Lower 

Margin 

Value % 

change 

Expected 

New Upper 

Margin 

Expected 

New Lower 

Margin 

Actual New 

Upper 

Margin 

Actual New 

Lower 

Margin 

Unexpected 

Change 

Unexpected 

Change 

J8 76 -18 +3 73 -21 69 -35 -4 +14 

J9 18 -60 -3 21 -57 35 -46 +14 -11 

J10 17 -56 -4 21 -52 35 -31 +18 -21 

J13 56 -19 +2 54 -21 53 -35 -1 +14 

JB2 90 -16 +5 85 -21 90 -35 +5 +14 

XIB 19 -6 +5 14 -11 11 -13 -3 +2 

 

 For margin centering, margins are only calculated up to the margin target value if the 

margin was below the margin target, which is why 35% margin is prevalent in the above table. 
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Margins change by far more than what is expected than if just one component were stepped at a 

time. JB2, which previously had the worst deviance of -19% in Table 2.4: SRFF First Centering 

Iteration Steps, now fully meets the margin target specification. XIB improved by more than 

expected as well, so much so that the worst margin see-sawed from the lower to the upper margin. 

In cases where centering a margin would be expected to flip the worst deviance between the upper 

and lower margin, the test device value is selected to average out the deviances between upper and 

lower margins, which occurs on the next centering iteration step for XIB. Less of a see-saw is 

expected because fewer deviances are now within the step distance of the worst deviance, which 

is now -14% instead of -19%. For the next centering iteration only XIB and J17 are stepped, as J17 

is now close to the worst deviance after the prior centering iteration. 

Table 2.6: SRFF Second Centering Iteration Steps 

Comp Upper 

Margin 

Lower 

Margin 

Margin 

Target % 

Upper 

Deviance 

Lower 

Deviance 

Value Test 

Value 

% change 

J17 44 -22 35 +9 -13 110 µA 114.4 µA +4 

XIB 11 -13 25 -14 -12 785.4 µA 777.5 µA -1 

XIC 19 -8 25 -6 -17 NA NA 0 

 

 While XIC is now has the worst margin deviance, this does not impact the centering steps 

other than verifying that XIC does not worsen afterward. It would be possible to step every junction 

in the circuit and perform centering on global margins as well, but this is  considered to be 

impractical from a design standpoint as every junction would need to be changed, potentially 

including junctions for circuits outside what is currently being optimized. As XIB contains the 

worst critical margin, it would be stepped by 5% if it was not already nearly centered. 

Table 2.7: SRFF Second Centering Iteration Results 

Comp Upper 

Margin 

Lower 

Margin 

Value % 

change 

Expected 

New Upper 

Margin 

Expected 

New Lower 

Margin 

Actual New 

Upper 

Margin 

Actual New 

Lower 

Margin 

Unexpected 

Change 

Unexpected 

Change 

J17 44 -22 +4 40 -26 44 -27 +4 +1 

XIB 11 -13 -1 12 -12 14 -12 +2 0 

XIC 19 -8 0 19 -8 19 -10 0 +2 

 

 In the above results after the second centering iteration, it is observed that  all deviances 

near the worst deviance improve by more than expected, including XIC, which contained the worst 
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deviance, even though it wasn’t even stepped. This is commonly observed, where improving better 

margins improves worser margins as well. This indicates that maybe a step distance higher than 

5% would be beneficial, however in practice this was found to rarely be the case, instead resulting 

in excessive simulations to be run. 

 For the third and final centering step, only XIB is stepped by 1%. Result tables are excluded 

as stepping just one component by 1% does not produce unexpected, insightful results. 

2.7.4 Stage Two Optimization 

 While fast, stage one optimization has multiple issues limiting its optimization results. 

With older stage one and two algorithms, it was found that rough centering as done in stage one 

above achieves roughly 70% of the final overall margin improvement if the initial circuit is barely 

functional. One issue is the optimization is done blindly. Optimization can easily teeter back and 

forth between two component groups, as the weighted step system simply reduces optimization 

stability issues, without removing them. Another issue is global margins are optimized poorly 

when using this method. They do not receive the added benefit of often having margins widened 

by centering, and centering a global margin results in vast changes to circuit device parameters, 

requiring many changes by the designer in layout. A third issue is circuit device parameters can 

get stuck in local margin minima. A set of components may function correctly with the group set 

to one range of values, but the group as a whole may have another well of better margins if multiple 

components received large changes.  

 Stage two optimization addresses all of these issues. Like the circuit correction algorithm, 

stage two begins by taking the JJ failure list. In this case, the failure list is generated from operating 

values just past the ends of the operating margin range. This failure list has its device parameters 

randomized within a specified fractional range. The circuit is provided to the circuit correction 

function, which will take these initial values and alter the circuit further if necessary to generate a 

functional circuit. After a functional circuit is generated, the operating margins are centered 

according to the stage 1 algorithm, and operating margins and operating margin deviances are 

calculated. If margins are improved, then the new values are accepted. If margins are not improved, 

then all changes since the initial randomization are rejected, and a new set of randomized values 

are selected. In this method, the component randomization accounts for margin local minima 

issues. The selection from just the failure list avoids runtime issues found in other optimizers with 

full Monte Carlo simulations with all components being randomized. 
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Figure 2.6: Stage Two Margin Optimization 
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2.7.4.1 Calculate Initial Margins 

 Critical margins are calculated for each circuit selected for optimization. Global margins 

are calculated assuming all components of a class in the circuit change, regardless if the circuit is 

selected for optimization or not. 

2.7.4.2 Initial Randomization List Generation 

 The randomization list is the set of all components which are currently being randomized 

in attempt to improve operating margins. In the case that there are multiple instances of a circuit 

containing components being randomized, all instances receive the same modified value to keep 

all instances identical. The randomization list is generated or expanded in three separate scenarios: 

• Initial iteration of randomization algorithm. 

• Following operating margin improvement. 

• Expansion after many failed improvement attempts. 

 As stated in the overview, the failure list is initially generated when selecting a component 

with the worst deviance to randomize. The failures with respect to the errant junction behavior just 

beyond the operating margin are the initial components to be randomized. 

 When the algorithm improves the circuit, the randomization list is regenerated in the same 

manner as the initial failure list generation. This is done because the worst operating margin may 

have changed to another critical or global margin, or even if it is still the same margin, the failure 

scenario and thus failure list may have changed. For physical testing (section 3.4.5) it was observed 

that critical margins under 20% result in an error rate, and global margins under 15% result in 

required IB falling outside of the designed nominal value. These problem margins are in red. 

Table 2.8: Common Failure Points in Initial SRFF Circuit 

Comp Value U L Failures 

J8 110 µA 76 -18 J14, J9, J13, J6, J8 

J9 125 µA 18 -60 J9 

J10 125 µA 17 -56 J9, J13, J6, J10 

J13 110 µA 51 -19 J9 

JB1 218 µA 90 -22 J9, J13 

JB2 212 µA 90 -16 J13, J6, J10 

XIB 748 µA 19 -6 J7, J9, J18, J13 

XJC 10kA/cm2 11 -14 J7, J9, J18, J13 
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 The margin groups above are a snippet of components with unacceptable initial operating 

margins for the Set-Reset Flip-Flop (SRFF) to be presented in detail later. The first 6 margin 

groups are critical margins, while the final two are global margins. The worst margin group overall 

in the circuit is XIB. When the optimizer simulated XIB at -7% from the nominal value of 748µA, 

one percent beyond the maximum -7% margin, an inadvertent INC(J13) was detected, while 

INC(J7), INC(J9), or INC(J18) were expected to complete the following active rule: 

RULE (INC(J15) && !INC(J3) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J7) && INC(J9) && INC(J18); 

 The initial randomization list is generated with J13 due to it performing an unexpected 

action, and J7, J9, and J18 for failing to perform an expected action prior to circuit failure. For the 

above 8 margin groups with unacceptable margins, J9 is a failure in 7 of the margin groups, and 

J13 a failure in 6 of the margin groups. Due to this commonality in failure points, it is likely by 

targeting and improving the failure points for XIB that most, if not all of the other poor margin 

groups will be improved as well. 

Table 2.9: Common Failure Points in Initial SRFF Circuit 

Failure Frequency 

J7 2 

J9 7 

J13 6 

J18 2 

  

2.7.4.3 Randomization Coefficient 

 When a new failure list is generated by any of the three means above, the randomization 

coefficient is reset to 20%. This means that component values in the randomization list will be 

individually randomized above or below their nominal value by up to 20%. If many 

randomizations occur where no improvement in operating margins is made, then this 

randomization factor is multiplied repeatedly over time by 1.5x until either improvement is found, 

or the randomization factor exceeds 90%. The concept is to have the optimizer step methodically 

through experimental component values with as little change as necessary to implement an 

improvement. This saves on computation time to find improvement, as well as requiring the 

designer to implement fewer changes in their circuits. 
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 A critical addendum to this algorithm is to ensure an overall minimum randomization. The 

circuit correction algorithm accepts the first set of component values which result in a functional 

circuit. In the event that there was no minimum randomization, all components to be randomized 

could have had a coefficient of near 0% randomly generated, and effectively the starting circuit is 

resimulated and accepted as the experimental circuit since the nominal circuit values are 

operational. This causes the algorithm to fail as true experimental values are never tested, since 

typically the circuit correction algorithm is required to make the experimental values functional, 

requiring multiple simulations in sequence. This is more problematic when more simulations are 

run concurrently, since with more CPUs available the chances that a near nominal value circuit 

simulation is initiated and completed prior to a truly experimental circuit is discovered increase. 

 To solve this issue of different algorithm behavior with scaling of CPU cores, a 

randomization list is required to on average have at least half of the randomization of the 

randomization coefficient. For example, if the randomization coefficient is 20%, then the 

randomization average of the randomization group must be at least 10%. 

 Below is an example of randomized values generated when optimizing XIB and XIC for the 

SRFF, both with -14% margin deviance. XIB contains J7, J9, J13, and J18 for failures, while XIC 

only contains J18. The randomization factor is set to 20%: 

1. Generated randomization factor 0.8895 for J7 value 0.00011 

2. Generated randomization factor 1.015 for J9 value 0.00012125 

3. Generated randomization factor 0.876 for J18 value 0.00011 

4. Generated randomization factor 0.9035 for J13 value 0.0001122 

5. sum target is 0.4 and randomness sum is 0.346 

6. Randomization correction is 1.15607 

7. Randomization factor 0.8895 for J7 value 0.00011 corrected to 0.872254 

8. Randomization factor 1.015 for J9 value 0.00012125 corrected to 1.01734 

9. Randomization factor 0.876 for J18 value 0.00011 corrected to 0.856647 

10. Randomization factor 0.9035 for J13 value 0.0001122 corrected to 0.888439 

 Line 1 states that J7 will be set to be 88.95% of its nominal value of 110 µA in this 

randomization iteration. The same pattern holds for lines 2-4 for components J9, J18, and J13. 

Since there are 4 components being randomized, it is expected that the sum of all 4 randomization 

factors will be: 

 randomness sum = (# of components randomized) ∗
max randomization factor

2
 (2.6) 

Which in this example is: 
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 randomness sum = (4) ∗
0.2

2
= 0.4 (2.7) 

 This result of 0.4 is observed in line 5, however the sum of the absolute value of all 

randomization factors is only 0.346. Line 6 states that there is a required correction to all 

randomization factors, where all factors will be multiplied by 1.15607 to reach the required 0.4. 

Lines 7 – 10 state the before and after correction to each individual component’s experimental 

value. This is done for each individual simulation, as each simulation is testing a different set of 

experimental values. 

2.7.4.4 Randomization List Expansion 

 Just like with circuit correction, the randomization list will be expanded over time if there 

is no improvement in operating margins. This occurs when the randomization coefficient algorithm 

has exhausted its improvement attempts with the randomization coefficient set to 90%. The 

randomization list is expanded to include components immediately adjacent in the schematic 

netlist to what is already present. 

 In the following example the optimizer is struggling to improve the worst deviance on XIC 

of -11% for the same SRFF circuit in the example above. There were 31 prior randomization 

iterations which failed to yield improvement. XIC fails at -12% under the following rule: 

RULE (INC(J16) && !INC(J14) && (N(J2)+N(J5) == N(J3)+N(J6))) INC(J8) && INC(J10) && INC(J17);  

 This failure generated the initial randomization list of J8, J14, and J17, which was expanded 

with adjacent components to a randomization list of 11 components. 
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Figure 2.7: SRFF XIC Randomization List Expansion 

 In the above circuit schematic, the junctions which initially form the randomization list are 

green. The randomization list is expanded to include the components in red as well, which are 

immediately adjacent to the components already within the expansion list. While this is a 

substantial enlargement of the randomization list, the randomization list is still far smaller than 

what existing Monte Carlo style optimizers would attempt to randomize, which would be the entire 

circuit. 

Table 2.10: SRFF XIC Randomization List Expansion 

Component Type Prior Randomization List New Randomization List 

Logic Junctions J8, J14, J17 J8, J10, J14, J16, J17 

Bias Junctions none JB2 

Inductors none L2, L4, L7, L11, LR 

 

 With the expanded randomization list, the optimizer improved the worst deviance to -10% 

after 15 iterations with no increase in the randomization coefficient. The margin group with the 

worst deviance is still XIC. The failure list is reset to J18, the lone failure at -16% operating margin, 

corresponding to a margin deviance of -9% due to the targeted margins of XIC being +25%/-25%. 
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2.7.4.5 Iteration Caps 

 The larger the allowed component randomization or the larger the list of components to be 

randomized, the more iterations must be run until it can be ruled out that the current parameters 

are insufficient to result in improvement, and that more randomization must occur. The following 

base value is calculated and compared against to determine if the randomization list must be 

increased: 

 Expansion Threshold = [floor ((1.8rand list size) ∗ (max rand factor)) + 10] ∗ 2 (2.8) 

 The formula to determine randomization factor increase has this threshold value multiplied 

by an additional max randomization factor: 

 Rand Increase Threshold = Expansion Threshold ∗ (max rand factor) (2.9) 

 A running tally of randomization iterations conducted with no improvement and no change 

in randomization coefficient or list size is compared to the threshold value generated by the above 

formula. While coefficients in the formula are somewhat arbitrary, this formula was found to be 

good for running enough simulations to find a potential result, but not running too many 

simulations prior to parameter adjustment. Key metrics are more simulations are run at an 

exponential amount when component counts scale, more simulations are run in a linear relation as 

randomization factor increases, and a base number of simulations are run to account for insufficient 

randomness when component counts are low. Below is an example of number of failed 

randomization iterations until max randomization factor increase, or randomization list size 

increase with 4 starting components in the randomization list with an initial 20% randomization 

factor: 

Table 2.11: Randomization Factor & List Size Increase with 4 Components 

Max Randomization factor Number of iterations Threshold exceedance event 

0.2 24 Rand factor to 0.3 

0.3 26 Rand factor to 0.45 

0.45 28 Rand factor to 0.675 

0.675 34 Rand factor to 0.9 

0.9 38 Expand rand list 

 

 For lower component counts like 4 in this example, the number of iterations is dominated 

by the fixed 10 factor. With larger component sets this becomes an insignificant factor due to the 

1.8 exponential. 
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2.7.5 Symmetry Preservation 

 An issue with all existing optimizer tools is symmetric branches are not preserved. For 

example, an OR gate with symmetric A and B input branches will have A and B components 

mismatched from randomization. Traditional 1-D optimizers like COWBOY will walk through its 

list of components to optimize, stepping margins and likely removing symmetry as it edits one 

component at a time. 

 Stage 1 optimization is immune to this because the batched stepping will edit symmetric 

branches at the same time, assuming both have a complete test sequence. As the branches are 

symmetric, then the batched optimization stepping will edit both branches equally. 

 Stage 2 optimization will inherently have the same issues as standard Monte Carlo 

randomization based optimizers. This issue was avoided by adding the capability of linking 

component values together in the optimizer. If the optimizer wants to randomly vary a component, 

it will edit dependent components by a specified ratio relative to how much the original component 

was modified. 

 This capability is also used to preserve junction ßC by setting a junction’s external shunt to 

vary inversely from the junction IC. Additionally, this is used to maintain fluxon balancing L*IC 

product for ERSFQ biasing, where the current limiting junction and bias inductor are set with 

inverse ratios. 

Table 2.12: Component Linking 

Main Definition Inverse Definition 

Primary 

component 

Secondary 

Component 

Link ratio Primary 

component 

Secondary 

Component 

Link ratio 

JB0 LK0 -1 LK0 JB0 -1 

JB2 1 LK2 1 

LK2 -1 JB2 -1 

J4 J4 shunt -1 J9 J9 shunt -1 

J9 1 J4 1 

J9 shunt -1 J4 shunt -1 

L4 L10 1 L10 L4 1 

 

 Above is a snippet of an OR-gate with symmetric A and B input branches. JB0, LK0, J0, 

and L4 are a current limiting junction, bias inductor, logic junction, and inductor associated with 
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the A side input branch, while JB2, LK2, J3, and L10 are a current limiting junction, bias inductor, 

logic junction, and inductor associated with the B side input branch. 

 If JB0 was increased by 10%, then its associated ERSFQ bias inductor would change by 

10% times the link ratio (more specifically 9.09% to preserve product of 1), which in this case is 

-1, to maintain the same L*IC. Since JB2 is the mirrored bias in the B branch, JB2 has a link ratio 

of 1, therefore JB2 increases by 10% like JB0. These link relations are not recursive to avoid 

infinite loop scenarios, so LK2 must also be specified with a -1 link factor with JB0 as the primary 

component, even though this is included in the definitions where JB2 is the primary component. 

J9 was 0.0001 and now is 9.7e-05 
Dependent J9_shunt subckt gate_OR test value updated from 7.164 to 7.38557 
Dependent J4 subckt gate_OR test value updated from 0.0001 to 9.7e-05 

Dependent J4_shunt subckt gate_OR test value updated from 7.164 to 7.38557 

 In the optimizer terminal printout above, the margin centering function generated a test 

value for J9 that was 3% lower. Due to component linkings this also reduced J9 by 3% in the B 

input branch, and increased the shunts for both J4 and J9 by 3% to preserve critical damping. 
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2.7.6 OR-Gate Optimization Steps 

 The high margin OR-gate presented in detail in section 3.4 was optimized in the table below 

from an initial set of device values used for a fabrication run. Current source IB1 was deleted, and 

thus initial margins were very poor. In addition, an XL optimization target of 35% was provided 

for this optimizer run, but not in the final results presented in section 3.4. Each step of margin 

deviance improvement is broken down below: 

Table 2.13: OR-Gate Optimization 

Step # Stage Sims to 

Improve 

Time to 

Improve 

Worst 

Deviance 

Prior 

Worst 

Deviance 

After 

# Comps 

Modified 

Max 

Rand 

Factor 

Rand List 

Expansions 

1 1 331 1m 56s -34 -20 5 - - 

2 1 394 1m 41s -20 -16 7 - - 

3 1 191 1m 3s -16 -14 6 - - 

4 1 193 48s -14 -14 3 - - 

5 2 4937 24m 57s -14 -14 3 .2 0 

6 2 1206 6m 4s -14 -13 2 .2 0 

7 2 2842 15m 16s -13 -11 4 .2 0 

8 2 4584 24m 3s -11 -10 4 .2 0 

9 2 880 5m 8s -10 -10 2 .2 0 

10 2 6025 1h 44m 34s -10 -9 2 .2 0 

11 2 233543 18h 34m 31s -9 -9 19 .2 1 

12 2 16373 1h 9m 30s -9 -9 2 .3 0 

13 2 1684 8m 7s -9 -9 5 .2 0 

14 2 3618 16m 46s -9 -9 2 .2 0 

15 2 47935 3h 39m 5s -9 -9 5 .45 0 

16 2 4587 18m 14s -9 -9 2 .2 0 

17 2 13997 51m 14s -9 -9 2 .3 0 

18 2 278360 14h 42m 23s -9 -9 18 .2 2 

19 2 1420 5m 26s -9 -9 2 .2 0 

20 2 8119 28m 25s -9 -8 2 .3 0 

21 2 5974 22m 18s -8 -7 2 .2 0 

22 2 1944 7m 12s -7 -6 1 .2 0 

23 2 27916 58m 36s -6 -6 10 .2 0 

24 2 654231 1d 9h 43m 32s -6 -6 8 .675 2 

25 2 2948 10m 17s -6 -5 2 .2 0 

26 2 32605 2h 1m 18s -5 -5 5 .45 0 

27 2 7199 27m 42s -5 -5 4 .2 0 
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 The stage 1 centering algorithm provides a 20% worst deviance improvement from -34% 

to -14% in just 5m,28s. An additional 8% improvement is obtained in from the stage 2 algorithm 

over the course of almost two days. This highlights the necessity of the high speed centering 

algorithm to efficiently maximize margins within an operating well to reduce simulation count. 

 The “Sims to Improve” column represents how many simulations were required for this 

iteration of improvement compared to the last. The “Time to Improve” column is the amount of 

time taken for this iterative improvement since the last improvement. Many rows of improvement 

are present where the worst deviance did not improve. The optimizer will also consider the circuit 

to be improved if the sum of squared deviances within 5% of the worst deviance also improve, as 

discussed in section 2.6.1. This is a critical metric to account for, as improving deviances that are 

close to the worst allow for room to improve the worst deviance. An example of this is 

improvement step 18, where after nearly 15 hours improvement in the XIC upper deviance was 

found, which then for later iterations allowed room for the lower XIC deviance to improve. 
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Table 2.14: OR-Gate Optimization Simulation Counts 

Step # Total Sim # Rand Sim # Centering Sim # Margin Sim # Total Time 

1 331 0 331 0 1m 56s 

2 725 0 725 0 3m 37s 

3 916 0 916 0 4m 40s 

4 1109 0 1109 0 5m 28s 

5 6046 62 3269 2715 30m 25s 

6 7252 134 3637 3481 36m 29s 

7 10094 162 4814 5118 51m 45s 

8 14678 247 6415 8016 1h 15m 48s 

9 15558 277 6731 8550 1h 20m 56s 

10 21583 453 8519 12611 3h 5m 30s 

11 255126 31961 142600 80565 21h 40m 1s 

12 271499 32203 149621 89675 22h 49m 31s 

13 273183 32232 149989 90962 22h 57m 38s 

14 276801 32316 150870 93615 23h 14m 24s 

15 324736 33638 165673 125425 1d 2h 53m 29s 

16 329323 33701 166999 128623 1d 3h 11m 43s 

17 343320 34119 171409 137792 1d 4h 2m 57s 

18 621680 78415 308671 234594 1d 18h 45m 20s 

19 623100 78443 308903 235754 1d 18h 50m 46s 

20 631219 78704 310618 241897 1d 19h 19m 11s 

21 637193 78853 312237 246103 1d 19h 41m 29s 

22 639137 78909 312626 247602 1d 19h 48m 41s 

23 667053 79753 319613 267687 1d 20h 47m 17s 

24 1321284 98698 515638 706948 3d 6h 30m 49s 

25 1324232 98754 516666 708812 3d 6h 41m 6s 

26 1356837 99314 529564 727959 3d 8h 42m 24s 

27 1364036 99457 531733 732846 3d 9h 10m 6s 

 

 In the above table simulation count and total time is summed since the start of the optimizer 

run. The “Rand Sim #” column above is the number of simulations conducted by the stage 2 

algorithm to find a new operating region. The “Centering Sim #” column is the number of 

simulations to center margins within newly located operating regions. The “Margin Sim #” are 

additional margin simulations done by the stage 2 algorithm to ensure that margins are calculated 

accurately. 

 Since margin centering is effectively a set of margin simulations, the majority of 

simulations done overall by the optimization algorithm are margin calculation simulations , with 

12% being operating region locating simulations, and 88% margin simulations. 
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2.8 Optimizer Parallelization 

 The optimizer tool has been designed to scale in performance relative to how many CPU 

cores are available. Hundreds, possibly thousands of concurrent simulations could be run 

efficiently concurrently, however hardware was available for testing capable of up to only 56 

concurrent threads, for 56 parallel simulations. 

2.8.1 Parallelization Structure 

 All simulation netlist generation, simulations, and simulation analysis, are fully parallel. 

The main thread creates the component values to be simulated next. A child process then performs 

the Spectre netlist modification, and conducts the simulation. The main process also creates a child 

thread to monitor the status of the simulation, determining if behavior is correct. Serial code 

consists of calculating experimental values, determining if simulation results yield a superior 

result, and modification of accepted best circuit in the event of superior result. The simulation 

netlisting code is multi-processed due to two reasons: 

• Much of the circuit data is to be overwritten with test data. Multiprocessing natively 

provides a memory copy to not corrupt the accepted circuit values. 

• An exec() call is used to initiate Spectre. This requires a process to be available to be turned 

into a simulation. 

The simulation monitoring code is multi-threaded for the following reasons: 

• In the event that the circuit is improved, the main process/thread requires the circuit 

behavior data from the monitoring thread. This is much simpler in multi-threading where 

memory is shared. 

• Multi-processing can cause significant overhead with redundant data copies. Little data is 

modified by the monitoring thread, thus there is no need for native data copying. 
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Figure 2.8: Optimizer Process/Thread Structure 

2.8.2 Circuit Correction 

 Component value randomization for circuit correction and optimization parallelizes nearly 

flawlessly. Virtually limitless randomized simulations can be run concurrently without efficiency 

loss, unlike with margin calculation where only so many effective simulations can be run on a 

small margin set. 

 

Figure 2.9: SRFF Circuit Correction CPU Usage 

 As seen above, circuit correction results in effectively 100% CPU utilization across all 

CPU cores. The management process consumes on average 3% of total CPU power, with the rest 

devoted to simulations. In section 0 it required 172878 simulations and 1h,22m,59s until circuit 

function was fully corrected. Simulations typically took around 1.5s to complete. For 172878 
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simulations, not having parallel simulations would have resulted in nearly 3 days of computation 

time, while instead 1h, 23m of computation time was required. The algorithm demonstrates nearly 

perfect scaling, with so sign of approaching a limit on CPU scaling without many times more 

CPUs available. 

2.8.3 Margin Calculation 

 The margin calculation function is given a group of margins to calculate. If it is given a 

component which does not have a previously calculated margin, it will begin margin calculation 

from 90% and walk downward until success is found. High values are first attempted because a 

failed simulation is aborted immediately on failure, thus an invalid simulation is a faster 

simulation. Starting from 0% margins and walking outward is an available user selectable option 

in case gaps in circuit operation are suspected. Gaps in operation have only been observed in 

incorrect circuit setup, and thus this feature is almost never used. If an operating margin was 

previously calculated for a component, the optimizer tests values surrounding the previously 

calculated value. 

 When given a group of margins, to minimize the number of excess simulations the 

optimizer will distribute simulations among all margins which are desired to be calculated. The 

more simulations are being run for one margin, the more likely it is that excess simulations will be 

run. For example if a margin is 20%, and simulations are being run for 18%, 19%, 20%, 21%, and 

22%, when the 21% margin simulation fails, then the 22% margin run was a waste of resources. 

When the 20% margin succeeds, then both the 18% and 19% were a waste of resources. All 

simulations are terminated when deemed unnecessary, but it is still wasteful to even begin an 

unneeded simulation. Spreading simulations evenly among all margin groups minimizes this issue. 

Testing margin 0.1 for I0.I0.L8 with prior margins 0.9 and 0.9 on CPU 12 
Testing margin 0.1 for I0.I0.L7 with prior margins 0.9 and 0.9 on CPU 13 

Testing margin 0.1 for I0.I0.L5 with prior margins 0.9 and 0.9 on CPU 14 
Testing margin 0.1 for I0.I0.L4 with prior margins 0.9 and 0.9 on CPU 15 
Testing margin 0.1 for I0.I0.L12 with prior margins 0.9 and 0.9 on CPU 16 
Testing margin 0.1 for I0.I0.L0 with prior margins 0.9 and 0.9 on CPU 17 
Testing margin 0.1 for I0.I0.L13 with prior margins 0.9 and 0.9 on CPU 18 
Testing margin 0.1 for I0.I0.L10 with prior margins 0.9 and 0.9 on CPU 19 

Testing margin 0.1 for I0.I0.L9 with prior margins 0.9 and 0.9 on CPU 20 

 Above is a snippet of optimizer debug text for the initial margin calculation on the invalid 

input blocking OR gate presented in section 3.4. This is a snapshot of where threads 12 through 
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20 of 1 through 56 are assigned a margin simulation of 10% of the nominal value, for a lower 

margin of 90%. 

Table 2.15: Initial Margin Calculation Thread Scaling 

Number of 

Margins 

# Threads Sims 

initiated 

Sims 

succeeded 

Sims   

failed 

Sims 

aborted 

Time Speedup 

84 7 4310 168 4053 89 34m 12s  

84 14 4399 169 4057 173 17m 54s 1.91x 

84 28 4565 187 4025 356 11m 55s 1.5x 

84 56 4806 173 4057 590 11m 57s none 

 

 

 For the initial margin calculation for the invalid input blocking OR gate, strong 

performance scaling is observed up to 14 threads, and significant scaling up to 28 threads. Scaling 

beyond 14 threads is reduced as the number of unnecessary simulations increase, and the CPUs 

run at lower clock frequency as they reach their power limit with more utilization. The system 

used is a dual processor system with 28 total CPU cores. Running 56 threads to utilize each core’s 

ability to run two simultaneous threads did not yield any performance improvement. In general, 

more threads result in additional unnecessary simulations, however the parallelization still results 

in major performance increase until the CPU count is reached. 

0.87 succeeded on XIc. 

Set margin 0 of XIc to 0.13 
Sim XIc 0.96 pid 196375 on core 0 killed due to margin completion. 
Sim XIc 0.93 pid 196357 on core 3 killed due to margin completion. 
Sim XIc 0.9 pid 195589 on core 4 killed due to margin completion. 
Sim XIc 0.89 pid 195525 on core 6 killed due to margin completion. 
Sim XIc 0.94 pid 196361 on core 9 killed due to margin completion. 

Sim XIc 0.99 pid 196958 on core 12 killed due to margin completion. 
Sim XIc 0.95 pid 196368 on core 14 killed due to margin completion. 
Sim XIc 0.91 pid 195999 on core 15 killed due to margin completion. 
Sim XIc 0.92 pid 196008 on core 19 killed due to margin completion. 
Sim XIc 0.88 pid 195172 on core 20 killed due to margin completion. 
Sim XIc 0.98 pid 196895 on core 22 killed due to margin completion. 

Sim XIc 0.97 pid 196382 on core 25 killed due to margin completion. 

 Above excess simulation termination is observed. The optimizer tested XIC from 90% 

lower margin, walking downward until simulation success was obtained. This occurred at 13% 

lower margin. When this success occurred, all simulations for lower margins were unnecessary 

and terminated. This saves a substantial amount of CPU time. 
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 The method of starting margins high and walking downward does result in significantly 

more simulations than would be necessary compared to a binary search algorithm. The efficiency 

of the stepping based algorithm increases tremendously when after the initial margin calculation 

phase, the optimizer proceeds to calculate margins with the prior margin as the starting point, 

testing the prior margin, and values immediately above and below. In the event that only a small 

change in margin is obtained, this method produces results faster than a binary search algorithm. 

This stepping method allows reuse of the same code to calculate initial margins as well as margins 

later in the optimizer run. Implementing a binary search on the initial calculation was deemed not 

worth doubling the margin calculation overall algorithm coding complexity for time savings of a 

few minutes, when the optimizer would typically be run for several days. 

Table 2.16: Non-Initial Margin Calculation Thread Scaling 

Number of 

Margins 

# Threads Sims 

initiated 

Sims 

succeeded 

Sims   

failed 

Sims 

aborted 

Time Speedup 

84 7 708 504 200 4 13m 33s  

84 14 733 517 202 14 7m 0s 1.94x 

84 28 766 545 199 22 4m 32s 1.54x 

 

 Above the stepping algorithm is highly efficient when working with an initial margin value. 

In this example component values were only slightly changed during centering optimization, and 

thus margin values did not have much change, resulting in few failed simulations. 

2.8.4 Centering 

 The stage one optimization margin centering is designed to be lightweight and fast to 

perform. This makes it tend to have fewer valuable simulations that can be run in parallel, as 

typically only a few components need margin calculations to be done. Below is an example of the 

initial stage one margin centering being performed on the invalid input blocking OR gate presented 

in detail in section 3.4. Two iterations of optimization are performed. 

Table 2.17: Centering Algorithm Thread Scaling 

Centering 

Iteration 

# of 

Margins 

Checked 

# of Comps 

Stepped 

# Threads # Sims Worst 

Deviance 

Prior 

Worst 

Deviance 

After 

Time Speed

up 

1 15 6 7 149 -20 -17 2m 56s  

15 6 14 169 1m 32s 1.91x 
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15 6 28 196 1m 2s 1.48x 

2 15 6 7 130 -17 -16 2m 15s  

15 6 14 148 1m 19s 1.71x 

15 6 28 189 54s 1.46x 

 

 The centering algorithm’s simulations are all margin recalculation simulations, however 

the centering algorithm attempts to calculate margins for the smallest data set possible to avoid 

excessive simulations. As a result the parallelism improvement is slightly lower than that of 

calculating all margins, but is still very substantial. 

2.8.5 Randomization 

 The randomization algorithm is a back and forth between the circuit correction algorithm 

and margin calculation algorithm. In the example of the optimization of the OR-gate in section 

2.7.6, 88% of simulations were margin simulations, and 12% circuit correction simulations. 

Extrapolating from the margin simulations where 28 threads performed 2.84x better than 7 threads, 

there is 71% parallelization efficiency for margin simulations. With the circuit correction 

algorithm showing nearly perfect scaling, this puts the overall margin optimization algorithm as 

scaling 74% from 1 thread to 28 threads. 
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CHAPTER 3 

APPLICATION OF OPTIMIZER TOOL FOR DESIGN OF 

DUAL-RAIL LOGIC LIBRARY FOR AUTOMATED P&R 

3.1 Overview 

 RSFQ [19] has been demonstrated to be an alternative logic to conventional 

semiconductors, with promising high speed performance [6], [20], [21]. Coupled with ERSFQ [22] 

biasing for zero static power dissipation, SFQ logic can also offer power advantages as well. Thus 

far the high end of SFQ circuit complexity has been 8-bit pipelined microprocessors and various 

ALUs with approximately 5000-10000 junctions [21], [23], [9], [24], despite processing 

capabilities allowing approximately 1 million junctions [25], with fabrication capabilities 

expanding for even more junctions [26], [27]. This gap in implemented logic complexity versus 

process capabilities indicates a need for improved circuit design methodology. 

 Advanced microprocessor architectures such as ARM and MIPS are fully described in 

Hardware Description Languages (HDLs) such as Verilog and VHDL. This allows for automated 

netlisting, placement, and routing using Cadence and Synopsys software tools into semiconductor 

logic families, with CMOS typically being the target topology. Current superconducting 

technologies such as clocked Rapid Single Flux Quanta (RSFQ) and Reciprocal Quantum Logic 

(RQL) [28] lack combinational logic gates, preventing circuits from being placed and routed using 

existing tools. A new approach has been developed using dual-rail input and output logic gates 

that provides automated tools with logic gates similar enough to combinational logic such that 

automated netlisting, placement, and routing can occur, allowing the fast realization of 

superconducting logic designs into advanced microarchitectures. 

 This new approach requires the development of a dual-rail logic cell library and 

interconnect methodology. Major obstacles which needed to be overcome were developing a logic 

library which met all of Cadence Innovus’s requirements, developing an interconnect methodology 

that was length independent, and development of an SFQ circuit optimization tool. 

 Thus far the Cadence requirement of Inverter, AND, and OR combinational logic gates 

have been met by development of a dual rail logic gate capable of OR/AND/NOR/NAND logic 

functions, which has been fabricated and tested. A standard SR flip-flop cell for sequential logic 
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has had an optimized schematic developed, which a preliminary layout completed. A splitter cell 

has been developed as well to circumvent SFQ logic fan-out limitations. 

 The routing of length independent interconnects has been solved with passive transmission 

lines (PTLs) and associated PTL driver and receiver cells were developed. Routing of power and 

ground is through standard cell abutment. 

 The optimizer tool for this thesis work was used to develop all required elements for this 

library. The crux of this cell library is a novel dual-rail logic gate, which has been designed, 

fabricated on the MIT-LL SFQ5ee process, and successfully tested by the IBM C3 research group. 

These circuits proved functional and test results will be described in detail.  Other elements 

developed are an SR Flip-Flop, and passive transmission line drivers are receivers. All cells 

developed will have their operating margin results prior to this thesis work’s novel optimizer 

development compared to the results after, with major improvement achieved. 

3.2 Background 

 Over the past several decades the semiconductor industry has received an immense amount 

of resources to develop improved means of computing. Leveraging already existing tools that were 

developed for semiconductor computing takes advantage of this major investment to drive 

superconductive computing forward, and ensures that as semiconductor tools continue to improve, 

so do superconductive tools. Cadence and Synposis are major providers of CAD tools for the 

semiconductor industry. Use of Cadence Virtuoso for schematic and layout design with LVS and 

DRC rules has already been developed under the IARPA C3 contract [29]. These tools can easily 

be applied to superconducting circuits like their semiconductor counterparts, with the only major 

exception being inductance extraction, which is handled by external tools SONNET  and InductEx 

[30].  The area where applying semiconductor tools to superconducting computing has fallen most 

short is in automated placement and routing. Tools developed by Cadence and Synopsis have basic 

requirements which cannot be met by the leading superconducting topologies, preventing 

automated P&R. A new superconducting circuit design topology has been developed, which can 

be used by automated placement and routing tools without any modification to their existing 

functionality. 
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Figure 3.1: Overall Automated Design Flow 

 After netlist generation is cell placement. The placement tool will place all cells listed in 

the netlist into a specified grid. After placement comes cell routing, where all logic cells are wired 

according to the synthesized netlist. 

3.2.1 Automation Issues with Current Topologies 

 Current leading superconductive computing topologies SFQ and RQL have a fundamental 

requirement that all logic gates must be clocked [11], [28]. SFQ requires one clock line per logic 

gate, while RQL requires two clock lines. Clock requirements arise because both technologies are 

pulsed based, not DC voltage based like semiconductors. In superconductors binary data is passed 

from gate to gate where receiving a pulse is considered a digital “1”, and never receiving a pulse 

is a digital “0”. This brings forward the issue of how long a circuit must wait before it determines 

that it will not receive a pulse and thus the input is “0”, and thus a clock is introduced to provide 

this time limit. This clock requirement is a strict violation of existing netlist generation tools, where 

a basic set of combinational INV, OR, and AND gates are required. 

3.2.2 Dual Rail Solution 

 Dual-rail signaling between basic logic gates solves this fundamental issue of lack of 

combinational logic. In dual-rail signaling, all inputs and outputs on a logic gate would also have 

an inverted line. A pulse along the positive rail indicates a digital “1”, while a pulse along the 

negative rail indicates a digital “0”. Logic gates produce an output pulse once either a  positive rail 

or negative rail input pulse has been received on all input pairs. While this is not a true 

combinational logic since an input pulse from each input is required to produce an output, it is still 

valid to use this method to replace combinational logic because even when a gate does not have a 

change in output, it will still produce an output pulse for the next logic gate to read. The only 

scenario where this is invalid is when a complex combinational logic group has an output loop 
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back as its own input. This is a scenario with questionable design merit that is highly unlikely to 

be encountered due to output oscillation, metastability, race condition issues, and high latency, but 

it must be avoided when using dual-rail self-timed logic in place of combinational logic. 

 Dual-rail inputs and outputs allows for Data-Driven Self-Timed (DDST) logic [31].  DDST 

allows the clock input seen on standard RSFQ logic gates to be eliminated. This is critical as use 

of existing semiconductor based routing tools such as Cadence Innovus and Synopsys Design 

Compiler require clockless, combinational logic gates [10]. For a two-input logic gate, there will 

be no output until either the A or A, and B or B inputs arrive, at which point the logically correct 

Q or Q output pulse will be generated. This is done by having a Muller C Element drive the clock 

input for dual-rail logic gates [31]. Input pulses to the standard SFQ logic gates are split off to the 

Muller C Element, which requires an input pulse from both the A, A input pair and the B, B input 

pair prior to triggering the internal self-generated clock lines. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: DDST Schematic of Dual-Rail OR Gate 
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3.3 Netlisting 

 Work on netlisting has been handled by Alex Derrickson and Sagnik Nath. Prior to 

Automated placement and routing a circuit netlist must be generated. This circuit netlist contains 

logic cells from the desired technology kit, as well as the point to point connections between these 

cells to realize the desired circuit functionality. Tools which exist for this are the Synopsys Design 

Compiler (Design Vision), and Cadence. These netlist synthesis tools will build the most efficient 

design they can with a given cell library of logic cells, with a fundamental requirement of AND, 

OR, INV, and DFF cells. The already fabricated and tested dual-rail logic gate fulfills the 

requirement of AND and OR gates. To complete the library a dual-rail, non-destructive readout 

DFF is currently under development. 

 In addition to these fundamental gates, superconducting circuits require an additional 

splitter gate due to the inherent fanout of 1 on superconducting logic gates. Splitters integrate 

seamlessly into semiconductor tools as fan out and fan in for a technology can be specified within 

the Cadence LEF file. 

 Dual-rail signaling is not inherently supported in Cadence and Synopsys netlist synthesis 

tools. This limitation has been bypassed by first providing the netlisting tool with single rail 

circuits, then modifying the generated netlist with a script to add dual rail interfacing and remove 

inverters. Conversion to a dual rail logic simply requires adding the inverted rail to all cells, and 

connecting inverted rails together wherever the positive rails also connect between cells. In dual 

rail logic each cell already contains output inversion functionality, making inverter cells 

unnecessary. The dual-rail script removes all inverters, and switches the connection polarity 

between the gates that the inverter was present so that inversion functionality is achieved. 

 

Figure 3.3: Netlisting Step Breakdown 
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 While a logically correct netlist could be generated using the same approach on standard 

RSFQ and RQL gates where cells are originally routed combinationally with the clocks added in 

as a script later, due to clock timing restrictions the resulting netlists would not be functional. A 

simple script cannot be created to add their clocks back in after initial netlisting because the clock 

signals must trigger each gate in the correct order, while also considering the set up time delay for 

each gate, which will be heavily influenced by the routing path length to each gate during later 

placement and routing stages. Handling the resulting clock skew is a major challenge, which 

simply does not exist in dual-rail logic as there is no gate-level clock, and all input can arrive in 

any order. Tackling such an approach requires major integration between netlisting, placement, 

and routing such that development of new CAD tools is required [8]. 

3.4 Dual Rail Logic Gate 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Symbol 

 The dual rail logic gate is the fundamental logic element required in this design process. 

Any logic function can be realized with a NAND or NOR gate. This gate inherently performs an 

OR operation, however, because it is dual rail any combination of the positive or negative input 

and output rails can be selected, allowing the critical NOR and NAND functions to be achieved. 
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The OR-gate cell supports input pulses arriving both simultaneously and consecutively. The full 

list of functions the asynchronous gate can perform with no additional logic is listed below:  

Table 3.1: Truth Table of Dual-Rail Logic Gate 

Inputs Outputs 

A A B B Q Q 

0 1 0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 0 1 0 

1 0 0 1 1 0 

1 0 1 0 1 0 

 

 The primary purpose of dual rail logic is self timing, eliminating the need for a clock input 

to trigger an output. Clock line requirement causes major timing issues ensuring the clock arrives 

at the proper time with standard SFQ logic. This OR-gate is similar enough to combinational logic 

that it can be used by automated Placement and Routing (P&R) tools. The gate will not output 

until A or A̅, and B or B̅ have been received. Dual rail output allows later logic stages to also have 

dual rail inputs, permitting asynchronous sequential functioning of down-wind cells. 

 Because of dual rail inputs and outputs, through DeMorgan’s Law the gate also performs 

the following logic operations by switching connections on the complementary inputs and outputs 

for no additional logic cost: 

Table 3.2: Additional Dual-Rail Logic Gate Output Through DeMorgan's Law 

Q function Q function 

A | B A & B 

A | B A & B 

A | B A & B 

A | B A & B 

 

3.4.1 Dual Rail Dual-Rail Logic Gate Internal Operation 

 The dual-rail logic gate’s building blocks are a D-Flip-Flop (DFF), Inverter, Mueller C 

element, three confluence buffers, and three splitters. With standard RSFQ gates this would be 

expected to require over 40 junctions even before Josephson transmission line (JTL) interconnects 

were considered, however these building blocks were heavily integrated together  to reduce the 
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logic junction count to 21, with 5 additional ERSFQ biasing junctions. The confluence buffers 

were optimized to also perform the role of the splitters, with interfacing junctions combined 

between all other elements. 

 

Figure 3.5: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Schematic 

 Power and I/O pins black, AA confluence buffer purple, BB confluence buffer dark blue, 

AB confluence buffer red, Muller C orange, DFF green, Inverter light blue. Multi-color 

components function within multiple logic blocks due to circuit reduction. Floating connections 

are ground. Triple loop inductors are storage inductors. Double loop are desired inductors for 

current balancing. Single loop inductors are undesired parasitic inductors. 

 The DFF is responsible for Q output, and the Inverter is responsible for Q output. The three 

confluence buffers are the “A” confluence, “B” confluence, and “D” confluence. The “D” 
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confluence routes the A and B positive inputs to what would be the Data input on the DFF and 

Inverter if they were standalone elements. Any A or B positive input will be stored in the DFF and 

Inverter storage loops, resulting in Q output once these gates receive a clock pulse. The Muller C 

element is connected to what would be the Clock input on both the DFF and Inverter if they were 

standalone elements. The “A” and “B” confluence route pulses from both the positive and negative 

input rails to the Mueller C. The Mueller C requires a pulse from both the “A” and “B” confluence 

buffers before it outputs a clock pulse to the DFF and Inverter, triggering a Q or Q output. 

3.4.1.1 Dual-Rail Logic Gate hSFQHDLC Behavior Definition 

 Hierarchical Single Flux Quanta High-level Description Language for Cadence 

(hSFQHDLC) provides a method of circuit definition that is usable by the optimizer program. This 

language provides a description for behavior of each junction in regards to prior circuit events, 

which are used by the optimizer to identify problem areas in circuit operation. The following 

segment is the hSFQHDLC rule definition list of the dual-rail logic gate. 
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CELL gate_ERSFQ 
(J0,J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,J10,J11,J12,J13,J14,J15,J16,J17,J18,J19,J20,A,A_bar,B,B_bar,Q,Q_bar) 
{ 
    input A,A_bar,B,B_bar; 

    output Q,Q_bar; 
    junction J0,J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,J10,J11,J12,J13,J14,J15,J16,J17,J18,J19,J20; 
 
    // B & Bnot conbuf 
    //Bnot 
    RULE (INC(J3) && (N(J11) == N(J10))) INC(J8) && INC(J11):50p; 

    RULE (INC(J3) && (N(J11)+1 == N(J10))) INC(J8) && INC(J11) && INC(J12) && INC(J20):50p; 
    RULE (INC(J3) && (N(J10)+1 == N(J11))) DEC(J9):50p; 
    //B 
    RULE (INC(J2) && (N(J11) == N(J10))) INC(J9) && INC(J11):50p; 
    RULE (INC(J2) && (N(J11)+1 == N(J10))) INC(J9) && INC(J11) && INC(J12) && INC(J20):50p; 
    RULE (INC(J2) && (N(J10)+1 == N(J11))) DEC(J8):50p; 

    RULE (INC(J2) && (N(J13) == N(J14)+1)) DEC(J7):50p; 
    // A & Anot conbuf 
    //Anot 
    RULE (INC(J0) && (N(J10) == N(J11))) INC(J5) && INC(J10):50p; 
    RULE (INC(J0) && (N(J10)+1 == N(J11))) INC(J5) && INC(J10) && INC(J12) && INC(J20):50p; 
    RULE (INC(J0) && (N(J11)+1 == N(J10))) DEC(J4):50p; 

    //A 
    RULE (INC(J1) && (N(J10) == N(J11))) INC(J4) && INC(J10):50p; 
    RULE (INC(J1) && (N(J10)+1 == N(J11))) INC(J4) && INC(J10) &&INC(J12) && INC(J20):50p; 
    RULE (INC(J1) && (N(J11)+1 == N(J10))) DEC(J5):50p; 
    RULE (INC(J1) && (N(J13) == N(J14)+1)) DEC(J6):50p; 
    // output 

    RULE (INC(J12) && (N(J17) == N(J18))) INC(J19) && INC(J15) &&DEC(J16):50p;        // Qbar out 
    RULE (INC(J12) && (N(J17) == N(J18)+1)) INC(J18) && INC(J14):50p;            // Q out 
    // set DFF 
    RULE (INC(J1) && (N(J13) == N(J14))) INC(J7) && INC(J13):50p; 
    RULE (INC(J2) && (N(J13) == N(J14))) INC(J6) && INC(J13):50p; 
    // set inverter 

    RULE (INC(J13) && (N(J17) == N(J18))) INC(J17):50p // set 1 state 
 
    A_bar>>INC(J1); 
    B_bar>>INC(J3); 
    A>>INC(J1); 
    B>>INC(J2); 

    Q << INC(J14); 
    Q_bar << INC(J19); 
} 

 

Figure 3.6: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Rule Definitions 

 The color coding red indicates that this is the rule’s activation triggering event. Green are 

additional conditionals that must be met for rule activation once the triggering event occurs. Blue 

indicates the required junction events following this rule’s activation. 
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3.4.1.2 Cell Input and Output Linking 

input A,A_bar,B,B_bar; 

output Q,Q_bar; 
A_bar>>INC(J1); 
B_bar>>INC(J3); 
A>>INC(J1); 
B>>INC(J2); 
Q << INC(J14); 

Q_bar << INC(J19); 

 

 The above lines are snippets of the full cell definition for how this cell interfaces with 

outside cells. The first line defines that A, A_bar, B, and B_bar are inputs to the cell. “_bar” is 

used instead of an overbar since this is functional code, where only standard characters are 

permitted. The second line dictates that Q and Q_bar are outputs for the cell. 

 The next 6 lines define which junction events map to input and output pins. Of these six 

lines, the first states than arrival of an A_bar pulse requires J1 to perform an INC function as a 

result, and J1 is now associated to essentially be input A_bar for the rest of the circuit.  The same 

pattern follows for the next 3 input associations. The final two lines respectively map INC(J14) to 

output a pulse to external cells connected to the Q output, and INC(J10) to output a pulse to 

external cells connected to the Q_bar output. 
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3.4.1.3 Negative Input Arrival 

RULE (INC(J0) && (N(J10) == N(J11))) INC(J5) && INC(J10):50p; 

RULE (INC(J0) && (N(J10)+1 == N(J11))) INC(J5) && INC(J10) && INC(J12) && INC(J20):50p; 

RULE (INC(J0) && (N(J11)+1 == N(J10))) DEC(J4):50p; 

 

Figure 3.7: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Negative Input 

 Rule 1 and the first half of rule 2 is green. Blue is the continuation of rule 2. Rule 3 is red. 

In the above rule definition snippet, these three rules define scenarios for required behavior 

following the arrival of an A pulse for the AA confluence buffer. The first rule defines the event 

that an A pulse arrives as the first input in a cycle. INC(J5) blocks the pulse from travelling towards 

the A input and the DFF input. INC(J10) applies one stored fluxon to the Muller C output junction 

J12, preparing it to output in the event of a BB input branch arrival. 
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 The second rule defines the event that an A pulse arrives as the second input in a cycle. 

This is denoted as different from the first rule in that this rule is activated in the event that J11 has 

already performed an INC, indicating that a B or  B pulse has already travelled through the BB 

confluence buffer and has been stored in the Muller C J12 output junction. For this rule J5 and J10 

must INC just like in the prior rule, but since the Muller C J12 junction already has a fluxon stored 

from the BB confluence, INC(J12) is required to provide a CLK signal to the DFF and Inverter. 

INC(J20) is also required as this buffers the CLK signal to the inverter. While not strictly 

necessary, J20 provides a current path to sink current from INV activity, preventing it from 

backflowing to J12, potentially causing errant CLK pulse triggering. Additionally J20 slows down 

CLK propagation to the inverter, giving it more time to set to logic 1 prior to CLK in the event 

that the second input in a data cycle sets the inverter. 

 The third rule defines the event that an A input pulse is received, but the AA confluence 

buffer has already received an input for this cycle, which is determined by J10 having performed 

an additional INC than J11. In this event DEC(J4) is required to shield the Muller C from receiving 

a second pulse and triggering the INV and DFF CLK signal prior to an BB branch input arrival. A 

second, disastrous scenario would be if J10 were unable to INC due to already having ejected a 

fluxon to J12, and instead store a fluxon, returning to the ground state while J12 is still in an 

elevated state. This would result in the circuit permanently behaving as if an AA branch input had 

already arrived. This scenario where an extra A input pulse arrives is considered to be an improper 

input sequence and should not happen, however failing to account for it would result in the dual-

rail logic gate entering a corrupt state where it must be heated and cooled to restore normal 

operation. 

 Negative input behavior for the BB confluence branch is identical to that of the AA 

confluence branch. Behavior of J3 is identical to J0, J8 to J5, J11 to J10, and J9 to J4. 
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3.4.1.4 Positive Input Arrival 

RULE 1 (INC(J1) && (N(J10) == N(J11))) INC(J4) && INC(J10):50p; 

RULE 2 (INC(J1) && (N(J10)+1 == N(J11))) INC(J4) && INC(J10) &&INC(J12) && INC(J20):50p; 
RULE 3 (INC(J1) && (N(J11)+1 == N(J10))) DEC(J5):50p; 

RULE 4 (INC(J1) && (N(J13) == N(J14)+1)) DEC(J6):50p; 

 

Figure 3.8: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Set Logic 1 

 In the above image the first rule and first two INCs in the second rule are marked in green, 

with the continuation of the second rule marked in blue, the third rule is marked in orange, and the 

fourth rule in red. 

 These four rules define scenarios for required behavior following the arrival of an A pulse 

for the AA confluence buffer. The first rule defines the event that an A pulse arrives as the first 

input in a cycle. INC(J4) blocks the pulse from travelling towards the A input. INC(J10) applies 
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one stored fluxon to the Muller C output junction J12, preparing it to output in the event of a BB 

input branch arrival. 

 The second rule defines the event that an A pulse arrives as the second input in a cycle. 

This is denoted as different from the first rule in that this rule is activated in the event that J11 has 

already performed an INC, indicating that a B or  B pulse has already travelled through the BB 

confluence buffer and has been stored in the Muller C J12 output junction. For this rule J4 and J10 

must INC just like in the prior rule, but since the Muller C J12 junction already has a fluxon stored 

from the BB confluence, INC(J12) is required to provide a CLK signal to the DFF and Inverter. 

INC(J20) is also required as this buffers the CLK signal to the inverter. 

 The third rule defines the event that an A input pulse is received, but the AA confluence 

buffer has already received an input for this cycle, which is determined by J10 having performed 

an additional INC than J11. In this event DEC(J5) is required to shield the Muller C and output of 

the AA confluence just like in the third rule for negative input arrival. This is again considered to 

be an improper input, but failure to account for it results in permanent corruption. 

 The fourth rule defines the event that an A input pulse is received, but the AB confluence 

buffer has already received an input for this cycle, which is the case in the event that J13 has 

performed an additional INC than J14. DEC(J6) is required to protect the DFF and INV from a 

second input pulse. Failure to do so results in J13 storing a fluxon, despite the DFF and INV already 

being in the logic 1 state, and thus permanent corruption would be caused. DEC(J6) protects the 

circuit for the valid case where a B input had already arrived, as well as the invalid scenario where 

an A input had already arrived. Note that the (N(J13) == N(J14)+1)) rule activation check will mean 

this rule is not activated in the event that an invalid  A, A input pattern is received. This invalid pattern 

does not result in corruption, as the prior rule protects the Muller C and AA confluence. The DFF 

and INV will have their internal state overwritten to be logic 1, which is an inconsistency versus 

other invalid input handling scenarios where additional invalid input are rejected. It is not possible 

to have the AB confluence buffer reject the A input, as no activity has yet occurred in the AB 

confluence for it to behave differently from a prior A input arriving. 

 Positive input behavior for the BB  confluence branch is identical to that of the AA 

confluence branch. Behavior of J2 is identical to J1, J9 to J4, J11 to J10, J8 to J5, and J7 to J6. 
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3.4.1.5 Set DFF 

RULE 1 (INC(J1) && (N(J13) == N(J14))) INC(J7) && INC(J13):50p; 

RULE 2 (INC(J2) && (N(J13) == N(J14))) INC(J6) && INC(J13):50p; 

 

Figure 3.9: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Set DFF 

 The first half of Rule 1 is purple and the first half of rule 2 is blue. The second half of both 

rules is green. 

 This pair of rules permits incoming A and B pulses to set the DFF to logic 1, preparing it 

for Q output. For the first rule, INC(J1) indicates that an A input has arrived. INC(J7) prevents this 

pulse from propagating out the B input, while INC(J13) causes J13 to emit one fluxon and store it 

on J14, the Q output junction. This storage of flux will cause J14 to INC instead of J15 to INC 

when a CLK pulse arrives from J12 for a CLK event. 
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 The second rule indicates arrival of a B pulse. Behavior is largely the same, except INC(J6) 

occurs to block the pulse from propagating out the A input. 

3.4.1.6 Set INV 

RULE (INC(J13) && (N(J17) == N(J18))) INC(J17):50p // set 1 state 

 

Figure 3.10: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Set Inverter 

 Setting of the inverter was partially handed by the DFF rules, where up to INC(J13) was 

defined, which splits the incoming A or B pulse to both the DFF and INV. This rule states that 

INC(J13) will cause J17 to INC. INC(J17) will cause J17 to reject a fluxon and to store it through 

J18. The additional current from this stored fluxon through J18 will cause it to INC when a CLK 

pulse arrives from J20, rejecting the pulse so that no Q output occurs. 
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3.4.1.7 Output Scenarios 

RULE 1 (INC(J12) && (N(J17) == N(J18))) INC(J19) && INC(J15) &&DEC(J16):50p;        // Qbar out 

RULE 2  (INC(J12) && (N(J17) == N(J18)+1)) INC(J18) && INC(J14):50p;            // Q out 

 

Figure 3.11: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Output Read 

 Rule 1 is blue while rule 2 is green. This pair of rules governs junction behavior to output 

Q or Q depending on the inverter stored logic state, determined by J17 and J18, which will mimic 

the stored logic state in the DFF as well. For the base logic 0 state, the N-functions for J17 and J18 

will be equal, meaning they have both performed the same number of INC events. In this scenario 

Q output is expected. Once the Muller C J12 junction performs an INC to trigger the DFF and INV 

CLK inputs, INC(J15) blocks the CLK pulse from propagating out the Q output, while INC(J19) 

propagates the pulse out the Q output. DEC(J16) is required to prevent storing flux on J13. 
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 For the second rule, if J17’s N-function is one higher than that of J18, then the standard 

logic cell is in logic state 1 and is ready to output Q instead of Q. For this logic state, once the 

Muller C J12 junction performs an INC to trigger the DFF and INV CLK inputs, INC(J18) will 

block the pulse from propagating out the Q output, while INC(J14) will cause the CLK pulse to 

propagate out the Q output. INC(J18) will also restore flux to J17 after it set the INV to logic 1, 

and INC(J14) will reset flux to J13 after it set the DFF to logic 1. 

3.4.1.8 Topology Selection 

 While use of a DFF and Inverter instead of a DFF with complementary output (DFFC) as 

seen in [31] is more complex, this method proved to be more robust in the initial fabrication run 

of the dual-rail logic gate, and thus the DFF/Inverter topology was selected for the improved 

fabrication run that is the focus of this work. In the initial fabrication two versions of the dual-rail 

logic gate were built and tested, with one being of the DFF/Inverter topology, and the other the 

DFFC topology. All instances of the DFFC style gate were entirely non-functional despite sharing 

dies with mostly functional DFF/Inverter style gates, the DFFC version of the gate having higher 

simulated operating margins, and both versions of the dual-rail logic gate passing both DRC and 

LVS test decks provided by IBM as part of the IARPA C3 project [29]. 

 Due to the ground plane over all logic, die images of the physical circuit reveal nothing 

other than a solid ground plane with flux trapping moats. For the latest fabrication run two versions 

of the DFF/Inverter style gate were designed, where one had higher operating margins, while the 

other was designed to reject invalid input combinations. A dual ground plane topology was chosen 

with M4 and M7 ground planes, and M5 and M6 logic routing layers. Layout area is 38.7 x 38.5 

µm2. 
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Figure 3.12: Cadence Virtuoso Layout of Standard Logic Gate Junctions 

 Cadence Virtuoso layout of standard logic cell junctions for High Margin (HM) design. 

Junctions boxed in red are shared between logic blocks due to junction reduction for power and 

area savings. Bias junctions are faded to highlight logic junctions. Ground planes, High Kinetic 

Inductance Layer (HKIL), and power routing are hidden. 
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3.4.2 ERSFQ Power 

 Standard RSFQ logic gates are resistively biased with a several millivolt power supply for 

constant power consumption that is far higher than the power usage of the dynamic logic 

operations [32]. Use of a current limiting junction and large inductor as in ERSFQ biasing allows 

for zero static power dissipation at nominal biasing, greatly increasing the power efficiency of the 

circuit by orders of magnitude, greatly exceeding what is possible by contemporary semiconductor 

technologies [22], [32]. ERSFQ biasing has been used in a functional ALU of 6840 junctions [24], 

indicating that ERSFQ does not limit the scalability of a circuit design. 

 There are 5 total bias points, each with a current limiting junction and a large inductor. 

Current limiting junctions had their shunt resistor set such that nominally ßC=0.5 to ensure there 

is was no hysteresis in the event there was major critical current and sheet resistance variation after 

fabrication. The large inductor uses the SFQ5ee HKIL with an 8 pH/µm2 inductance per square of 

length. 

 The target L*I product of each individual bias line is 33 fluxons. This results in an 

additional 3% ripple in individual bias currents when overall bias is nominal or higher compared 

to a resistive RSFQ scheme. The practice of all bias lines having an equal fluxon target results in 

all bias currents scaling by an equal percentage for overbias and underbias condit ions. This 

balancing is essential to preserve operating margins comparable to an RSFQ biasing scheme. 
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Figure 3.13: Cadence Virtuoso Layout View of Dual-Rail Logic Gate Power Routing 

 Metal layer M0 (maroon), high kinetic inductance layer L0 (green). Logic junctions are 

faded to highlight  current limiting junctions. IBX represents the bias output location of the LKX and 

JBX inductor-junction ERSFQ pair. 

 The width of the HKIL bias inductors is 1.2 µm or 1.4 µm, where lower current target bias 

lines are 1.2 µm and higher current lines are 1.4 µm. This is below the 2.0 µm minimum stated in 

the process design manual, however using a reduced width was required to have all bias inductors 

fit within the area of the standard gate logic while having a reasonable fluxon target for low current 
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ripple. In bias line I-V testing a critical current limit induced by kinetic inductor width was never 

observed on any die tested with current scaled to up to double the nominal current target. This 

contrasts to the initial dual-rail logic gate fabrication where all 1.0 µm wide bias inductors were 

used, where many dies tested had bias lines with critical currents less than the nominal current set 

by the limiting junction. 

3.4.3 Initial Fab Run Testing Procedure 

 Testing was mixed between RPI in CII 5112 and IBM Watson Research Center. In both 

locations chip testing was done using HYPRES ICE-T cryogenic cooling systems. Only simple 

testing could be done at RPI, as RPI does not have a Research Electronics Development 

OCTOPUX -4fp-128 system [33] for providing and reading automated input patterns. For logic 

inputs the OCTIPUX provides 500 µA current pulse input patterns. These input pulses are passed 

through an 800 KHz filter prior to reaching the on-die DC-SFQ converters, which then provide 

logic pulses to the logic gate. To read the logic gate output pulses, on-die SFQ-DC converters 

produce 400 µV DC voltage outputs, which are again read by the OCTIPUX system. 

 The OCTOPUX is controlled by MATLAB scripts for automated testing. Input patterns 

are at a 60 KHz data rate. “A” and “B” inputs are not provided simultaneously, but instead are 

interleaved to verify proper functionality for both “A” first and “B” first test cases. True 

simultaneous input would require pulses to align within a picosecond of each other, which would 

not be possible to obtain. Attempting simultaneous input would have resulted in one unknown 

input always being first. Staggering inputs results in a 30 KHz output data rate. Q and Q output 

voltage is polled at a 1.92 MHz rate. MATLAB scripting allows for automated reading and 

verification of test output. Additionally, MATLAB scripts create plots for manual verification. 

3.4.4 Initial Dual-Rail Logic Cell Physical Testing Results 

 An initial version of the dual-rail logic cell was fabricated and tested in 2018. For this 

version the layout area is 40.9 x 38.5 µm2. The layout format closely mirrors the previous 

schematic. In the Cadence Virtuoso image the M7 ground layer is shown in green. This layer 

covers and blocks out visibility of most features within the die photograph. The blue border in the 

die photograph marks the boundary of the dual-rail logic gate. Surrounding features are test 

structures. This version of the logic cell had M7 cutouts over the large DFF and Inverter inductors 

to increase inductance per unit area, allowing shorter inductors. 
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Figure 3.14: Cadence Virtuoso Layout View of Fabricated Dual-Rail Logic Gate 

 

Figure 3.15: Die Photograph of Dual-Rail Logic Gate and Surrounding Logic 
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Figure 3.16: Cadence Layout of Dual-Rail Logic Gate and Test Circuit 

 

Figure 3.17: Die Picture of Dual-Rail Logic Gate and Test Circuit 
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 The image on left is raw input and output data measured from lab testing, where all 4 input 

scenarios demonstrate correct output. The image on right is the same data cleaned up for 

readability. The test pattern is pseudo-random, with all input combinations tested. The outputs on 

chip are DC-SFQ converters which toggle output voltage when pulses are received internally like 

a T-Flip-Flop. 

 

Figure 3.18: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Test Data 

The above results depict correct function, however there were many issues with circuit behavior: 

• Initial start pattern required. 

• Only works when A or A lead the B or B input. 

• Only two of eight dies had any correct functionality. 

• Greater than 1% error rate. 

• Complementary DFF style gate non-functional. 
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3.4.4.1 Initial Start Pattern 

 The initial circuit had issues in that an initial startup pattern was almost always required 

for correct output to follow. The screenshot above is from one of the few times where an initial 

pattern was randomly not required, however, Q is high prior to any input pulses arriving, indicating 

that the circuit ejected an improperly trapped internal flux prior to operation. Typically, the pattern 

A, B, A would be required. The circuit would not output after B as it should, but would after the 

second A, as if the first had never arrived. The only cause of this is the circuit is not initializing in 

the ground state on power up. In attempt to resolve this issue, the M7 ground plane cuts over the 

DFF and Inverter storage inductors were removed, as they allowed external flux to pass through 

the logic gate in these regions, potentially trapping magnetic flux. 

3.4.4.2 A Must Lead B 

 The circuit would only function when the A input pair precedes the B input pair. 

Attempting a B input prior to an A input would result in incorrect output in the form of no output 

at all, both Q and Q output, or simply the wrong output. This issue was highly perplexing since in 

both schematic and layout, the A and B input branches are identical. It was suspected that potential 

unevenness in process planarization could cause this, as variation in dielectric oxide thickness 

linearly affects interconnect inductances. All dies were from the same region of the wafer, so that 

dielectric thickness between A and B branches could vary consistently between dies since they all 

had the same orientation relative to the center of the wafer. Many simulations were conducted 

testing linear, quadratic, and square root deviation from the top to bottom edge of the layout, but 

the behavior could never be replicated. 

3.4.4.3 Poor Yield 

 Most dies failed to produce any meaningful output. Only three of eight dies had any 

consistently correct function, which required biasing outside of the expected range. Below die C4 

is observed to output randomly, as well as incorrectly. 
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Figure 3.19: Die C4 Failing to Produce Meaningful Output 

 A major reason why yield was poor is that it was discovered that the ERSFQ bias inductors 

were too narrow to have a critical current that exceeds the expected current of the current source 

for the majority of the dies. This resulted in the bias source being unable to correctly set bias 

currents, as resistance was variable across the bias lines. To correct this the bias inductors were 

widened from 1.0µm to between 1.2µm and 1.4µm for the second fabrication run. 

3.4.4.4 High Error Rate 

 The best error rate achieved was approximately 1%. Achieving this error rate required 

increasing current on IB4, the bias for the DFF and A,B confluence buffer, beyond the nominal 

value. This fortunately was achievable since this initial fab run had all bias points routed off die 

for individual adjustment. 
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Figure 3.20: Die D7 Achieving Mostly Correct Output Over 400 Input Pairs 

 On the best dies when an error output was presented, the circuit would resume normal 

operation for the following cycles. The most common error was Q instead of Q, however double 

output was also observed. 

3.4.4.5 DFF Complementary Output Circuit Inoperable 

 The largest surprise was that the circuit with more effort put in, higher margins, and less 

abstract inductor layout failed to work at all. This circuit used a complementary output DFF, 

instead of a single output DFF and inverter circuit. This failed circuit was substantially simpler in 

design and offered smaller layout, higher speed, and higher margins in simulation. No pattern 

could be observed in the mostly random output, where any type of error ranging from no output, 

wrong output, double output, and multiple pulse output would be observed. As such all future 

designs focused on improving the DFF, Inverter style circuit. 
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3.4.5 Improved Second Fab Run 

 Many improvements were made to the dual-rail logic gate which resulted in greatly 

improved test behavior. The summary of improvements are below: 

• Reduction in parasitic inductance 

• Re-optimization for improved critical and global margins 

• Single power input 

• Increased ERSFQ bias flux storage 

3.4.5.1 Parasitic Inductance Reduction 

 At the time of the initial fab run, it was unknown that it is was acceptable to have a current 

path that bypassed the junction’s external shunt resistor for junctions in series with the signal path. 

For the second run, many side paths for current flow were added to reduce undesired inductance, 

improving signal flow. 

 Additionally, for the initial fab run grounded junctions only had single ground connections. 

All M4 ground plane connections were doubled, reducing unwanted inductance for grounded 

junctions, again improving signal flow as with the series junctions. There was insufficient room in 

layout to allow for doubling of M7 ground plane connections. 

3.4.5.2 Margin Re-optimization 

 Reduction in parasitic inductance allowed for the circuit to be reoptimized for improved 

operating margins. In general, there was a 30% multiplicative improvement in the worst critical 

and global margins. The optimization algorithm used was a precursor to the optimizer tool 

discussed in [18], [34] as the optimizer work had not yet been completed in time for mask release. 

Global margin optimization used a highly parallel hSFQHDLC failure based optimization 

algorithm, while critical margin optimization was a parallel process a 1-Dimentional step based 

algorithm with similarities to COWBOY [12]. 
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Table 3.3: Operating Margins of Dual-Rail Logic Gate 

Comp Value U L Comp Value U L 

J0 137 µA 90 -59 J1 208 µA 44 -52 

J2 208 µA 44 -52 J3 137 µA 90 -59 

J4 99 µA 38 -58 J5 99 µA 25 -73 

J6 153 µA 48 -53 J7 153 µA 47 -54 

J8 99 µA 26 -73 J9 99 µA 39 -59 

J10 147 µA 67 -72 J11 147 µA 67 -71 

J12 160 µA 42 -76 J13 242 µA 29 -35 

J14 105 µA 20 -88 J15 89 µA 75 -21 

J16 116 µA 67 -47 J17 116 µA 90 -26 

J18 169 µA 36 -17 J19 198 µA 15 -36 

J20 100 µA 90 -90 JB0 230 µA 90 -27 

JB1 52 µA 90 -90 JB2 230 µA 90 -27 

JB3 202 µA 90 -35 JB4 266 µA 90 -64 

LK0 313.3 pH 90 -68 LK1 1380 pH 90 -90 

LK2 313.3 pH 90 -68 LK3 353.3 pH 90 -40 

LK4 268.6 pH 90 -90 L0 20.7 pH 31 -48 

L1 17.0 pH 90 -63 L2 9.33 pH 82 -42 

L3 9.38 pH 82 -42 L4 3.52 pH 90 -90 

L5 3.59 pH 90 -90 L6 4.52 pH 90 -90 

L7 1.06 pH 90 -90 L8 1.06 pH 90 -90 

L9 3.59 pH 90 -90 L10 3.52 pH 90 -90 

L11 4.52 pH 90 -90 L12 5.54 pH 90 -90 

L13 1.08 pH 90 -90 L14 4.0 pH 80 -72 

LA 2.74 pH 82 -54 LA 5.23 pH 90 -90 

LB 2.74 pH 82 -54 LB 5.23 pH 90 -90 

LQ 4.04 pH 90 -71 LQ 7.46 pH 90 -74 

XL  54 -19 XJC 10kA/cm2 17 -15 

XIB 980 µA 18 -17     

 

 XL is the global inductor margin, XJC the critical current density margin for all junctions, 

and XIB is the bias for the entire circuit. Margins are given in the percent deviation from the 

nominal value, with “U” representing the upper margin above nominal, and “L” representing the 

lower margin below nominal. 

 All listed inductor values were found using InductEx using the extracted layout, except for 

the HKIL inductors, which used the ideal 8 pH/µm2 value. Many additional undesirable parasitic 

inductances were present. Ideally these inductances would all be zero, however they significantly 

impact simulated margins, and thus are included for accurate modeling. 
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Table 3.4: Impactful Parasitic Inductors 

L15 255fF L16 255fF L17 323fF L18 311fF L19 768fF 

 

 Parasitic ground shunt inductors for each grounded junction were also simulated with 

values varying between 150fF and 250fF. Specific values are not included as they had little impact 

on other component margins. The optimizer margins output file along with the failure list for each 

operating margin can be found in APPENDIX I. 

3.4.5.3 Single ERSFQ Power Input 

 For the initial run, all 5 bias points were broken out to external pins individually for 

individual variation. This proved problematic as test equipment had difficulty in setting ultra low 

currents. Combination of all 5 sources in to one as expected for a full logic design would improve 

internal biasing. 

3.4.5.4 Increased ERSFQ Flux Storage 

 The fluxon storage target was increased from 25 to 33 fluxons. This results in a reduction 

in bias current ripple from 4% to 3%, increasing internal critical bias margins. 

3.4.5.5 Invalid Input Rejection 

 Throughout circuit operation where many instances of the dual-rail logic gate are 

connected to perform complex logic functions, it is always expected that for each input cycle that 

exactly two input pulses will be received resulting in one output as defined by the OR-gate Boolean 

logic function. Under correct operation the set of 8 valid input scenarios are listed below. 

Table 3.5: Valid Input Pairs and Corresponding Output 

Input Pattern Expected Output 

A, B Q 

A, B Q 

A, B Q 

A, B Q 

B, A Q 

B, A Q 

B, A Q 

B, A Q 
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 Due to the emerging nature of SFQ technology, fully functional circuitry and zero bit error 

rate free output cannot always be expected within large complex designs. For design of complex 

circuits it is advantageous to have a standard logic cell which has defined output for all possible 

input scenarios. This is standard practice for existing SFQ cells such as the DFF [19], [35], where 

repeated “D” input pulses after an initial “D” pulse are blocked to preserve correct “Q” output on 

the next “Clock” pulse. Continuation of this practice has led to the standard logic cell to be 

designed to reject repeated pulses across all 4 inputs, and to preserve a valid internal state when 

both positive and negative input rails are pulsed within an input cycle. The 4 possible invalid input 

pairs for one input and the internal input interpretation is listed below. The B input rails behave 

identically to the A input rails. 

Table 3.6: Invalid Input Interpretation 

Input Pattern Internal 

Interpretation 

A, A A 

A, A A 

A, A A 

A, A A 

  

 Except for the “A, A” input case the initial pulse will lock out any additional pulses, no 

matter how many pulses arrive. The “A, A” case is an exception because the D confluence buffer 

does not receive any inverted input, and thus cannot reject an “A” input following an A input. This 

means that positive rail inputs override negative rail inputs. While internal state is overridden,  it is 

not corrupted, allowing future valid input pairs to produce a correct OR function output without 

the necessity of resetting bias currents or performing a deflux on the entire cryostat system. 

 The internal mechanism which allows for invalid input blocking to exist is that all three 

input confluence buffers output to a junction connected to a storage inductor (J10-L2, J11-L3, and 

J13-L0). Whenever a confluence buffer passes an input pulse through, the output junction on the 

confluence buffer will then have a reduced current with other currents in the buffer relatively 

unaffected. This leads to the confluence buffer’s series junctions rejecting a current pulse prior to 

the output junction propagating the pulse. 
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 The alteration of component values for input blocking functionality lowers operating 

margins. In general, this circuit demonstrated poorer functionality in testing with a higher error 

rate than the high margin circuit. It was found that junctions with critical margins under 20% would 

result in bit errors. These margins are in red below. In the case of the HM circuit, only junctions 

associated with Q were under 20% margin, and only Q had output bit errors, while invalid input 

blocking circuit has errors on both Q and Q dues to more widespread lower critical margins. 

Table 3.7: Simulated Operating Margins of Blocking Style Dual-Rail Logic Gate 

 Full Input 

Test 

Valid Input 

Only 

 Full Input 

Test 

Valid Input 

Only 

Comp Value U L U L Comp Value U L U L 

J0 166 µA 34 -68 49 -69 J1 193 µA 26 -59 44 -63 

J2 193 µA 27 -59 44 -63 J3 166 µA 34 -68 49 -68 

J4 100 µA 16 -22 16 -22 J5 103 µA 21 -25 21 -23 

J6 155 µA 36 -43 43 -43 J7 155 µA 35 -43 46 -44 

J8 103 µA 20 -24 20 -24 J9 100 µA 17 -23 17 -25 

J10 149 µA 35 -90 35 -90 J11 149 µA 36 -90 36 -90 

J12 161 µA 38 -67 38 -67 J13 245 µA 25 -28 25 -34 

J14 110 µA 18 -87 18 -86 J15 92 µA 73 -19 73 -19 

J16 123 µA 85 -61 85 -62 J17 144 µA 67 -41 68 -42 

J18 183 µA 25 -28 25 -28 J19 199 µA 25 -27 25 -27 

J20 105 µA 90 -90 90 -90 JB0 196 µA 90 -15 90 -16 

JB1 53 µA 90 -90 90 -90 JB2 196 µA 90 -15 90 -15 

JB3 207 µA 90 -69 90 -69 JB4 266 µA 90 -60 90 -60 

LK0 353.3 pH 90 -90 90 -90 LK1 1300 pH 90 -90 90 -90 

LK2 353.3 pH 90 -90 90 -90 LK3 333.3 pH 90 -61 90 -61 

LK4 257.1 pH 90 -90 90 -90 L0 21 pH 29 -50 29 -51 

L1 17.0 pH 90 -60 90 -68 L2 9.32 pH 69 -35 69 -47 

L3 9.36 pH 69 -35 69 -47 L4 3 pH 77 -90 90 -90 

L5 1.24 pH 90 -90 90 -90 L6 3.73 pH 33 -33 90 -34 

L7 1.06 pH 90 -90 90 -90 L8 1.06 pH 90 -90 90 -90 

L9 1.24 pH 90 -90 90 -90 L10 3 pH 76 -90 90 -90 

L11 3.76 pH 32 -34 90 -37 L12 5.5 pH 90 -90 90 -90 

L13 465 fH 90 -90 90 -90 L14 4.09 pH 68 -60 68 -60 

LA 2.74 pH 38 -35 70 -50 LA 5.23 pH 45 -90 75 -90 

LB 2.74 pH 39 -35 71 -51 LB 5.23 pH 45 -90 74 -90 

LQ 4.36 pH 90 -61 90 -61 LQ 7.46 pH 90 -90 90 -90 

XL  19 -21 47 -21 XJC 10kA/cm2 15 -13 16 -16 

XIB 918 µA 15 -11 19 -12       
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3.4.5.6 Testing Overview 

 All dies were labeled P1 through P12, with 6 dies tested. Each die contains two dual-rail 

logic gates. Within a die these logic gates have identical topology, but differ in device parameters. 

One design is optimized for operating margins for only valid input patterns, where invalid patterns 

corrupt circuit function requiring a cryostat heating and cooling cycle to deflux the circuit. The 

second design will reject invalid input patterns preserving correct internal state. Circuits designed 

for higher valid input-only margins are labeled “HM”, while circuits designed for invalid input 

blocking capability are labeled “B”.  

 

Figure 3.21: Second Fab Run P5-HM 

 Above is 50x magnification of wafer P5 High Margin circuit with test structures, which is 

the circuit with the best test results with 145 million consecutive input pairs without error. The 

dual-rail logic gate is boxed in red. In blue are the DC-SFQ converters for inputs. Purple contains 

the output SFQ-DC converters. Green are buffering JTLs between the dual-rail logic gate and 

interfacing DC-SFQ and SFQ-DC cells. In general, M7 ground layer blocks viewing of many 

features. 
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3.4.5.7 ERSFQ Current Limit Threshold and XJC 

 For the wafer P5 high margin circuit, a constant resistance is observed from the external 

wiring as current is ramped. As expected, resistance sharply increases near the expected nominal 

critical current of 980 µA as the ERSFQ current limiting junctions have their critical current 

exceeded, and resistance continues to ramp upward as current increases further, and the voltage 

drop across the current limiting junctions increase as they oscillate more quickly. No unexpected 

resistance shift from the kinetic inductors exceeding their critical current threshold is observed. 

 

 

Figure 3.22: Wafer P5 High Margin Circuit Resistance - Current Plot 

 The upward kick in resistance from surpassing current limiting junction IC is above the 

expected 980 µA. In general, critical current density for all dies was observed to be slightly higher 

than expected. 

Table 3.8: Wafers P5 and P10 IC Deviation 

Circuit Expected IC(µA) Measured IC(µA) Difference 

P5 HM 980 1020 4.1% 

P5 B 918 950 3.5% 

P10 HM 980 1060 8.2% 

P10 B 918 993 8.2% 
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3.4.5.8 Bias Operating Margins 

 Three general test patterns were used for all chips. The first test pattern is a test of all valid 

input pairs in both “A” first and “B” first ordering, such as “A” followed by “B”. Invalid input 

patterns such as “A” followed by “A” are avoided. This test vector is comprised of 16 total input 

pulses with 8 expected outputs. This test pattern is used for basic functionality testing and bias 

operating margin testing. Testing of an A input and a B input or either polarity arriving at the same 

time cannot be tested reliably, as this requires picosecond level input precision. This test scenario 

does work properly in Cadence Spectre simulation. 

 Because these circuits are ERSFQ, it is expected that lower margins will be poor due to 

current redistribution during extended circuit activity, where more active circuit regions will tend 

to give up their current over time, and insufficient total current is applied to properly flip current 

limiting bias junctions to properly return current. The short pattern margin test conducted here is 

expected to not result in substantial current redistribution, and thus reported margins will be similar 

to that of an RSFQ biased circuit. Test patterns run for longer periods of time, such as the 

endurance testing discussed later are expected to experience the negative effects of improper 

current redistribution in an underbiased scenario. 

 

 

Figure 3.23: P10-HM Providing Correct Output for the Simple Margin Test 
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 Output plots provided in the manner shown above are directly from the computer running 

the OCTIPUX test sequence. The top four signals are the input currents set by the OCTIPUX for 

the DC-SFQ converters on the test circuit, with 500 µA used as high current. The blue lines on 

lower two plots are the voltage output from the test circuit’s SFQ-DC converters with no filtering. 

The red lines overlapping the same plot represent a “pulse” output, meant to represent a logic 1 

output, normalizing the SFQ-DC voltage toggle output behavior for easier logic reading. The 

“_high” in the plot label refers to the HM circuit, as this circuit was physically located higher on 

the die than the physically lower B style circuit. 

3.4.5.9 Invalid Input Rejection Testing 

 The second test pattern is of input triples instead of input pairs. This allows for testing one 

additional input with each valid input pair. The simple margin test sequence was modified such 

than the first input in a valid pair was preceded by either the same pulse, or its inverted pulse. This 

tests all four possible inputs prior to each valid pattern when the simple margin test is repeated the 

second time where the B inputs precede the A inputs. This extends the 8-input pair margin test to 

a 16-input triple test, shown below. 
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Figure 3.24: P5-B Providing Correct Output to Invalid Input Blocking Test 

3.4.5.10 Endurance Testing 

 Several circuits were tested for how many cycles they could maintain correct output in 

attempt to determine a bit error rate. High margin circuits offered substantially superior error rates 

compared to the invalid input blocking circuits. For endurance testing, the circuit would be tested 

with 10K randomly generated valid input only pairs. After the output for these 10K input pairs 

was logged, it would be evaluated for correctness. If the output was correct, the 10K input pattern 

pair would be run and evaluated again. The best result achieved was from P5-HM, which ran for 

a total of 145M input pairs until error. 
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3.4.5.11 Unideal Behavior 

 In general, when producing a random error a circuit would fail to output a Q pulse, but 

would continue to operate correctly for the following input pair cycles. This behavior was 

consistent across all dies, and between the high margin and invalid input blocking style circuits. 

Overbiasing of the buffering JTLs that interfaced with the circuit inputs and outputs reduced, but 

did not eliminate the frequency of this error, indicating a consistent unexpected underbias 

condition present near the Q output section of the circuit across both designs and all dies. 

3.4.5.12 Required Initial Input Pattern 

 Of the twelve standard logic cells tested, only three did not require an initial input pattern 

of A, B be provided twice to clear a stored flux present in the initial startup state. Following this 

initial pattern any input sequence provided would produce the expected result. This is indicative 

of errant junction switching events during power up, or consistent trapping of external flux. After 

this behavior was observed many alternate biasing ramp-up scenarios were simulated to attempt 

to achieve this behavior, but the results could not be replicated. This startup pattern requirement is 

similar to that of the first fab run, which required an initial A, B input as well. Removal of the 

storage inductor ground plane cuts did not resolve this issue. Plots provided on circuit functionality 

do not sample the output until after this setup pattern is complete. 

3.4.5.13 Corruption from Bias Current 

 Of the twelve standard logic cells tested, only two could hold a full bias current indefinitely 

over time without randomly entering a corrupted, inoperable state even if no input pulses were 

provided. Removing and restoring bias current would return the circuits into the correct operating 

state. Performing a temperature deflux is not necessary. 
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3.4.5.14 Errata Summary 

Table 3.9: Errata and Bias Margin Summary 

Circuit Functional Hold Bias Startup Pattern Required Errors Bias Margin % 

P3 – HM N  Y   

P3 - B Y*  N   

P4 – HM Y N   +8/-3.1 

P4 - B N     

P5 – HM Y Y Y 145M +20.3/-17 

P5 - B Y N N  +22.5/+3.1 

P6 – HM Y Y Y 1/330K +5.4/-10.9 

P6 - B Y  N  +25.1/+2.3 

P8 – HM Y N Y 1/80  

P8 - B Y     

P10 – HM Y N Y 1/100K +23.3/-7.8 

P10 - B Y  N   

 

 A blank entry means the test was not performed. P3-B died during testing. P5-HM had too 

few failures to define error rate. 

 A circuit was labeled as functional if it would produce a correct result when given all eight 

valid input pair possibilities once. Only some circuits were tested for the ability to hold bias 

without corruption, as this issue was discovered late in testing, as test patterns were given 

immediately following bias application and thus this issue was typically not apparent. An 

approximate error rate is listed in the situation where enough errors were observed to provide an 

average error rate. The best circuit, the P5 high margin circuit only produced one error after 145M 

cycles, which required running the ICE-T for hours overnight to discover and more errors could 

not be found due to time constraints to attempt to establish an error rate. 

 In general, better upper bias margins were observed than simulated, and worse lower bias 

margins were observed than simulated. Simulated bias margins for the HM circuit were +18/-17, 

and for the B circuit +18/-11 for valid input only. The better than expected upper bias margin can 

be explained by overall JC being higher than expected, as observed in prior IV testing. The P5-HM 

circuit is the only circuit which achieved the expected lower bias margin, and this circuit also 

offered the best error rate. The invalid input blocking style circuits could not operate at their 

nominal bias, and needed to be overbiased to function. It is possible that these circuits were more 

susceptible to ERSFQ low bias improper current redistribution than the higher margin circuits, 
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causing even the short margin test to be affected. Due to bias margins have more upper and less 

lower margin than expected, HM circuit testing was typically done at 995 µA, and B circuit testing 

at 965 µA for improved functionality. Further bias increase did not improve behavior. 

 Die P8 proved functional, but exhibited a poor error rate making it difficult to even 

determine bias margins. Additionally it could not hold bias, and thus received little further testing. 

P3-HM was non-functional due to an open logic input. P3-B was initially functional, but died 

shortly after testing began. In general B circuits demonstrated a poor error rate worse than 1/1000, 

with testing focused on the superior HM circuits where more tests were run to generate accurate 

error rates. 

3.4.6 Further Improvement 

 Several areas of improvement for a third iteration of the dual-rail logic gate have been 

identified. They are the following: 

• Moat Enlargement 

• ERSFQ Inductance Correction 

• Further Margin optimization 

3.4.6.1 Moat Enlargement 

 Flux trapping moats included in the standard logic cell were far too small to be effective in 

protecting the circuit from external flux, presenting too low of an inductance to be the lowest 

energy state [36]. The large DFF storage inductor has a high inductance of 20.7 pH, however the 

largest local moat only had an inductance of 3.16pH, calculated using InductEx [37]. This rendered 

the design largely unprotected from external flux. Consistently trapping external flux would 

explain why the majority of circuits would not initialize in a ground state. 
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Figure 3.25: Insufficient Moat Inductance 

 The moat in the red box is highest inductance moat, but only has inductance of 3.16pH 

while > 20.7pH is required. 

3.4.6.2 ERSFQ Inductance Correction 

 When power routing was drawn, the inductance for each bias was calculated using strictly 

the HKIL layer, assuming that inductance from standard metals was insignificant. This was not 
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the case, with long M0 lines for bias connections adding between 1.2% and 13.1% to each bias 

line, for an error up to 11.9% in L*I flux product between bias lines, which translates to an 

equivalent error in biasing outside the nominal value. 

 

Figure 3.26: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Power Layers 

 The M0 layer (Brown) interconnects labeled with respect to which bias they provide 

current. Each bias has two segments, one before, and one after the HKIL (green). 
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Table 3.10: ERSFQ Bias Inductance Error Due to M0 

Bias Length 

Before HKIL 

(µm) 

Length 

After HKIL 

(µm) 

Total 

Length (µm) 

M0 

Inductance 

(pH) 

Target Total 

Inductance 

(pH) 

M0 addition 

to total L 

I0 12.5 26.5 39 26 313.3 8.3% 

I1 10.5 14 24.5 17 1380 1.2% 

I2 12.5 48 60.5 41 313.3 13.1% 

I3 5 45 50 34 353.3 9.6% 

I4 22 15 37 25 268.6 9.3% 

 

 Metal M0 width is 0.5µm. This results in 670fH Inductance per 1µm length as calculated 

by the IBM C3 PDK. 

3.4.6.3 Further Margin Optimization – High Margin 

 To retain circuit symmetry throughout automated optimization and to speed up the 

optimization process the A and B input branches had their component values linked together in a 

1:1 ratio in the optimizer setup file. Additionally, all junctions were tied to their respective external 

shunt with a 1:-1 ratio junction to always retain a constant ßC. Lastly, all ESFQ current limiting 

junctions have an inverse 1:-1 ratio with their HKIL inductor to maintain constant fluxon storage. 

Junction IC to shunt resistor, but not shunt resistor to IC linking is present because all shunt resistor 

margins were very high, and thus shunt optimization was disabled and thus a shunt would never 

be selected for optimization. 

Table 3.11: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Optimization Forced Component Value Relationships 

Main Definition Inverse Definition  

Primary 

component 

Secondary 

Component 

Link ratio Primary 

component 

Secondary 

Component 

Link ratio Function 

JB0 LK0 -1 LK0 JB0 -1 ERSFQ 

fluxon 

balance, 

bias current 

symmetry 

between A 

and B side 

JB2 1 LK2 1 

LK2 -1 JB2 -1 

JB1 LK1 -1 LK1 JB1 -1 

JB2 LK2 -1 LK2 JB2 -1 

JB0 1 LK0 1 

LK0 -1 JB0 -1 

JB3 LK3 -1 LK3 JB3 -1 

JB4 LK4 -1 LK4 JB4 -1 

J0 J0 shunt -1 J3 J3 shunt -1 
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J3 1 J0 1 ßC control, 

logic 

symmetry 

between A 

and B side 

J3 shunt -1 J0 shunt -1 

J1 J1 shunt -1 J2 J2 shunt -1 

J2 1 J2 1 

J2 shunt -1 J1 shunt -1 

J4 J4 shunt -1 J9 J9 shunt -1 

J9 1 J4 1 

J9 shunt -1 J4 shunt -1 

J5 J5 shunt -1 J8 J8 shunt -1 

J8 1 J5 1 

J8 shunt -1 J5 shunt -1 

J6 J6 shunt -1 J7 J7 shunt -1 

J7 1 J6 1 

J7 shunt -1 J6 shunt -1 

J10 J10 shunt -1 J11 J11 shunt -1 

J11 1 J10 1 

J11 shunt -1 J10 shunt -1 

J12 J12 shunt -1    ßC control 

J13 J13 shunt -1    

J14 J14 shunt -1    

J15 J15 shunt -1    

J16 J16 shunt -1    

J17 J17 shunt -1    

J18 J18 shunt -1    

J19 J19 shunt -1    

J20 J20 shunt -1    

L4 L10 1 L10 L4 1 logic 

symmetry 

between A 

and B side 

L5 L9 1 L9 L5 1 

L7 L8 1 L8 L7 1 

L6 L11 1 L11 L6 1 

L2 L3 1 L3 L2 1 

 

 This linking could have potentially allowed the Spectre test vector to be cut in half, where 

only the A branch is tested, and the symmetry settings cause the B side to be optimized as well for 

twice as fast optimization. This was not done and a complete test vector was used in the event of 

possible unforeseen errors, and to check simulation consistency by comparing margin results 

between the A and B side. The margin test pattern for simulated verification is the same as the test 

patten run on the physical circuit by the OPTOPUX system. 
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Figure 3.27: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Simulated High Margin Test Pattern 

 Margins are optimized dependent on the widest variation from that margin type’s targeting 

margin. Due to critical margins seeming to be more of an issue than global margins with relatively 

poor J18 and J19 margins corresponding to the presence of Q errors, critical margins for junctions 

were set to be higher than global margins. Critical margins for inductors are also elevated due to 

inductors tending to have more variation in fabrication vs design. 
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Table 3.12: Dual-Rail Logic Gate Targeted vs Obtained Operating Margins 

Margin 

Type 

Margin 

Target % 

Margin 

Obtained % 

Deviation 

from target % 

L crit 35 40 (worst) none 

IC crit 35 31 (worst) 4 

IB 25 20 5 

XJC 25 20 5 

 

 The second fab run’s low margins on J18 and J19 were due to a trade-off to obtain higher 

JC margins. These junctions are part of the inverter and are responsible for the Q output. Higher 

margins on J18 and J19 would likely eliminate the random Q errors. At the time of mask release, 

the optimizer state was very incomplete, with two separate executables required to optimize either 

critical, or global margins, resulting in poor optimization of both. This work’s completed optimizer  

[34] has increased operating margins beyond the circuits fabricated and tested. In general, the 

optimizer found that reduction in IB4 offset by an increase in LQ, IB0, IB2, improved both global 

and critical margins, particularly at junctions J18 and J19, which were likely responsible for the 

random missing Q pulses. 

Table 3.13: Critical Margin Improvement of Inverter Junctions 

 Before After 

Comp Value U L Value U L 

J15 89 µA 75 -21 110 µA 38 -41 

J17 116 µA 90 -26 115 µA 81 -35 

J18 169 µA 36 -17 116 µA 39 -46 

J19 198 µA 15 -36 142 µA 35 -34 

 

 The new value of J18 is not within the range of operation of the prior operating margins. 

This accents that the optimizer is finding new operating regimes, instead of just shifting values 

within current limits. 
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Table 3.14: Margin Improvements After Further Optimization – High Margin 

Comp Value U L Comp Value U L 

J0 137 µA 90 -65 J1 204 µA 38 -56 

J2 204 µA 39 -55 J3 137 µA 90 -65 

J4 89 µA 40 -51 J5 82 µA 39 -77 

J6 155 µA 53 -47 J7 155 µA 53 -47 

J8 82 µA 38 -77 J9 89 µA 40 -51 

J10 125 µA 42 -90 J11 125 µA 42 -90 

J12 217 µA 37 -70 J13 169 µA 40 -79 

J14 103 µA 47 -53 J15 110 µA 38 -41 

J16 96 µA 90 -62 J17 115 µA 81 -35 

J18 116 µA 39 -46 J19 142 µA 35 -34 

J20 100 µA 61 -90 JB0 257 µA 90 -39 

JB1 - - - JB2 257 µA 90 -39 

JB3 227 µA 90 -50 JB4 200 µA 90 -43 

LK0 281 pH 55 -56 LK1 - - - 

LK2 281 pH 55 -56 LK3 314 pH 90 -41 

LK4 269 pH 90 -90 L0 20.7 pH 90 -53 

L1 18.1 pH 90 -63 L2 6.16 pH 90 -39 

L3 6.16 pH 90 -39 L4 2.97 pH 90 -90 

L5 3.59 pH 90 -90 L6 5.11 pH 46 -56 

L7 1.06 pH 90 -90 L8 1.06 pH 90 -90 

L9 3.59 pH 90 -90 L10 2.97 pH 90 -90 

L11 5.11 pH 46 -57 L12 5.54 pH 90 -90 

L13 940 fH 90 -90 L14 6.71 pH 45 -90 

LA 2.74 pH 68 -44 LA 5.23 pH 90 -90 

LB 2.74 pH 68 -44 LB 5.23 pH 90 -90 

LQ 4.45 pH 90 -90 LQ 15.6 pH 58 -90 

XL  34 -31 XJC 10kA/cm2 22 -21 

XIB 782 µA 23 -22     

 

 An additional major benefit was that IB1 could be eliminated without substantial loss in 

margins. This aids in layout greatly as LK1 at 1380 pH took substantial room, causing difficultly 

in routing the HKIL layer, especially when PTL drivers and receivers are added to the outputs and 

inputs. The worst critical margin was improved from 17% to 34%, and worst global margin 

improved from 15% to 21%. The optimizer margins printout along with the failure list for each 

margin is in APPENDIX J. 
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3.4.6.4 Further Margin Optimization – Invalid Input Blocking 

 Forced component linking was done in the invalid input blocking style dual-rail logic gate 

with identical relations as the high margin style circuit. Like with the valid input only circuit, it 

was found that IB1 could be eliminated with no substantial impact on operating margins. When IB1 

is deleted, the blocking type dual-rail logic gate does not even function, however the optimizer 

tool corrects behavior and optimizes margins beyond when IB1 was present. The circuit was 

optimized to pass the full set of possible inputs with the highest margins possible. The simulated 

test vector matches the test vector for the invalid input blocking test run by the OPTOPUX system 

in chip testing. Each simulation takes 10 to 12 seconds to run. 

 

Figure 3.28: Blocking Dual-Rail Logic Gate Simulated Test Pattern 
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Table 3.15: Margin Improvement Highlights – Blocking 

 Before After 

Comp Value U L Value U L 

J4 100 µA 16 -22 94 µA 36 -45 

J5 103 µA 20 -25 98 µA 33 -55 

J9 100 µA 17 -23 94 µA 35 -45 

J14 110 µA 18 -87 100 µA 39 -47 

JB0 196 µA 90 -15 318 µA 90 -33 

JB2 196 µA 90 -15 318 µA 90 -32 

XJC 10kA/cm2 15 -13 10kA/cm2 19 -18 

XIB 918 µA 15 -11 858 µA 18 -19 

 

 In general, the optimizer greatly increased the bias current for the AA and BB input 

confluence buffers. The D pulse splitter junction J12 was increased to provide a stronger pulse to 

both the DFF and Inverter. Inverter junctions and the DFF output junction J13 were decreased in 

size to be easier to flip. Most storage inductors were reduced in inductance to increased stored loop 

current for more differentiation in current between logic 0 and logic 1 states, except for L0. All 

margins are slightly lower, but very close to the operating margins of the valid input only optimized 

dual-rail logic gate. All margins, particularly critical margins, are higher than those of the valid 

input only fabricated logic gate which was tested successfully for 145 million iterations. Inverter 

margins are much improved over the fabricated high margin circuit, which should eliminate the 

observed Q output error. All around improvement in margins should eliminate the general  errors 

observed in invalid input blocking physical testing. 
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Table 3.16: Margin Improvements After Further Optimization - Blocking 

Comp Value U L Comp Value U L 

J0 163 µA 35 -66 J1 165 µA 33 -44 

J2 165 µA 34 -43 J3 163 µA 35 -66 

J4 94 µA 36 -45 J5 98 µA 33 -55 

J6 131 µA 42 -45 J7 131 µA 39 -41 

J8 98 µA 32 -55 J9 94 µA 35 -45 

J10 162 µA 37 -89 J11 162 µA 36 -85 

J12 294 µA 39 -52 J13 149 µA 38 -45 

J14 100 µA 39 -47 J15 109 µA 33 -31 

J16 100 µA 53 -82 J17 134 µA 46 -61 

J18 145 µA 33 -39 J19 143 µA 37 -38 

J20 137 µA 79 -90 JB0 318 µA 90 -33 

JB1 - - - JB2 318 µA 90 -32 

JB3 205 µA 90 -54 JB4 243 µA 90 -44 

LK0 218 pH 34 -50 LK1 - - - 

LK2 218 pH 33 -50 LK3 337 pH 90 -60 

LK4 282 pH 62 -89 L0 23.2 pH 90 -60 

L1 15.1 pH 90 -62 L2 4.32 pH 90 -33 

L3 4.32 pH 90 -33 L4 3.00 pH 90 -90 

L5 1.34 pH 90 -90 L6 3.65 pH 38 -35 

L7 0.98 pH 90 -90 L8 0.98 pH 90 -90 

L9 1.34 pH 90 -90 L10 3.00 pH 90 -90 

L11 3.67 pH 39 -34 L12 4.84 pH 90 -90 

L13 4.65 pH 90 -90 L14 4.36 pH 64 -90 

LA 3.19 pH 35 -51 LA 5.23 pH 46 -90 

LB 3.19 pH 36 -52 LB 5.23 pH 46 -90 

LQ 4.23 pH 90 -90 LQ 7.46 pH 90 -90 

XL  22 -28 XJC 10kA/cm2 19 -18 

XIB 858 µA 18 -19     
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3.5 Non-Destructive Readout SR Flip-Flop 

 The standard logic cell covers combinational logic functionality for a standard cell library. 

An additional requirement for automated P&R is a flip-flop to created sequential logic circuits and 

general data storage. While four standard logic cells could be used to construct a flip-flop, this is 

exorbitantly expensive in terms of area, power, and performance. Critical requirements for a flip-

flop cell are dual-rail inputs and outputs, as well as data retention after readout. Dual inputs are 

required, or else in a pulsed logic scheme there is no means to reset a non-destructive memory cell. 

The standard DFF used for RSFQ logic design fulfills none of these requirements as it has only 

one input and output, and is destructive readout as well.  

 For this memory cell the BDD cell was adapted [23]. The BDD is a flip-flop with S, R, and 

CLK inputs, and Q and  Q outputs. While non-destructive on readout with a CLK pulse, the BDD 

will toggle internal state. For use as a standard flip-flop this internal toggling was corrected by 

splitting the outputs back into the inputs. 

 

Figure 3.29: SRFF Logic Symbol 

 A key difference between flip-flops in standard DC voltage based logic and pulsed logic is 

that in pulsed logic, data inputs to change flip-flop state are always accepted. The CLK input is 

used not to accept changes to internal state with respect to current voltage, but instead to output a 

pulse when clocked. This in effect is the same operation as a voltage based flip-flop. Although 
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internal state will change with progressive input changes, flip-flop output will not until CLK is 

received, like in a DC voltage based flip-flop. 

Table 3.17: SRFF Truth Table 

Input Internal State Internal State Next Output 

S NA 1 none 

R NA 0 none 

CLK 0 0 Q 

CLK 1 1 Q 

 

 To implement persistent internal state functionality, two splitters and two confluence 

buffers are added to the BDD cell. Each output has a splitter, and S and R inputs have a confluence 

buffer. One output splitter creates an output pulse and a feedback pulse to revert internal state. 

This feedback pulse is passed through the confluence buffer back into the respective input to 

restore the stored state prior to data read from a CLK pulse. The input confluence buffers will route 

input pulses from external inputs, or the feedback input to set internal state while ensuring no pulse 

flows the wrong direction out an input, and blocking repeated pulses. Unlike the standard logic 

cell, for a flip-flop blocking repeated pulses is a critical instead of a bonus feature, as logic 

attempting to set a flip-flop is unaware of the flip-flop’s current internal state. 

 As with the standard logic cell, the optimizer algorithm was used to facilitate integration 

of the BDD, two confluence buffers, and two splitters into a single cohesive, optimized cell. 

Without integration 29 logic junctions would be expected (13 BDD, 10 con buf, 6 splitter), 

however a reduced result of 19 logic junctions was achieved. 
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Figure 3.30: SRFF Schematic 

 The main circuit above is the BDD in red. Purple is the S and S feedback loop confluence 

buffer. Blue is the R and R feedback loop confluence buffer. Orange is the Q output splitter, and 

green the Q  output splitter. Multicolor sections represent combined circuits from integration 

optimization. Triple loop inductors are storage inductors, where L0 is the storage inductor for the 

flip-flop. Dual loop inductors are present for current balancing and pulse routing, while single loop 

inductors are undesired parasitic inductors. Floating connections are ground. The two “S loop” and 

“R loop” labeled wires are connected together to complete the S and R feedback loops.  

 The splitter cells were reduced to single junction splitters J11 and J12, which also serve as 

input junctions for the input confluence buffers, saving 4 junctions. An additional 4 junctions were 

reduced with combining the BDD input sections with confluence buffer branches. 
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3.5.1 hSFQHDLC Behavior Definition 

CELL BDD_NT (J0,J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,J10,J11,J12,J13,J14,J15,J16,J17,J18,CLK,Q,Qn,R,S) 

{ 
    input S,R,CLK; 
    output Q,Qn; 
    junction J0,J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,J10,J11,J12,J13,J14,J15,J16,J17,J18; 
 
    S >> INC(J15); 

    R >> INC(J16); 
    CLK >> INC(J4); 
 
    //S EXTERNAL 
    RULE (INC(J15) && !INC(J13) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J7) && INC(J9) && INC(J18); 
    RULE (INC(J15) && !INC(J7) && !INC(J9) && !INC(J18) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J13); 

    RULE (INC(J15) && (N(J3)+N(J6) == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J6) && INC(J9) && INC(J18); 
 
    //R EXTERNAL 
    RULE (INC(J16) && !INC(J14) && (N(J2)+N(J5) == N(J3)+N(J6))) INC(J8) && INC(J10) && INC(J17); 
    RULE (INC(J16) && !INC(J8) && !INC(J10) && !INC(J17) && (N(J2)+N(J5) == N(J3)+N(J6))) INC(J14); 
    RULE (INC(J16) && (N(J2)+N(J5) == N(J3)+N(J6)-1)) INC(J5) && INC(J10) && INC(J17); 

 
    //CLK while 0 
    RULE (INC(J4) && !INC(J9) && !DEC(J13) && !INC(J18) && (N(J3)+N(J6) == N(J2)+N(J5))) DEC(J7);   
    RULE (INC(J4) && !DEC(J7) && (N(J3)+N(J6) == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J9) && DEC(J13) && INC(J18); 
    RULE (INC(J4) && (N(J3)+N(J6) == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J3) && INC(J1) && INC(J11); 
 

    //CLK while 1 
    RULE (INC(J4) && !INC(J10) && !DEC(J14) && !INC(J17) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) DEC(J8); 
    RULE (INC(J4) && !DEC(J8) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J10) && DEC(J14) && INC(J17); 
    RULE (INC(J4) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J0) && INC(J2) && INC(J12); 
 
    // R loopback 

    RULE (INC(J11)) INC(J10) && DEC(J14) && INC(J5); 
    // S loopback 
    RULE (INC(J12)) INC(J9) && DEC(J13) && INC(J6); 
 
    Q << INC(J12); 
    Qn << INC(J11); 

} 

Figure 3.31: SRFF Rule Definitions 

 Like with the dual-rail logic gate, the color coding red indicates that this is the rule’s 

activation triggering event. Green are additional conditionals that must be met for rule activation 

once the triggering event occurs. Blue indicates the required junction events following this rule’s 

activation. What’s new with the SRFF is rule cancelation events, indicated in purple. These are 

present because there are often two means for an event to occur properly, with one occurring 

instead of another depending on where component values are within their operating range. 
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3.5.1.1 Input and Output Linking 

    input S,R,CLK; 

    output Q,Qn; 
    S >> INC(J15); 
    R >> INC(J16); 
    CLK >> INC(J4); 
    Q << INC(J12); 

    Qn << INC(J11); 

 The above lines are snippets of the full cell definition for how this cell interfaces will 

outside cells. The first line defines that S, R, and CLK are inputs to the cell. The second line 

dictates that Q and Qn are outputs for the cell. “n” is used instead of an overbar to indicate this is 

the inverted output since this is functional code, where only standard characters are permitted. 

 The next five lines define which junction events map to input and output pins. Of these 

five lines, the first states than arrival of an S pulse requires J15 to perform an INC function as a 

result, and J15 is now associated to essentially be input S for the rest of the circuit. The same 

pattern follows for the next two input associations. The final two lines respectively map INC(J12) 

to output a pulse to external cells connected to the Q output, and INC(J11) to output a pulse to 

external cells connected to the Qn output. 
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3.5.1.2 SRFF S & R Input Pulse Arrival 

RULE 1 (INC(J15) && !INC(J13) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J7) && INC(J9) && INC(J18); 

RULE 2 (INC(J15) && !INC(J7) && !INC(J9) && !INC(J18) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J13); 

RULE 3 (INC(J15) && (N(J3)+N(J6) == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J6) && INC(J9) && INC(J18); 

 

Figure 3.32: SRFF Input Arrival 

 In the image above, the first rule is green, second rule is red, and the third rule is blue. This 

set of rules defines the internal behavior when an S pulse is received. The first two rules define 

acceptable behavior for when S arrives, but the SRFF is already in the logic 1 state. This logic 1 

state is indicated by (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5)), where J6 has performed an INC to establish 

a loop current through L0, and J2 or J5 have not yet performed an INC to reset the loop current to 

the ground logic 0 state. The key function that must be achieved in this scenario is that the pulse 

is rejected, and that errant output and alteration of the internal state do not occur. The simplest 

means to achieve this is INC(J13) from the second rule in this snippet, however, INC(J7) && 

INC(J9) && INC(J18) from the first rule achieves the same result. J13 protects the circuit as a 

whole and is ideal as no flux will be ejected out the JB1 current limiting junction, however 

alternatively J7 can protect the BDD, and J18 can protect the Q output. When simulated at nominal 

device values the first rule is what is performed. In the event of non-ideal circuit values, J13 can 

INC prior to J9 performing an INC. For the first rule, INC(J13) immediately nullifies the 
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requirement of INC(J7) && INC(J9) && INC(J18). At this point if any of those INCs were to 

occur, behavior would be considered incorrect. These rules are in effect duals of each other, where 

the effects in one are the cancelation events for the other. Only one set is allowed to occur. 

 The third rule defines behavior when an S input arrives, and the SRFF is in the ground 

state, indicated by (N(J3)+N(J6) == N(J2)+N(J5)) where storage loop junctions have flipped an 

equal number of times for no stored flux. INC(J9) serves as a buffer to increase the magnitude of 

the current pulse. INC(J6) sets the storage loop to have a circulating clockwise current for the logic 

1 state. INC(J18) protects the Q output from errant output pulses. 

 Arrival of an R pulse is identical to that of an S pulse. The function of J16, J14, J8, J10, 

J17 and J5 is analogous to that of J15, J13, J7, J9, J18, and J6 respectively. R pulse acceptance or 

rejection is dependent upon the opposite internal logic state of the SRFF, since on CLK arrival in 

the ground state Q will output while in the logic 1 state Q will output. 
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3.5.1.3 SRFF Output Scenarios 

RULE (INC(J4) && !INC(J10) && !DEC(J14) && !INC(J17) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) DEC(J8); 

RULE (INC(J4) && !DEC(J8) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J10) && DEC(J14) && INC(J17); 
RULE (INC(J4) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J0) && INC(J2) && INC(J12); 

RULE (INC(J12)) INC(J9) && DEC(J13) && INC(J6); 

 

Figure 3.33: SRFF Q Output 

 In the image above the first rule is blue, the second rule is purple, the third rule is green, 

and the fourth rule 4 is red. This set of rules defines behavior when a CLK pulse is received and 

the SRFF is in the logic 1 state. The first two rules define alternate means for the SRFF to prevent 

a pulse from exiting the R input. The best and predominant method is for DEC(J8) in the first rule 

to occur, as this protects both the R input and the Q output from errant pulses. Alternatively, 

DEC(J14) can protect the R input, and INC(J17) can protect the Q output. 

 The third rule defines actions necessary to properly output a Q pulse. INC(J2) blocks the 

CLK pulse from heading towards the Q output, pushing it towards Q instead. INC(J0) increases 

the pulse for the J12 splitter/output junction. INC(J12) outputs a Q pulse, and additionally initiates 

the fourth rule for the S feedback loop. INC(J9) buffers and amplifies the loopback pulse. 

DEC(J13) protects the S input from an errant pulse. INC(J6) returns the storage loop to the logic 

1 state. 
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 CLK in the event of the SRFF being in the logic 0 state for a Q output is identical in 

behavior. Junctions 3, 1, 11, 9, 13, 18, 7, 10,  14, and 5 for logic 0 behave the same as 0, 2, 12, 10, 

14, 17, 8, 9, 13, and 6 for logic 1. 

3.5.2 Margin Optimization 

 The SRFF had an initial schematic completed using the dual executable critical and global 

margin optimization method similar to that of the dual-rail logic gate fabricated designs. This 

version of the SRFF was used in Sagnik Nath’s automated P&R work and was used along with the 

dual-rail logic gate as fabricated schematics to simulate ALU and simple microprocessor 

automatically netlisted designs generated from Verilog code. The resultant operating margins 

obtained would likely have resulted in a fabricated circuit of questionable functionality. 

Table 3.18: SRFF Initial Operating Margins 

Comp Value U L Comp Value U L 

J0 170 µA 29 -42 J1 100 µA 50 -71 

J2 135 µA 36 -23 J3 135 µA 45 -35 

J4 135 µA 90 -90 J5 200 µA 30 -35 

J6 110 µA 48 -87 J7 110 µA 90 -29 

J8 110 µA 76 -18 J9 125 µA 18 -60 

J10 125 µA 17 -56 J11 115 µA 67 -72 

J12 115 µA 89 -86 J13 110 µA 51 -19 

J14 110 µA 55 -36 J15 125 µA 66 -53 

J16 125 µA 73 -52 J17 110 µA 44 -38 

J18 110 µA 47 -41 JB0 146 µA 90 -68 

JB1 218 µA 90 -22 JB2 212 µA 90 -16 

JB3 172 µA 90 -90 LK0 473 pH 90 -90 

LK1 317 pH 90 -50 LK2 325 pH 90 -70 

LK3 401 pH 90 -90 L0 7.5 pH 90 -39 

L1 3 pH 90 -90 L2 3 pH 90 -64 

L3 3 pH 90 -75 L4 3 pH 90 -90 

L5 1 pH 90 -90 L6 2.5 pH 90 -90 

L7 2.5 pH 90 -90 L8 7.5 pH 90 -50 

L9 7 pH 90 -66 L10 1.2 pH 90 -90 

L11 1.2 pH 90 -90 LS 5 pH 73 -90 

LR 5 pH 85 -90 LCLK 6 pH 90 -90 

LQ 6 pH 90 -90 LQ 6 pH 90 -90 

XL  54 -21 XJC 10kA/cm2 11 -14 

XIB 748 µA 19 -6     
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 Using the completed optimizer tool, operating margins were majorly improved for a much 

higher likelihood of producing a functional circuit with good yield. The following is the list of the 

worst margin components, and the failure list at the margin limits:  

Table 3.19: SRFF Initial Failures at Poor Margin Limits 

Comp Value U L Failures 

J8 110 µA 76 -18 J14, J9, J13, J6, J8 

J9 125 µA 18 -60 J9 

J10 125 µA 17 -56 J9, J13, J6, J10 

J13 110 µA 51 -19 J9 

JB1 218 µA 90 -22 J9, J13 

JB2 212 µA 90 -16 J13, J6, J10 

XIB 748 µA 19 -6 J7, J9, J18, J13 

XJC 10kA/cm2 11 -14 J7, J9, J18, J13 

 

 Unlike for the standard logic cell, the optimizer did not have any forced symmetry enabled, 

despite the S and R input branches looking highly symmetric. This is because while the structure 

is symmetric, device values are not due to the presence of IB0 on the S side of the circuit. Only 

ERSFQ fluxon balancing and IC and shunt ßC control relationships are forced. 
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Table 3.20: SRFF Linked Component Values for Optimization 

Main Definition Inverse Definition  

Primary 

component 

Secondary 

Component 

Link ratio Primary 

component 

Secondary 

Component 

Link ratio Function 

IB0 LK0 -1 LK0 IB0 -1 ERSFQ 

fluxon 

balance 

IB1 LK1 -1 LK1 IB1 -1 

IB2 LK2 -1 LK2 IB2 -1 

IB3 LK3 -1 LK3 IB3 -1 

J0 J0 shunt -1    ßC control 

J1 J1 shunt -1    

J2 J2 shunt -1    

J3 J3 shunt -1    

J4 J4 shunt -1    

J5 J5 shunt -1    

J6 J6 shunt -1    

J7 J7 shunt -1    

J8 J8 shunt -1    

J9 J9 shunt -1    

J10 J10 shunt -1    

J11 J11 shunt -1    

J12 J12 shunt -1    

J13 J13 shunt -1    

J14 J14 shunt -1    

J15 J15 shunt -1    

J16 J16 shunt -1    

J17 J17 shunt -1    

J18 J18 shunt -1    

 

 Each simulation takes roughly 4 seconds to complete for a 4ns simulated time. Every 

repeated input case is covered. Non-destructive behavior is simulated successfully, observed at 

2.8ns for Q and 3.3ns for Q. 
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Figure 3.34: SRFF Simulated Test Pattern 

 In general the optimizer found that the SRFF needed a stronger post confluence buffer S 

and R pulse for setting the internal state. To achieve this J9 and J10 IC were increased. It was found 

that the splitter pulses from J11 and J12 were stronger than necessary, and these junctions were 

reduced, and their bias was reduced by increasing L10 and L11. This allowed for more current 

from IB1 and IB2 to be directed towards the now larger J9 and J10. IB0 was increased as well to 

improve differentiation in behavior between the S and R input branches. 

Table 3.21: SRFF Margin Improvement Highlights 

 Before After 

J2 135 µA 32 -21 124 µA 32 -32 

J8 110 µA 75 -17 125 µA 38 -86 

J9 125 µA 18 -60 105 µA 78 -85 

J13 110 µA 51 -18 135 µA 33 -50 

XIB 748 µA 19 -7 582 µA 23 -22 

XJC  12 -14  24 -20 
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Targeted margins were the same as those for the dual-rail logic gate. Similar results were achieved. 

Table 3.22: SRFF Margin Deviation from Targets 

Margin 

Type 

Margin 

Target % 

Margin 

Obtained % 

Deviation 

from target % 

L crit 35 36 (worst) none 

IC crit 35 32 (worst) 3 

IB 25 22 3 

XJC 25 20 5 

 

Table 3.23: SRFF Final Operating Margins 

Comp Value U L Comp Value U L 

J0 156 µA 35 -35 J1 89 µA 65 -62 

J2 124 µA 32 -32 J3 136 µA 34 -39 

J4 153 µA 55 -90 J5 182 µA 46 -37 

J6 104 µA 30 -47 J7 73 µA 90 -55 

J8 125 µA 38 -86 J9 105 µA 78 -85 

J10 83 µA 59 -90 J11 87 µA 72 -90 

J12 108 µA 74 -90 J13 135 µA 33 -50 

J14 110 µA 44 -40 J15 139 µA 41 -35 

J16 115 µA 90 -49 J17 85 µA 84 -86 

J18 80 µA 90 -71 JB0 203 µA 90 -43 

JB1 232 µA 90 -56 JB2 212 µA 90 -51 

JB3 150 µA 90 -74 LK0 340 pH 43 -63 

LK1 298 pH 90 -50 LK2 326 pH 80 -71 

LK3 459 pH 90 -90 L0 8.1 pH 90 -36 

L1 2.69 pH 90 -90 L2 2.54 pH 90 -90 

L3 3.15 pH 90 -90 L4 3.39 pH 90 -90 

L5 1.1 pH 90 -90 L6 2.38 pH 85 -90 

L7 2.5 pH 90 -90 L8 7.37 pH 62 -61 

L9 7 pH 75 -67 L10 1.51pH 90 -90 

L11 1.49 pH 67 -90 LS 5.48 pH 45 -90 

LR 4.58 pH 90 -90 LCLK 4.92 pH 70 -90 

LQ 6 pH 90 -90 LQ 5.58 pH 90 -90 

XL  41 -26 XJC 10kA/cm2 24 -20 

XIB 582 µA 23 -22     
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3.5.3 Layout 

 Preliminary SRFF layouts were not completed until after funding for MIT-LL SFQ5ee 

mask releases were exhausted, and thus no fabrication was conducted. Layouts were however still 

completed with margins which pass IBM provided LVS and DRC verification, as well as matching 

InductEx extracted inductance values. These layouts are the same layouts provided for Sagnik 

Nath’s automated P&R work, and have not been updated to reflect the latest margin optimization. 

 

Figure 3.35: SRFF Logic Layout 

 ERSFQ junctions are faded to highlight logic. Red boxes indicated regions of shared logic 

where reduction occurred. The SRFF layout primarily uses layers M6 (blue) and M5 (red). For the 

L8 and L9 inductors it was necessary to use metal layers M3 (purple) and M2 (green). L8 and L9 
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inductors were verified correct using InductEx, while other simpler inductors were set according 

to inductance per unit length constants from the IBM PDK. 

 

Figure 3.36: SRFF ERSFQ Power 

 In the above image the HKIL layer is green and M0 is maroon. Logic junctions and 

inductors are faded to highlight ERSFQ current limiting junctions. The SRFF power layout was 

designed with an M0 power plane to eliminate the issues of added inductance from M0 

interconnects which the dual-rail logic gate layouts had. 1.2 µm is used for all HKIL widths.  
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3.6 Passive Transmission Line (PTL) Routing 

 Besides lack of combinational logic, an issue plaguing superconducting logic routing is 

propagation of a signal from point to point. In semiconductor digital logic, having a long 

interconnect between gates simply results in slow logic. In superconductor digital logic, simple 

long interconnects result in dispersion of the signal. Long narrow inductors have too much 

inductance, resulting in too weak of a current pulse to be registered as a pulse at the receiving gate. 

Standard practice is to place active buffering JJs to break up the long inductor. This method is 

known as the Josephson Transmission Line (JTL). While JTL insertion could be related to repeater 

insertion in semiconductor logic, the requirement of an active element for a circuit to work at all 

is highly undesirable.  It also adds significantly to the JJ device count and reduces yield. Beyond 

roughly 20 µm inductor width must be increased to maintain proper inductance for a working 

circuit. At roughly 60 µm increasing the inductor width becomes impractical for hand routing.  

 Automated routing tools do not have built-in functionality to increase line width as line 

length increases. Uniform line width is expected. A CAD tool friendly solution is to use Passive 

Transmission Lines (PTLs). With PTLs, the signal will propagate successfully no matter the 

interconnect length. The concept of PTLs is to present a characteristic impedance to a signal that 

is lower than the impedance of a long inductor, allowing the signal to be propagated successfully. 

PTL drivers and receivers have been designed to interface with the dual-rail logic library. 

 

 

Figure 3.37: Power, GND, and PTL Routing within MIT-LL SFQ5ee Metal Stack 
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 In the PTL scheme developed the M1, M4, and M7 metal layers are ground planes. There 

are two metal conductor pairs, which are M2, M3 and M5, M6. M3 and M5 are horizontal 

conductors, while M2 and M6 are vertical conductors in their respective pairs. This pairing of 

conducting layers is necessary because of the necessity of close ground layers to keep characteristic 

impedance low. In the image below when looking from above a vertical M2 (green) PTL ascends 

to M3 (purple) for horizontal travel. 

 

Figure 3.38: Cadence Virtuoso Image of PTLs 

 The primary physical difference between a PTL and a standard JTL is that a PTL has a 

much higher capacitance per unit length than a JTL to have a low enough characteristic impedance 

to function. The PTL driver and receiver developed for the asynchronous gate use a 4 µm wide 

conductor, with ground planes above and below to raise capacitance per unit length. Because all 

transmission lines are superconducting, the characteristic impedance can be calculated accurately 

using the ideal characteristic impedance formula below: 

 𝑍0 =  √𝐿
𝐶⁄  (3.1) 

 In the above equation L is the inductance per unit length, and C the capacitance per unit 

length. For a 4 µm wide conductor the inductance can be obtained from MIT-LL provided tables 

to be 85 fH/µm [38]. Because the PTL width of 4µm is much greater than the standard dielectric 
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thickness of 200nm, the capacitance can be accurately calculated using the parallel plate capacitor 

formula: 

 𝐶 =  𝜀𝑂𝑥 ∗
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
 (3.2) 

 All PTLs will have significant capacitance to the ground plane above and below it, 

requiring two parallel plate capacitor formulas per PTL. 𝜀𝑂𝑥 is 4.6 ∗  𝜀0, not 3.9 ∗  𝜀0 as expected 

for SiO2 [38]. For the lower M2 and M3 PTLs, metal layer and SiO2 dielectric thicknesses are 200 

nm for all layers, causing each PTL to see a 200nm and 600nm thick dielectric. This yields 1.086 

fF/µm capacitance per unit length for M2 and M3 PTLs, for a characteristic impedance of 8.85 

Ohms. 

 Characteristic impedance for 4µm wide inductors is slightly higher for the upper M5 and 

M6 PTLs because the dielectric thickness between M5 and M6 is 240 nm. This results in M5 and 

M6 PTLs seeing 200nm and 640 nm dielectrics, yielding a slightly higher characteristic impedance 

of 8.92 Ohms. This discrepancy between PTL characteristic impedance is insignificant compared 

to the simulated maximum characteristic impedance of 20 Ohms. 

 Because SFQ junctions are often grounded with zero resistance, a pulse exiting a 

transmission line will be reflected at a full -1 amplitude if no termination is present. A design 

consideration for PTL use is that it is typically not practical to fully terminate a transmission line. 

Using a matching 9 Ohm terminating resistor would result in 50% signal attenuation with full 

termination. This is too much attenuation for practical transmission lines in SFQ use. Because the 

driver output and receiver input junctions are grounded, reflected pulses will have a negative 

amplitude with respect to the incident pulse. This means that only every other pulse may trigger a 

junction and be detected as an errant pulse, which always occurs at the receiver. In practice 2-3 

Ohm resistors are used for partial termination, as the damping effectively happens twice prior to it 

being possible for the reflection to result in pulse detection. 

 There is an additional coupling capacitance when one PTL crosses over another, and 

change in characteristic impedance. However, this overlap region is only 4 µm in width. A typical 

SFQ pulse is roughly 1 ps wide, with a propagation velocity of .37*C, resulting in the pulse 

occupying a 111 µm length of conductor. This results in a 4/111 conductor to signal overlap, 

resulting in an insignificant amount of pulse reflection and coupling. This also means the effect of 
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the 200nm long vias between layers for M2-M3 and M5-M6 transitions is even more insignificant 

with a 0.2/111 ratio of conductor length to pulse length. 

 The main parasitic issue with the horizontal-vertical PTL pair system is changing of the 

dominate ground plane when vertical to horizontal, and horizontal to vertical PTL transitions occur 

[39]. Current traveling through the conductor induces a mirrored reverse current through the 

ground plane. Any inductance this mirrored current encounters is also encountered by the intended 

current pulse. For example when a pulse switches from the M2 to M3 conductor, the M1 ground 

plane was the dominant ground plane with a 200nm thick dielectric, but now there is a 600nm 

thick dielectric to M1. The M4 ground had a 600 nm dielectric to M2, but now that the pulse is 

carried by M3, M4 now sees a 200 nm thick dielectric to the pulse. Until a via between ground 

planes is reached for the mirrored ground current to switch layers the mirrored current sees 2.33 

times the inductance that is expected. It is essential that there is a short, low inductance path 

between ground layers to facilitate this. 

3.6.1 Optimization 

 The PTL driver, receiver, and splitter were optimized using the same simulation to ensure 

that all were optimized to interface well with one another. All transmission lines were set to 1 mm 

in length with a characteristic impedance of 9 Ohms. The test would take 2.5 ns of simulation time, 

which completed in under one second due to the simpler nature of the PTL components compared 

to the dual-rail logic gate or SRFF. Device values used in the PTL components provided to Sagnik 

Nath were unorthodox with poor margins. In particular the splitter could not be optimized to have 

acceptable margins, and an extra JTL amplification stage needed to be added. PTL values were 

regenerated according to more standard PSCAN unit guidelines and given to the optimizer. As all 

circuits shared the same transmission line characteristic impedance and global margins , they are 

presented below. 

Table 3.24: PTL Overall Operating Margins 

 Before After 

Margin Value U L Value U L 

T0 9 Ohms   9 Ohms   

XIB 1.668 mA 29 -16 1.777 mA 29 -22 

XJC  14 -23  24 -22 

XL  90 -31  90 -31 
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3.6.2 Driver 

 A PTL driver is a specialized JTL that is meant to drive a transmission line. Desirable 

characteristics are a strong pulse to the transmission line. To accomplish this the driver should 

have a high IC output junction, with a large inductor prior to the final output junction to prevent 

the final junction from pushing current back into the driver, instead of driving it down the 

transmission line. A 2-stage JTL was used as a PTL driver. Use of a 3-stage JTL requires an 

additional bias source, greatly increasing area footprint while providing little benefit. No 

terminating resistor is present, as this is located on the PTL receiver. 

 

Figure 3.39: PTL Driver Schematic with Pulse Path 

 For its own operation, a PTL driver has very high margins as it is just a JTL. Inability of 

the PTL driver to drive a PTL receiver will mostly reflected in the PTL receiver margins , with 

high margins reported for the driver. 

Table 3.25: PTL Driver Operating Margins 

 Before After 

J0 125 µA 90 -87 132 µA 90 -90 

J1 176 µA 90 -40 181 µA 86 -74 

JB0 226 µA 90 -90 196 µA 90 -90 

LK0 305 pH 90 -59 353 pH 90 -83 

L0 3 pH 90 -90 1.88 pH 90 -90 

L1 2.13 pH 90 -90 2.52 pH 90 -90 
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 As a PTL driver tends to be a higher margin component, when optimizing the overall test 

circuit the optimizer preferred to underbias the PTL driver to allocate more current for the more 

sensitive PTL receiver and splitter circuits. A layout was created for a standard cell library for 

Sagnig Nath’s automated P&R work. The layout shown uses device values prior to final 

optimization. The transmission line is not shown. 

 

Figure 3.40: Layout of PTL Driver 

3.6.3 Receiver 

 A PTL receiver is a specialized JTL designed to receive a pulse from a transmission line. 

The PTL receiver must be capable of receiving and amplifying a weak pulse. This means the input 

junction is a smaller, highly biased junction, with subsequent stages to increase the current of the 

pulse. Additionally, the inductor after the initial input junction will have a high inductance to force 

more of the weak incoming pulse through the input junction. This makes it beneficial to have a 3-

stage JTL as a PTL receiver to buffer out the effects of this large inductor. A terminating resistor 

is present in series with the transmission line to provide partial reflected pulse damping. 
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Figure 3.41: PTL Receiver Schematic with Pulse Path 

 As expected, PTL receiver operating margins are poor, as the PTL receiver is where errant 

behavior is detected. 

Table 3.26: PTL Receiver Operating Margins 

 Before After 

J0 70 µA 51 -43 76 µA 37 -43 

J1 100 µA 39 -70 104 µA 33 -50 

J2 142 µA 55 -76 187 µA 37 -43 

JB0 56 µA 90 -52 54 µA 90 -43 

JB1 181 µA 90 -47 264 µA 90 -33 

LK0 1.23 nH 90 -73 1.27 nH 77 -79 

LK1 381 pH 90 -73 262 pH 90 -90 

L0 14.2 pH 90 -76 19.7 pH 90 -86 

L1 5 pH 90 -90 6.14 pH 90 -82 

L2 3.52 pH 90 -87 3.36 pH 90 -90 

LQ 6 pH 90 -90 5.04 pH 90 -90 

R0 3 Ohm 90 -90 3 Ohm 90 -90 

 

 A layout was created for a standard cell library for Sagnik Nath’s automated P&R work. 

The layout shown uses device values prior to final optimization, shown in the initial margins table. 

The PTL is not shown. 
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Figure 3.42: PTL Receiver Layout 

3.6.4 Splitter 

 In general, SFQ logic has poor fan out ability, where specialized circuits are required to 

split pulses. With PTLs it is even more imperative to have a dedicated splitter cell, as PTLs are 

point-to-point connections. A compact splitter cell was designed to have the two PTL driver and 

receiver integrated to save on logic area. 

 

Figure 3.43: Splitter Schematic 

 The splitter designed for Sagnik Nath exhibited poor operating margins and was discarded. 

The splitter was revised to have an additional buffering junction J4 with associated inductors L4 

and L5 as shown above for more current gain between the PTL receiver and driver output. Values 

listed below in the “before” column indicate values estimated using PSCAN standards prior to 

optimization. The optimizer made few changes to the splitter, mainly increasing the current output 

at the driver section to better drive PTL receivers. 
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Table 3.27: PTL Splitter Operating Margins 

 Before After 

J0 70 µA 63 -48 70 µA 49 -53 

J1 150 µA 31 -90 135 µA 35 -90 

J2 176 µA 90 -50 198 µA 90 -60 

J3 176 µA 90 -50 198 µA 90 -60 

J4 100 µA 42 -71 100 µA 39 -80 

JB0 128 µA 90 -54 128 µA 90 -39 

JB1 377 µA 90 -38 382 µA 90 -38 

LK0 534 pH 90 -59 534 pH 69 -63 

LK1 181 pH 90 -54 179 pH 90 -67 

L0 8.35 pH 90 -90 8.35 pH 90 -90 

L1 3.33 pH 90 -90 3.33 pH 90 -90 

L2 2.84 pH 90 -86 2.84 pH 90 -90 

L3 2.84 pH 90 -86 2.84 pH 90 -90 

L4 5.85 pH 90 -83 5.85 pH 90 -70 

L5 10 pH 72 -76 10 pH 72 -75 

R0 3 Ohm 90 -90 3 Ohm 90 -90 

 

 The following layout provided for Sagnik Nath’s work is an earlier version of the PTL 

splitter prior to the addition of L4, L5, and J4. 
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Figure 3.44: PTL Splitter Layout 
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3.7 Standard Cell Library 

A standard cell library has been created consisting of the following: 

• Standard logic cell 

• SR Flip-Flop 

• Splitter 

• Fill cell 

 The standard logic cell and SRFF were modified such that PTL drivers and receivers were 

added to the outputs and inputs, respectively. The splitter did not have drivers and receivers added 

as they were already integrated. Automated placement and routing requires a standard placement 

grid. The placement grid for the cells developed have a standard cell size of 32 µm by 32 µm. 

Proper alignment of Asynchronous cell output pins with fill cell and splitter PTL tracks is essential 

for PTL lines to have correct characteristic impedance. All three cells have correct alignment. 

Automated placement and routing requires a routing grid in addition to a cell placement grid. This 

routing grid carries the PTLs connecting all cells together. The routing grid developed has an 8 

µm by 8 µm routing grid pitch. Some gaps are due to necessity to meet process design rules, as 

well as reducing inductive coupling between PTLs. All power and ground planes directly abut, 

therefore there is no need for power and ground wiring. 

 A fabrication run was performed where no functionality was achieved due to major 

fabrication error. This is detailed in APPENDIX K. 

3.7.1 Dual-rail Logic Gate Standard Cell 

 The dual-rail logic cell is 80 µm by 64 µm, with an additional 16 µm in length of PTL 

tracks to reach a multiple of 32 µm for a total of 96 µm by 64 µm. Total current consumption when 

PTL drivers and receivers are included is 2.44 mA. 
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Figure 3.45: Dual-Rail Logic Gate with PTL Interfacing 

 In the above image the dual-rail logic cell is boxed in green. The PTL drivers are boxed in 

purple, and the PTL receivers in pink. The standard cell boundary is boxed in cyan. Outputs Q and 

Q are inset due to the additional PTL track to buffer the cell to 96 µm in width. 

3.7.2 SRFF Standard Cell 

 The SRFF standard cell size is 128 µm by 64 µm. Total current consumption when PTL 

drivers and receivers are included is 1.99 mA. 
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Figure 3.46: SRFF with PTL Interfacing 

 In the above image the SRFF memory cell is boxed in green. The PTL drivers are boxed 

in purple, and the PTL receivers in pink. The standard cell boundary is boxed in cyan. 

3.7.3 Splitter Standard Cell 

 The splitter cell is 32 µm by 32 µm. The splitter by itself is a simple cell, and has been 

heavily integrated with the PTL receiver and two PTL drivers for compactness and power 

reduction. Current consumption is 480 µA. The standard cell boundary is boxed in cyan. 

 

Figure 3.47: Splitter Standard Cell 
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3.7.4 Fill Standard Cell 

 The fill cell is 32 µm by 32 µm. It contains two vertical M2 routing tracks, and two 

horizontal M3 routing tracks for lower metal stack PTL routing. There are two horizontal M5 

routing tracks, and one vertical M6 routing track for upper metal stack PTL routing. PTLs are all 

4 µm wide, with a minimum 12 µm pitch due to DRC rules and to avoid capacitive coupling. 

 

Figure 3.48: Fill Standard Cell 

 The standard fill cell above in placed in all locations that do not have a logic cell or splitter. 

The fill cell creates power and ground continuity between the M0 ground and M1, M4, and M7 

ground planes by filling in all gaps in the layout. In the above image all layers except M0 and M2 

are hidden to show all available tracks for PTLs. 
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Figure 3.49: Example of M2-M3 Routing (Left) and M5-M6 Routing (Right) 

 It can be seen on the image to the right that there is a blockage present, allowing for only 

one vertical M6 PTL. This is because to meet DRC requirements there must be M4-M5 via fill and 

JJ layer fill present in the fill cell. These layers are required to be present with M4, M5, and M6. 

These fill features cannot be placed in the corners because the large M4 ground plus additional M4 

in the corners would exceed DRC M4 maximum fill requirements. 

3.8 Automated Placement and Routing of a 4-Bit ARM ALU 

 Sagnik Nath has been using these standard cells to create fully LVS and DRC compatible 

layouts, where the logic was created entirely using automated tools. A small example of his is a 4-

bit ALU with ARM CPU architecture compatible flags, defined in behavioral Verilog. The ALU 

itself was routed in a 1.9mm * 1.9mm area. This was then imported into Cadence Virtuoso, where 

it was manually placed into a section of a die and routed to external IO pads. Functionality was 

simulated correctly following extraction into a Cadence schematic. 
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Figure 3.50: LVS and DRC Clean Fully Die Routed 4-bit ARM ALU 
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 The layout below is as seen in Cadence Virtuoso after importing from Cadence Innovus. 

The view is zoomed in on two logic gates and two splitters to show routing between cells. Viewing 

of power and ground layers is disabled for clarity. The cyan line borders all cell boundaries and is 

aligned with the 32 µm by 32 µm cell placement grid. All PTLs correctly connect to the logic gate 

and splitter pins. 

 

Figure 3.51: Section of 4-bit ARM ALU 

3.8.1 Power and Ground Continuity 

 To have a functional cell library it is essential that power and ground are routed properly 

between cells. It is necessary that both power and ground planes throughout the die have a low 

inductance that is insignificant compared to the ERSFQ HKIL inductors. To meet this requirement 

both power and ground are routed through planes. M1, M4, and M7 serve as ground planes, while 

M0 serves as the power plane. The router is not told to route power and ground, but due to cell 

abutment, power and ground is always routed correctly. 

 In the next image the same ALU section seen above has all layer viewing disabled except 

for the M4 ground plane. The fill cell properly connects the logic cell and splitter cells to ground. 
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Figure 3.52: Ground Continuity 

 The image below is of the same circuit location as the above image. The fill cell M0 layer 

properly connects the power rail of both the logic gates and splitters to the overall die power plane.  

 

 

Figure 3.53: Power Continuity 
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CHAPTER 4 

FUTURE POTENTIAL WORK 

4.1 Updated Layouts and Testing 

 Updating layout, fabrication, and demonstration of improved yield and functionality in 

testing of the final optimized circuits would greatly validate the optimizer work. The entire point 

of a design optimization tool is to produce circuits. Unfortunately, fabrication funding was 

exhausted prior to completion of this optimization algorithm and production of the vastly improved 

margin results presented. 

4.2 Potential Optimizer Improvements 

Multiple areas of improvement have been identified for the optimization tool: 

• Graphical user interface (GUI) to use SKILL to integrate into Cadence Virtuoso. 

• Optimization algorithm poorly recognizes biases to modify for ERSFQ powered circuit 

optimization. 

• Cadence Spectre is a slow simulator. Redesign for Hypres PSCAN2 would yield up to 100x 

performance increase. 

• hSFQHDLC definitions are longer than necessary to accommodate alternative junction 

event ordering. This results in longer than ideal initial failures lists for randomization. 

 A GUI was planned to integrate with Cadence, avoiding use of the parameter file or direct 

schematic editing. This would have been highly beneficial for ease of use to mark which circuits, 

and components within those circuits are to be optimized. The primary/secondary component 

device value linking has a single line over 2000 characters long in the parameter file for the dual-

rail logic gate. This is not practical for widespread use. 

 Due to the proximity modification method, the optimization algorithm poorly identifies 

biases for optimization at the top of the circuit hierarchy. A current source that is distant up the 

hierarchy in the netlist has a major impact on the circuits it powers, even though it takes many 

adjacent component hops for the algorithm to reach it from an initial failure point. This was 

highlighted where the circuit correction algorithm made the SRFF circuit at half current bias 

functional, without ever modifying the bias current even though that would have been the simplest 
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change. The optimizer does have the capability to have components within a circuit always flagged 

for modification during randomization, however in practice use of this feature was problematic 

and in general slowed optimization rate by adding additional highly influential variables. 

Modification of the optimization algorithm to include flagged current sources in the event of 

margin improvement difficulty would likely be a good balance to improve the circuit without 

excessive variables and simulations. 

 Use of Cadence Spectre caused many unexpected hardships. Editing and regenerating a 

netlist in the Cadence environment when the circuit is changed for functionality or margin test 

purposes typically takes longer than it takes to run a simulation, and thus all schematic editing is 

done internally in a memory stored version of the Spectre netlist with optimizer internal functions. 

Spectre requires a license checkout verification for every individual simulation run, which adds 

major increases to latency when Spectre is run in a remote setting. Typically only universities have 

licensing agreements that permit such large numbers of license checkouts, arbitrarily limiting 

parallelization. Lastly, Spectre itself runs simulations between and 10x and 100x slower rate than 

PSCAN2, requiring parallelization to just match PSCAN2 single thread performance. PSCAN2 

can be called using SKILL scripting through the Cadence graphical user interface, offering no 

integration disadvantage over Cadence Spectre. 

 The circuit definition language hSFQHDLC enforces strict cause and event ordering. Any 

deviation from this ordering results in circuit behavior being flagged as malfunctioning, even if 

the alternative order is acceptable. As a result, rules are often defined with large event lists to allow 

for alternative ordering, even if sequential behavior is expected. An example of this is a multi-

stage JTL. In the case of a 4-stage JTL, it is expected that junctions will INC sequentially, J1 

through J4. This results in the following desired hSFQHDL definition: 

    RULE (INC(J1)) INC(J2);   
    RULE (INC(J2)) INC(J3);  

    RULE (INC(J3)) INC(J4);  

 The issue in practice with this type of definition is say J3 has an unexpected low IC value. 

This can cause J3 to INC before J2 does an INC, and afterwards J2 would INC as expected. This 

is valid behavior as all expected junction events occur, but the optimizer would mark it as a failure 

since INC(J2) did not precede INC(J3). In practice the following style of definition is used:  

    RULE (INC(J1)) INC(J2) && INC(J3) && INC(J4);  
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 This method allows for alternative ordering, but provides much less detailed information 

to the optimizer in the event of true failure. If J2’s IC was too high and it failed to INC, J3 and J4 

would also likely to fail to INC with J2’s malfunction. This would generate a randomization list 

including J2, J3, and J4, even though the issue is only with J2. This issue greatly elongates all rule 

lists. 

 A potential workaround would be for when an unexpected junction event occurs, allow a 

brief window for an event to make this event valid to occur. This would allow for more concise, 

sequential rule definitions for more targeted improvement. 

4.3 Application to Other Fields 

 The failure-based circuit correction and improvement algorithm results in a major 

reduction in the number of required simulations compared to traditional full netlist randomization, 

as is done in Monte Carlo type simulations. This method may be applicable to the field of quantum 

computing, where computation errors occur in the matter of tens of microseconds of operation. 

The failure-based circuit improvement algorithm was able to improve circuit margins such that no 

bit errors are expected for the presented SFQ logic designs. Any substantial improvement to the 

computation error rate in the field of quantum computing would be a major benefit. 

 While there are many implementations of quantum computing, the most applicable for this 

work is superconducting quantum computing. This is a popular form of quantum computing, and 

is implemented by Google [40], IBM [41], and Intel [42]. Qubit implementations within 

superconducting quantum computing typically use capacitive charge [43] or RF-SQUID [44] 

design logic gates. 

 In these technologies, the Josephson junction is never pushed beyond IC to perform an INC 

or DEC function. Instead, the non-linear inductance of a junction is used to creating a 

superconducting phase differential between the wire leads at each end of the junction [45]. Sources 

of error are predominantly readout interference [45] thermal noise [46]. These are also the same 

sources of error in SFQ circuits, where the failure-based correction algorithm improves critical 

margins for improved resilience. The IBM provided Josephson junction model already contains 

features to simulate both thermal and quantum noise for further error reduction improvement. 

While INC and DEC events are lacking for identification of a failure point, component operating 

margins will still be present for a specified amount of noise and interference tolerance, with lower 
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critical margins serving as an optimization starting location. This would not be usable for global 

margin optimization, however, error reduction is a far more vital improvement requirement for 

quantum computing, and critical margin optimization is still useful for this purpose. 

 Additionally, SFQ logic is directly used to interface with input and outputs of quantum 

circuits [47]. There is potential for the failure-based optimization algorithm to allow for more 

complex quantum computing interfacing circuits.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

The optimizer tool developed has unique features not present in other SFQ logic design algorithms: 

• Ability to correct a non-functional circuit. 

• Highly parallel simulation and optimization. 

• Ability to produce improvement beyond that of 1-D algorithms. 

• Ability to improve circuits much more quickly than existing randomization algorithms. 

• Preservation of circuit symmetry. 

 These features allowed the development of a dual-rail logic ERSFQ powered standard cell 

library, with operating margins sufficient for substantial yield and circuit reliability. Existing tools 

did not offer either the optimization capability or the speed necessary to function in a reasonable 

amount of time. Major operating margin increases were obtained on all circuits simulated. 

Table 5.1: Final Improvement Across All Circuits Optimized 

Circuit Margin Before After Improvement 

Value U L Value U L 

SRFF J2 135 µA 32 -21 124 µA 32 -32 52% 

J8 110 µA 75 -17 125 µA 38 -86 124% 

J9 125 µA 18 -60 105 µA 78 -85 333% 

J13 110 µA 51 -18 135 µA 33 -50 83% 

XIB 748 µA 19 -7 582 µA 23 -22 214% 

XJC 10kA/cm2 12 -14 10kA/cm2 24 -20 67% 

OR-HM J18 169 µA 36 -17 116 µA 39 -46 129% 

J19 198 µA 15 -36 142 µA 35 -34 127% 

XIB 980 µA 18 -17 782 µA 23 -22 29% 

XJC 10kA/cm2 17 -15 10kA/cm2 22 -21 40% 

OR-B J4 100 µA 18 -22 94 µA 36 -45 100% 

J9 100 µA 17 -23 94 µA 35 -45 106% 

J14 110 µA 18 -87 100 µA 39 -47 117% 

JB0 196 µA 90 -15 318 µA 90 -33 120% 

XJC 10kA/cm2 15 -13 10kA/cm2 19 -18 38% 

XIB 918 µA 15 -11 858 µA 18 -19 64% 

PTLs XIB 1.668 mA 29 -16 1.777 mA 29 -22 38% 

XJC 10kA/cm2 14 -23 10kA/cm2 24 -22 57% 
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 The OR-HM had missing Q output errors with simulated operating margins of +36/-17 and 

+15/-36 on the Q output junctions. The OR-HM did not have Q output errors with +20/-88 and 

+75/-21 critical margins on the J14 and J15 Q output junctions, implying that critical margins of 

20% results in no detectable error rate. After optimization, J18 and J19 critical margins greatly 

exceeded 20% at +39/-46 and +35/-34, indicating that no errors would be expected if fabricated at 

the new schematic values. 

 The OR-B circuit had a much higher error rate of 1/1000 at best, with errors observed on 

both Qand Q outputs. Multiple critical margins J4, J9, and J14, JB0, and JB2 were all below the 

indicated error threshold of 20%. J4, J9, JB0, and JB2 errors would result in both incorrect Q and 

Q output. Critical margins were increased to be no less than 33%, well above the observed 20% 

requirement. Additionally, the simulated lower bias margin of -11% was inadequate, with circuits 

requiring 2-3% overbias to be functional. Lower bias margin in simulation was increased to -19%, 

5% beyond what testing would indicate is necessary. SRFF and PTL simulated margins match 

what was achieved on the dual-rail logic gate to not be a limitation on circuit error rate or yield. 

 Preliminary layouts meet all requirements for automated placement and routing using 

Cadence Encounter. Circuits have been fabricated with successful physical testing for up to 145 

million data input cycles. Problem areas in testing match areas of low critical margin in simulation, 

validating simulated models of circuit behavior to real world circuits. Older 1-D style optimizer 

tools could not achieve acceptable operating margins, while the new algorithm did so easily 

without being bogged down with needing impractical numbers of simulations, which existing 

randomization algorithms would have required. 

 The failure-based circuit improvement approach allows for substantially better circuit  

operating margins, while executing more quickly than existing algorithms. This allows for larger 

circuits to be designed and optimized while still having acceptable operating margins to obtain 

yield, alleviating the difficulty in SFQ logic design to create large circuits for increased logic 

density, lower power, and higher performance. Success of the algorithm was demonstrated on the 

dual-rail logic cell and SRFF, which substantially exceed standard single-rail SFQ logic gates in 

complexity. 
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APPENDIX A 

CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATION 

The use of superconducting logic requires that the circuits be chilled so that they always 

remain in the superconducting state. The typical target temperature for this technology is 4.2 K. 

The more power circuits consume directly, the more power is required to maintain the correct 

temperature. This power to cool the chip versus the power directly consumed has a linear relation, 

resulting in a constant multiple known as the lift penalty. The lift penalty for superconducting logic 

is around 500 [7], with larger systems having higher efficiency. Despite this costly penalty, a 

superconducting system can still consume lower power than modern CMOS circuits [4]. 

 

 

Figure A.1: Cryogenic Cooling System Setup in CII 5112 

The main components of a cryogenic cooling system are the following: 

• Cold head – Helium refrigeration unit. Has metal clamps which transfer heat to the insert. 
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• Insert – Contains die to be tested and SMA connectors for testing. 

• Helium compressor – Compresses helium for cold head. Water cooled. 

• Vacuum chamber – Insert is placed in a vacuum to aid in thermal isolation. 

  

Figure A.2: ICE-T Insert with EM Cap Removed on Right 

 Additional information on the ICE-T cryostat can be found on the Hypres website and ICE-

T user manual [48].  
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APPENDIX B 

STANDARD SFQ LOGIC GATES 

 A full SFQ library contains many logic gates in addition to the JTL and DFF. The splitter, 

confluence buffer, Muller confluence buffer, and inverter are logic circuits which are required to 

construct the dual-rail OR/AND/NOR/NAND logic gate. These additional logic gates are reviewed 

in this section. 

JJ based logic inherently has poor fan out. Standard circuits are not expected to be able to 

drive more than one other circuit. This is because data is passed as current pulses, and any fan out 

means this current is split. For example a fan out of two means the current is split in half. In order 

to have fan out, a splitter cell is used. A splitter is a cell that is designed to have current gain. The 

typical approach is two have one junction split a pulse to two other junctions, which then 

correspondingly drive their respective logic branches. 

 

Figure B.1: Splitter Cell 

 An alternative splitter design is to have just one single larger JJ feed two current outputs. 

This can provide current gain, but it will be limited compared to the standard approach shown 

above. 
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There are many situations where it is desirable for a logic gate to receive input from 

multiple sources. This is accomplished with the confluence buffer. The confluence buffer has two 

symmetric inputs. If an input pulse arrives from either input, it is routed to the output. In the 

example below a pulse received through L0 and J0 is passed on through J4 to J2 and J3. J3 is a 

smaller junction than J2 and will flip first, rejecting the pulse, directing the full pulse back to J2. 

J2 then buffers the pulse out of the cell. 

 

Figure B.2: Confluence Buffer 

 It is important to note that the confluence buffer is not an OR gate. The confluence buffer 

will produce a double output in the event of the A & B case, instead of a single output as expected. 

Additional circuitry is required for true OR functionality. 

 A Muller Confluence is similar to a standard confluence buffer, however, J2 is much larger 

and biased lower, requiring it to receive pulses from both input branches prior to producing an 

output. The result is while a standard confluence buffer forms the basis of an OR function, the 

Muller Confluence serves as the basis for an AND function. 
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 While the topology matching a standard confluence buffer is a traditional Muller 

Confluence, a simpler version is just a single large low biased junction. This is less robust than the 

above circuit, but often offers acceptable behavior. 

 The SFQ logic inverter is a clocked circuit where if there is no other input, the output will 

be logic high, with an output pulse. If a “D” input is received, on the next clock pulse the output 

will be logic low with no output pulse. The inverter’s internal state will reset on every clock input 

such that the next output will be logic low unless another “D” input is received. 

 

Figure B.3: Inverter Read with No Input 

 The key junctions in the inverter are J3 and J4, with J0, J1, and J2 serving as buffering 

junctions. J3 and J4 are responsible for governing the fluxon storage loop created by J3, J4, and 

inductor L2. In the above image a “CLK” pulse arrives with no prior “D” pulse. In this logic 0 

case J4 allows the pulse to pass, while J3 blocks it from exiting the “D” input, forcing it out the 

Inverter output pin. 
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Figure B.4: Inverter Set and Read 

 In the left image the arrival of a “D” input causes the Inverter to store a fluxon and enter 

logic state 1, caused by J3 rejecting the input “D” pulse. This creates a counter-clockwise loop 

current which changes behavior when a “CLK” pulse arrives by increasing current through J4, 

making it prefer to reject an incoming “CLK” pulse instead of allowing it to pass. After the “D” 

input, in the right image a “CLK” pulse arrives to clear the stored “D” pulse, reverting the Inverter 

to logic state 0 with no output. 

 Proper operation of SFQ logic requires the circuit maintains consistent behavior when 

transitioning back and forth between the ground state and various loop current states. A JJ is 

inherently a hysteretic device, which does not permit this to happen. When a JJ flips in the forward 

direction, this is called an “increment”, or INC. When a JJ flips in the reverse direction this is 

called a “decrement”, or DEC. With hysteresis, the IC of the INC will not be the same as the IC of 

the DEC to reset the logic circuit, thus making it difficult to restore the circuit to its ground state. 

To remove hysteresis to prevent this issue, all JJs have a resistor in parallel, called an external 

shunt resistor, to either critically damp or overdamp the transient response of the JJ, which also 

prevents the hysteresis effect. The value of this shunt resistor is:  

 𝑅𝑆 =  √
𝛷0∗𝛽𝐶

2∗𝜋∗𝐼𝐶 ∗𝐶
 [49] (B.1) 

 ßC is the desired damping coefficient, which is typically 1, and C is the capacitance of the 

JJ. For a standard 125 µA JJ, the shunt resistor should be 5.7 Ω for critical damping. For SFQ logic 
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design the shunt resistor is typically always assumed to be present and have a value such that the 

JJ is critically damped, even when the resistor is not drawn in schematic. 
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APPENDIX C 

ERSFQ LOGIC 

 In traditional RSFQ logic, current biases are resistors which draw from a common voltage 

power source. Since the rest of the circuit is shorted to ground through superconductive lines with 

zero resistance, IB = Vpower / Rbias. This constant current flow through a resistance results in a 

constant static power draw which greatly exceeds the dynamic power draw of the circuit  [7]. One 

method to work around this is current recycling [50], where circuits are powered in series, not 

parallel, allowing for one power hungry current bias to power many circuits instead of just one. 

This design method greatly complicates design. 

 A solution to the static power draw issue is ERSFQ logic [22]. In ERSFQ logic all standard 

RSFQ resistive biases are replaced by a current limiting JJ and a large inductor. The current 

limiting JJ clamps the current of the bias line to be no higher than the clamping JJ’s IC value. The 

power rail is supplied by one global bias current source, which can be outside of the cryo cooling 

system and thus avoids the cryocooling lift penalty. 

 

 

Figure C.1: RSFQ vs ERSFQ Biasing Structure Schematics 

 The power rail is given a frequency dependent voltage, which is several orders of 

magnitude lower [22] than the RSFQ power rail voltage at maximum speed. This voltage is equal 
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to Φ0*fclock, which is equal to 10 µV at a high 5 GHz operating frequency. Typical RSFQ operating 

voltage is 2-6 mV. Because all logic is superconducting, the power rail is shorted to ground at all 

bias points, causing all ERSFQ current biases to slowly gain current over time if a power rail 

voltage is present. When IB reaches the IC of the current limiting JJ, the JJ emits a fluxon back onto 

the power rail, reducing IB by Φ0/L, where L is very large, causing IB to remain close to the IC of 

the limiting JJ. 

 The ERSFQ power rail voltage can be generated by providing slightly more current than 

the sum of the IC of all limiting JJs, or alternatively a feeder JTL (FJTL) can be used. An FJTL is 

a long ERSFQ powered JTL chain that is clocked at a rate equal to or greater than that of the 

overall circuit clock. The flipping action of the JTL causes fluxons to be emitted through the 

limiting JJ, out onto the power rail, generating a small voltage. 

 

 

Figure C.2: FJTL Clock Propagation and Bias Current Emission 

 Regular logic operation causes current to be ejected back onto the power rail, no matter 

what the logic function is. When junctions flip in logic blocks, current is ejected back onto the 

power rail just like the FJTL ejects current onto the power rail when clocked. It is necessary to 

clock the FJTL at a rate such that current leaves the FJTL and enters logic blocks at least as fast 

as logic operation causes current to leave the logic blocks and enter the FJTL. 
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APPENDIX D 

LOGIC FABRICATION 

 The fabrication facility used for manufacturing superconducting circuits is MIT Lincoln 

Labs (MIT-LL). The MIT-LL process used is the SFQ 5ee process. This process is 8 Niobium 

metal layers for routing and one High Kinetic Inductance Layer (HKIL) for eRSFQ bias inductors, 

with a 10 kA/cm2 critical current density (JC). Metal layers are numbered M0 through M7, with 

the JJs situated vertically between layers M5 and M6 [38] [51]. The JJ layer is AL2O3. 

 

 

Figure D.1: MIT-LL SFQ5ee Metal Stack [26]. 

Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited 

 When viewed from above, JJs are typically made as a circular device. A JC of 10 kA/cm2 

means that a JJ with a 1 µm2 area will have an IC of 100 µA. The 1 µm diameter JJ below will have 

an IC of 78.5 µA. A JJ cross-section TEM image can be seen in [51]. 
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 While the IBM Process Development Kit (PDK) provided JJ symbol and Verilog-A for 

schematics and simulations in Cadence, a standard JJ layout was not provided. An IC and ßC 

parameterized layout PCELL was created. ßC is the damping coefficient of the JJ’s shunt resistor. 

With this cell a user of the PDK can set and place shunted JJs with any desired IC and ßC, and all 

dimensions will be set correctly to achieve these parameters, as well as pass SFQ5ee Design Rule 

Checks (DRC). The PCELL also contains the process mask adjustment so that the IC set by the 

user results in the correct IC after fabrication. Below is an image of what a JJ with a shunt looks 

like in the layout tool Cadence Virtuoso. The 1.31 µm measurement in Cadence is the active JJ 

layer region, and the cyan strip is the lateral shunt resistor. 

 

 

Figure D.2: 125 µA JJ with Shunt Resistor 
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APPENDIX E 

OPTIMIZER PARAMETER FILE 

Below is the param.txt file used to optimize the dual-rail logic gate. 

START_PATH 

. 
SIM_PATH 
/dev/shm/OR_blocking/netlist 
RESULT_PATH 
/dev/shm/OR_blocking/psf 
MARGINS 

,gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ 
FIXED 
ic_stepup_125_250,ic_stepdown_250_125 
OPTIMIZE 
,gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ 
VOLTAGE_THRESHOLD 

.00045 
INPUT_PULSE_CURRENT 
.00045 
NUM_CPU 
48 
CHECK_MODE 

1 
PLOT 
1 
MODE 
3 
ASSUME_CONTIGUOUS_MARGIN 

0 
CRITICAL 
1 
GLOBAL 
1 
NO_MONTE 

0 
BIAS_CELLS 
vsource 
MARGIN_STEP_SIZE 
.01 
CENTERING_STEP_DISTANCE 

0.05 
RANDOMIZATION_STEP_DISTANCE 
0.001 
SPECTRE_DEBUG 
0 
SAVE_JJ_ONLY 

1 
MIN_IC 
.0001 
PRIMARY_COMPS 
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L4:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,L10:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,L5:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,L9:gate_nonblocking_e
RSFQ,L7:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,L8:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,L6:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,L11:gate_nonbloc
king_eRSFQ,L2:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,L3:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J0:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J0:gate_no
nblocking_eRSFQ,J0:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J1:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J1:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J1:gate

_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J2:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J2:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J2:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J3:
gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J3:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J3:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J4:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ
,J4:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J4:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J5:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J5:gate_nonblocking_eR
SFQ,J5:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J6:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J6:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J6:gate_nonblocking
_eRSFQ,J7:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J7:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J7:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J8:gate_nonbloc
king_eRSFQ,J8:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J8:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J9:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J9:gate_non

blocking_eRSFQ,J9:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J10:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J10:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J10:g
ate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J11:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J11:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J11:gate_nonblocking_eRS
FQ,J12:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J13:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J14:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J15:gate_nonblock
ing_eRSFQ,J16:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J17:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J18:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,J19:gate_
nonblocking_eRSFQ,J20:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,Ib0:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,Ib0:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,I
b0:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,Ib2:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,Ib2:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,Ib2:gate_nonblocking_

eRSFQ,LK0:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,LK0:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,LK0:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,LK2:gate_
nonblocking_eRSFQ,LK2:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,LK2:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,Ib1:gate_nonblocking_eRSF
Q,LK1:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,Ib3:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,LK3:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,Ib4:gate_nonbloc
king_eRSFQ,LK4:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,LAn:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,LBn:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,LA:g
ate_nonblocking_eRSFQ,LB:gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ 
DEPENDENT_COMPS 

L10:1,L4:1,L9:1,L5:1,L8:1,L7:1,L11:1,L6:1,L3:1,L2:1,J0_shunt:-1,J3:1,J3_shunt:-1,J1_shunt:-1,J2:1,J2_shunt:-
1,J2_shunt:-1,J1:1,J1_shunt:-1,J3_shunt:-1,J0:1,J0_shunt:-1,J4_shunt:-1,J9:1,J9_shunt:-1,J5_shunt:-
1,J8:1,J8_shunt:-1,J6_shunt:-1,J7:1,J7_shunt:-1,J7_shunt:-1,J6:1,J6_shunt:-1,J8_shunt:-1,J5:1,J5_shunt:-
1,J9_shunt:-1,J4:1,J4_shunt:-1,J10_shunt:-1,J11:1,J11_shunt:-1,J11_shunt:-1,J10:1,J10_shunt:-1,J12_shunt:-
1,J13_shunt:-1,J14_shunt:-1,J15_shunt:-1,J16_shunt:-1,J17_shunt:-1,J18_shunt:-1,J19_shunt:-1,J20_shunt:-1,LK0:-
1,Ib2:1,LK2:-1,LK2:-1,Ib0:1,LK0:-1,Ib0:-1,LK2:1,Ib2:-1,Ib2:-1,LK0:1,Ib0:-1,LK1:-1,Ib1:-1,LK3:-1,Ib3:-1,LK4:-

1,Ib4:-1,LBn:1,LAn:1,LB:1,LA:1 
CRIT_IND_MARGIN_TARGET 
0.35 
CRIT_IC_MARGIN_TARGET 
0.35 
CRIT_BIAS_MARGIN_TARGET 

0.25 
CRIT_RES_MARGIN_TARGET 
0 
GLOB_IND_MARGIN_TARGET 
0 
GLOB_IC_MARGIN_TARGET 

0.25 
GLOB_BIAS_MARGIN_TARGET 
0 
GLOB_RES_MARGIN_TARGET 
0 
PARSE_DEBUG 

0 
JJ_AHDL 
/home/rhome/englik/C3/opt-combined/veriloga_IBM_v2.va 
GROUND_PINS 
VSS,gnd,IeRSFQ,Vin 
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APPENDIX F 

OPTIMIZER NETLIST INPUT FILE 

Below is the Spectre input file for the blocking style dual-rail logic gate which matches the second 

fab run. 

// Generated for: spectre 
// Generated on: Jun 19 14:13:29 2020 
// Design library name: SFQ589_sims 

// Design cell name: gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ_blocktest 
// Design view name: schematic 
simulator lang=spectre 
global 0 

parameters wireopt=nil 
 

// Library name: DC2SFQ2DC_r01 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 

subckt jj_shunt_pcell_0 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=207.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=2.07p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=5.731 l=1.8u w=1.05u 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_0 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: DC2SFQ2DC_r01 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_1 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=139.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.39p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=5.731 l=2.75u w=1.05u 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_1 

// End of subcircuit definition. 

 
// Library name: DC2SFQ2DC_r01 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_2 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=261.000000u msgT=10 \ 

        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=2.61p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=2.9 l=1.45u w=1u 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_2 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: dal1ea_d2q_a_3x2_qoR1_a 

// View name: schematic 
subckt dal1ea_d2q_a_3x2_qoR1_a QO VB VI VSS 
    I3 (net014 VSS) inductor l=3.731058p 
    I2 (QO D) inductor l=1.701086p 

    I4 (net18 C) inductor l=1.8074p 
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    I1 (D C) inductor l=1.3937p 
    I0 (C B) inductor l=1.9026p 
    R1 (VI A) resistor r=2.000 l=5.2u w=2.6u 

    R0 (VB net18) resistor r=9.2 l=4.6u w=1u 

    J0 (B A) jj_shunt_pcell_0 
    J1 (B net015) jj_shunt_pcell_1 
    J2 (D net018) jj_shunt_pcell_2 

    I7 (net018 VSS) inductor l=200f 
    I6 (net015 VSS) inductor l=200f 
    I5 (A net014) inductor l=600f 
ends dal1ea_d2q_a_3x2_qoR1_a 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_3 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=176.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.76p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=4.07 l=1.42u w=700n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_3 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 

// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_4 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=320.00000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=3.2p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=1.562 l=1.48u w=1.9u 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_4 

// End of subcircuit definition. 

 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_5 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=187.5u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.875p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=2.667 l=1.46u w=1.1u 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_5 

// End of subcircuit definition. 

 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 

subckt jj_shunt_pcell_6 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=250.00000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=2.5p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=2.866 l=1.43u w=1u 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_6 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
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// Cell name: jj_shunt 
// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_7 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=125.000u msgT=10 \ 

        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 
        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.250p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=5.731 l=1.43u w=500n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_7 
// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: ic_stepup_125_250 
// View name: schematic 
subckt ic_stepup_125_250 A Q gnd vcc0 vcc1 

    I8 (net011 net010) inductor l=2.13p 
    I4 (net7 net011) inductor l=4.25p 

    I3 (Q net8) inductor l=3p 
    I7 (net010 A) inductor l=1.5p 

    L6 (net8 net7) inductor l=3p 
    J1 (net011 gnd) jj_shunt_pcell_3 
    J4 (net012 net010) jj_shunt_pcell_4 
    J5 (net013 net8) jj_shunt_pcell_5 

    J0 (A gnd) jj_shunt_pcell_6 
    I10 (vcc0 net012) inductor l=168.00p 
    I9 (vcc1 net013) inductor l=280.0p 

    J3 (Q gnd) jj_shunt_pcell_7 

    J2 (net7 gnd) jj_shunt_pcell_7 
ends ic_stepup_125_250 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 
// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_8 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=320.00000u msgT=10 \ 

        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 
        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=3.2p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=1.562 l=1.4u w=1.8u 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_8 
// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: ic_stepdown_250_125 
// View name: schematic 
subckt ic_stepdown_250_125 A Q gnd vcc0 vcc1 

    J5 (net013 net8) jj_shunt_pcell_5 

    I8 (net011 net010) inductor l=2.13p 
    I4 (net7 net011) inductor l=4.25p 
    I3 (Q net8) inductor l=3p 

    I7 (net010 A) inductor l=1.5p 

    L6 (net8 net7) inductor l=3p 
    J1 (net011 gnd) jj_shunt_pcell_3 
    J3 (Q gnd) jj_shunt_pcell_7 

    J2 (net7 gnd) jj_shunt_pcell_7 
    J0 (A gnd) jj_shunt_pcell_6 
    I10 (vcc0 net012) inductor l=168.00p 
    I9 (vcc1 net013) inductor l=280.0p 

    J4 (net012 net010) jj_shunt_pcell_8 
ends ic_stepdown_250_125 
// End of subcircuit definition. 
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// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 

subckt jj_shunt_pcell_9 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=103.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.03p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=6.955 l=1.73u w=500n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_9 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_10 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=166.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.66p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=4.316 l=1.29u w=600n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_10 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 

// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_11 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=199.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.99p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=3.6 l=1.34u w=750.0n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_11 

// End of subcircuit definition. 

 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_12 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=161.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.61p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=4.45 l=1.33u w=600n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_12 

// End of subcircuit definition. 

 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 

subckt jj_shunt_pcell_13 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=53.0u msgT=10 Cjs=7e-06 \ 
        JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=530.0f model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=9.434 l=2.35u w=500n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_13 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
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// Cell name: jj_shunt 
// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_14 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=207.000000u msgT=10 \ 

        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 
        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=2.07p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=2.415 l=1.2u w=1u 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_14 
// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 
// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_15 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=193.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.93p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=3.712 l=1.29u w=700n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_15 
// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 
// View name: schematic 

subckt jj_shunt_pcell_16 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=155.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.55p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=4.622 l=1.38u w=600n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_16 
// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ523_improved 

// Cell name: jj_shunt 
// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_17 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=183.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 
        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.83p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=3.915 l=1.37u w=700n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_17 
// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ523_improved 

// Cell name: jj_shunt 
// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_18 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=123.000000u msgT=10 \ 

        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 
        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.23p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=5.824 l=1.45u w=500n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_18 
// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 
// View name: schematic 
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subckt jj_shunt_pcell_19 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=266.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 

        calc="Ic" area=2.66p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=1.88 l=930.0n w=1u 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_19 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_20 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=149.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.49p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=4.808 l=1.32u w=550.0n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_20 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_21 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=193.000000u msgT=10 \ 

        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.93p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=3.712 l=1.39u w=750.0n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_21 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 

subckt jj_shunt_pcell_22 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=245.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=2.45p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=2.924 l=1.31u w=900n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_22 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 

subckt jj_shunt_pcell_23 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=100.0000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 

        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 

        calc="Ic" area=1p model="JJ model" 
    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=7.164 l=1.79u w=500n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_23 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 

// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_24 UP DOWN 
    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=92.0u msgT=10 Cjs=7e-06 \ 
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        JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 
        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=920.0f model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=7.787 l=1.94u w=500n 

ends jj_shunt_pcell_24 
// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 
// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_25 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=196.000000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 
        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.96p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=2.551 l=1.27u w=1u 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_25 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 
// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_26 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=110.00000u msgT=10 \ 
        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 
        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 

        calc="Ic" area=1.1p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=6.513 l=1.62u w=500n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_26 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 
// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_27 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=105.000000u msgT=10 \ 

        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 
        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.05p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=6.823 l=1.7u w=500n 
ends jj_shunt_pcell_27 
// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ523_improved 
// Cell name: jj_shunt 
// View name: schematic 
subckt jj_shunt_pcell_28 UP DOWN 

    J_1_1 (DOWN UP) jj Ic=144.000000u msgT=10 \ 

        Cjs=7e-06 JcT=10000 NOISE_THERMAL="NO" NOISE_QUANTUM="NO" \ 
        grid_correction="NO" verbose="NO" JJ_code_string="pI125p00u" \ 
        calc="Ic" area=1.44p model="JJ model" 

    R_1_1 (UP DOWN) resistor r=4.975 l=1.36u w=550.0n 

ends jj_shunt_pcell_28 
// End of subcircuit definition. 
 

// Library name: SFQ589_sims 
// Cell name: gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ 
// View name: schematic 
subckt gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ A A_bar B B_bar Q Q_bar V0 gnd 

    J8 (net034 net22) jj_shunt_pcell_9 
    J5 (net082 net073) jj_shunt_pcell_9 
    J3 (net067 net062) jj_shunt_pcell_10 
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    J0 (net085 net040) jj_shunt_pcell_10 
    J19 (net086 net046) jj_shunt_pcell_11 
    J12 (net030 net047) jj_shunt_pcell_12 

    ZLJ11 (net25 gnd) inductor l=200f 

    ZLJ10 (net037 gnd) inductor l=200f 
    ZLJ13 (net078 gnd) inductor l=200f 
    ZLP1 (net087 net016) inductor l=143f 

    ZLP2 (net082 net087) inductor l=141f 
    ZLP3 (net091 net063) inductor l=143f 
    ZLP4 (net034 net091) inductor l=141f 
    ZLJ0 (net040 gnd) inductor l=150f 

    ZLJ3 (net062 gnd) inductor l=150f 
    ZLJ2 (net16 gnd) inductor l=150f 
    ZLJ1 (net19 gnd) inductor l=150f 
    ZLJ20 (gnd net045) inductor l=150.00f 

    ZLJ19 (net046 gnd) inductor l=250f 
    ZL20 (net075 net038) inductor l=336f 

    ZLJ12 (net047 gnd) inductor l=150f 
    ZLJ14 (net027 gnd) inductor l=150f 

    ZL17 (net070 net017) inductor l=323.00f 
    L8 (net069 net08) inductor l=1.059p 
    L7 (net077 net07) inductor l=1.059p 
    L5 (net073 net07) inductor l=1.235p 

    L4 (net081 net085) inductor l=3p 
    L12 (net024 net090) inductor l=5.5p 
    ZL19 (net086 net035) inductor l=768f 

    L0 (net024 net070) inductor l=21p 

    L13 (net028 net015) inductor l=465f 
    L10 (net068 net067) inductor l=3p 

    ZL15 (net07 net010) inductor l=255.00f 
    ZL16 (net08 net09) inductor l=255.00f 

    ZL18 (net035 net029) inductor l=311f 
    L9 (net22 net08) inductor l=1.235p 
    I119 (net057 net070) inductor l=612f 
    LQ (Q net024) inductor l=4.36p 

    LQn (net086 Q_bar) inductor l=7.46p 

    Ib1 (net030 net079) jj_shunt_pcell_13 
    Ib3 (net028 net074) jj_shunt_pcell_14 
    J2 (net09 net16) jj_shunt_pcell_15 

    LK1 (V0 net079) inductor l=1.3n 
    LK0 (V0 net080) inductor l=353.3333p 
    LK3 (V0 net074) inductor l=333.3333p 
    LK4 (V0 net071) inductor l=257.1428p 

    LK2 (V0 net084) inductor l=353.3333p 
    J6 (net017 net077) jj_shunt_pcell_16 
    J7 (net017 net069) jj_shunt_pcell_16 
    J18 (net075 net035) jj_shunt_pcell_17 

    J16 (net057 net015) jj_shunt_pcell_18 

    Ib4 (net017 net071) jj_shunt_pcell_19 
    J10 (net076 net037) jj_shunt_pcell_20 
    J11 (net019 net25) jj_shunt_pcell_20 

    J1 (net010 net19) jj_shunt_pcell_21 

    J13 (net070 net078) jj_shunt_pcell_22 
    J9 (net063 net068) jj_shunt_pcell_23 
    J4 (net016 net081) jj_shunt_pcell_23 

    LBn (net067 B_bar) inductor l=5.25p 
    LA (net010 A) inductor l=2.73806p 
    LB (net09 B) inductor l=2.73806p 
    LAn (net085 A_bar) inductor l=5.22869p 

    L2 (net076 net030) inductor l=9.315356p 
    L3 (net019 net030) inductor l=9.358321p 
    L11 (net019 net091) inductor l=3.756438p 
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    L1 (net038 net028) inductor l=17p 
    L6 (net076 net087) inductor l=3.731181p 
    L14 (net038 net030) inductor l=4.090271p 

    J15 (net030 net090) jj_shunt_pcell_24 

    Ib2 (net084 net063) jj_shunt_pcell_25 
    Ib0 (net080 net016) jj_shunt_pcell_25 
    J14 (net024 net027) jj_shunt_pcell_26 

    J20 (net038 net045) jj_shunt_pcell_27 
    J17 (net028 net029) jj_shunt_pcell_28 
ends gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ 
// End of subcircuit definition. 

 
// Library name: SFQ589_sims 
// Cell name: gate_nonblocking_jtl_eRSFQ 
// View name: schematic 

subckt gate_nonblocking_jtl_eRSFQ A A_bar B B_bar GND Q Q_bar V0 V5 VRSFQ \ 
        VRSFQ_read 

    R1 (net062 GND) resistor r=3.5 
    R0 (net070 GND) resistor r=3.5 

    I4 (net061 VRSFQ B_bar GND) dal1ea_d2q_a_3x2_qoR1_a 
    I1 (net064 VRSFQ B GND) dal1ea_d2q_a_3x2_qoR1_a 
    I2 (net072 VRSFQ A_bar GND) dal1ea_d2q_a_3x2_qoR1_a 
    I3 (net075 VRSFQ A GND) dal1ea_d2q_a_3x2_qoR1_a 

    I11 (Q_bar Qnot_test GND V5 V5) ic_stepup_125_250 
    I12 (Q Q_test GND V5 V5) ic_stepup_125_250 
    I7 (net076 Bnot_test GND V5 V5) ic_stepdown_250_125 

    I8 (net065 B_test GND V5 V5) ic_stepdown_250_125 

    I10 (net074 A_test GND V5 V5) ic_stepdown_250_125 
    I9 (net073 Anot_test GND V5 V5) ic_stepdown_250_125 

    I24 (net076 net061) inductor l=2.889897p 
    I15 (net062 Q_bar) inductor l=3.46261p 

    I17 (net065 net064) inductor l=2.93395p 
    I19 (net070 Q) inductor l=3.465723p 
    I23 (VRSFQ VRSFQ_read) inductor l=10.64866p 
    I22 (net074 net075) inductor l=2.872091p 

    I18 (net073 net072) inductor l=2.850658p 

    I0 (A_test Anot_test B_test Bnot_test Q_test Qnot_test V0 GND) \ 
        gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ 
ends gate_nonblocking_jtl_eRSFQ 

// End of subcircuit definition. 
 
// Library name: SFQ589_sims 
// Cell name: gate_nonblocking_eRSFQ_blocktest 

// View name: schematic 
I0 (A Anot B Bnot gnd Q Qnot net030 net6 net5 net019) \ 
        gate_nonblocking_jtl_eRSFQ 
 

/*ZVA (gnd net09) isource val1=450u val0=0 delay=500.0p rise=2p fall=2p \ 

        period=100p type=bit \ 
        
data="0101000101000001000001000100000100000000000000000000010000000000010000000000010000000000010000000" 

\ 

        rptstart=0 rpttimes=0 
ZVAnot (gnd net010) isource val1=450u val0=0 delay=500.0p rise=2p fall=2p \ 
        period=100p type=bit \ 

        
data="0000000000000100000100000001000001000101000101000000000000010000000000010000000000010000000000010" 
\ 
        rptstart=0 rpttimes=0 

ZVB (gnd net07) isource val1=450u val0=0 delay=500.0p rise=2p fall=2p \ 
        period=100p type=bit \ 
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data="0000010000000000010000000000010000000000010000000101000101000001000001000100000100000000000000000" 
\ 

        rptstart=0 rpttimes=0 

ZVBnot (gnd net08) isource val1=450u val0=0 delay=500.0p rise=2p fall=2p \ 
        period=100p type=bit \ 
        

data="0000000000010000000000010000000000010000000000010000000000000100000100000001000001000101000101000" 
\ 
        rptstart=0 rpttimes=0*/ 
 

ZVAnot (gnd net010) isource val1=450u val0=0 delay=500.0p rise=2p fall=2p \ 
        period=100p type=bit data="000000000100000100000000010000010" \ 
        rptstart=0 rpttimes=0 
ZVA (gnd net09) isource val1=450u val0=0 delay=500.0p rise=2p fall=2p \ 

        period=100p type=bit data="010000010000000001000001000000000" \ 
        rptstart=0 rpttimes=0 

ZVBnot (gnd net08) isource val1=450u val0=0 delay=500.0p rise=2p fall=2p \ 
        period=100p type=bit data="000000000000000000010100000101000" \ 

        rptstart=0 rpttimes=0 
ZVB (gnd net07) isource val1=450u val0=0 delay=500.0p rise=2p fall=2p \ 
        period=100p type=bit data="000101000001010000000000000000000" \ 
        rptstart=0 rpttimes=0 

 
ZR15 (net028 net029) resistor r=4.7K 
ZR16 (net026 net027) resistor r=47 

ZR1 (gnd net06) resistor r=1K 

ZR0 (gnd net05) resistor r=1K 
ZR17 (net031 net011) resistor r=4.7K 

ZVRSFQ (net029 gnd) vsource dc=0 type=pulse val0=0 val1=5.313 period=1 \ 
        delay=200p rise=100p fundname="1" 

ZV5 (net027 gnd) vsource dc=0 type=pulse val0=0 val1=146.16m period=1 \ 
        delay=100p rise=100p fundname="1" 
V0 (net011 gnd) vsource dc=0 type=pulse val0=0 val1=4.3146 period=1 \ 
        delay=0 rise=100p fundname="1" 

ZL7 (net026 net6) inductor l=100p r=1 

ZL24 (net028 net5) inductor l=100p r=1 
ZL5 (Qnot net05) inductor l=100p r=1K 
ZL6 (Q net06) inductor l=100p r=1K 

ZL0 (gnd 0) inductor l=100p r=1 
ZL8 (net031 net030) inductor l=100p r=1 
ZL4 (net010 Anot) inductor l=100p r=1 
ZL3 (net09 A) inductor l=100p r=1 

ZL2 (net07 B) inductor l=100p r=1 
ZL1 (net08 Bnot) inductor l=100p r=1 
ZC4 (Bnot gnd) capacitor c=5p 
ZC2 (B gnd) capacitor c=5p 

ZC3 (A gnd) capacitor c=5p 

ZC5 (Anot gnd) capacitor c=5p 
simulatorOptions options reltol=1e-3 vabstol=1e-6 iabstol=1e-12 \ 
    temp=-268.95 tnom=25 scalem=1.0 scale=1.0 gmin=1e-12 rforce=1 \ 

    maxnotes=5 maxwarns=5 digits=5 cols=80 pivrel=1e-3 \ 

    sensfile="../psf/sens.output" checklimitdest=psf  
tran tran stop=10.2n write="spectre.ic" writefinal="spectre.fc" \ 
    annotate=status maxiters=5  

finalTimeOP info what=oppoint where=rawfile 
modelParameter info what=models where=rawfile 
element info what=inst where=rawfile 
outputParameter info what=output where=rawfile 

designParamVals info what=parameters where=rawfile 
primitives info what=primitives where=rawfile 
subckts info what=subckts where=rawfile 
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saveOptions options save=allpub 
ahdl_include "/home/rhome/englik/C3/SFQ523_improved/jj/veriloga/veriloga.va" -master jj 
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APPENDIX H 

OPTIMIZER CELL DEFINITION FILE 

The following cells require rule definitions presented below: 

• Dual-rail logic gate 

• SRFF memory cell 

• 4-stage JTL current step-up 

• 4-stage JTL current step-down 

• DC-SFQ cell 

• PTL driver 

• PTL Receiver 

• Splitter 

DECLARE gate_eRSFQ,ic_stepdown_250_125,ic_stepup_125_250 ,dal1ea_d2q_a_3x2_qoR1_a, 
ptl_drv,ptl_rec,splitter_RSFQ,BDD_NT; 
 

CELL gate_eRSFQ (J0,J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,J10,J11,J12,J13,J14,J15,J16,J17,J18,J19,J20,A,A_bar,B,B_bar,Q,Q_bar)  

{ 
 input A,A_bar,B,B_bar; 
 output Q,Q_bar; 
 junction J0,J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,J10,J11,J12,J13,J14,J15,J16,J17,J18,J19,J20; 

 
 // B & Bnot conbuf 
 //Bnot 
 RULE (INC(J3) && (N(J11) == N(J10))) INC(J8) && INC(J11):50p; 

 RULE (INC(J3) && (N(J11)+1 == N(J10))) INC(J8) && INC(J11) && INC(J12) && INC(J20):50p; 
 RULE (INC(J3) && (N(J10)+1 == N(J11))) DEC(J9):50p; 
 
 //B 

 RULE (INC(J2) && (N(J11) == N(J10))) INC(J9) && INC(J11):50p; 
 RULE (INC(J2) && (N(J11)+1 == N(J10))) INC(J9) && INC(J11) && INC(J12) && INC(J20):50p; 
 RULE (INC(J2) && (N(J10)+1 == N(J11))) DEC(J8):50p; 
 RULE (INC(J2) && (N(J13) == N(J14)+1)) DEC(J7):50p; 

 
 // A & Anot conbuf 

 //Anot 
 RULE (INC(J0) && (N(J10) == N(J11))) INC(J5) && INC(J10):50p; 

 RULE (INC(J0) && (N(J10)+1 == N(J11))) INC(J5) && INC(J10) && INC(J12) && INC(J20):50p; 

 RULE (INC(J0) && (N(J11)+1 == N(J10))) DEC(J4):50p; 
 
 //A 

 RULE (INC(J1) && (N(J10) == N(J11))) INC(J4) && INC(J10):50p; 
 RULE (INC(J1) && (N(J10)+1 == N(J11))) INC(J4) && INC(J10) && INC(J12) && INC(J20):50p; 
 RULE (INC(J1) && (N(J11)+1 == N(J10))) DEC(J5):50p; 
 RULE (INC(J1) && (N(J13) == N(J14)+1)) DEC(J6):50p;   

 
 // output 
 RULE (INC(J12) && (N(J17) == N(J18))) INC(J19) && INC(J15) && DEC(J16):50p;  // 0 state 
 RULE (INC(J12) && (N(J17) == N(J18)+1)) INC(J18) && INC(J14):50p;   // 1 state 
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 // set DFF 
 RULE (INC(J1) && (N(J13) == N(J14))) INC(J7) && INC(J13):50p; 

 RULE (INC(J2) && (N(J13) == N(J14))) INC(J6) && INC(J13):50p; 

 
 // set inverter 
 RULE (INC(J13) && (N(J17) == N(J18))) INC(J17):50p;    // set 1 state 

 
 A_bar>>INC(J1); 
 B_bar>>INC(J0); 
 A>>INC(J1); 

 B>>INC(J2); 
 Q << INC(J14); 
 Q_bar << INC(J19); 
} 

 
CELL BDD_NT (J0,J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,J10,J11,J12,J13,J14,J15,J16,J17,J18,CLK,Q,Qn,R,S) 

{ 
 input S,R,CLK; 

 output Q,Qn; 
 junction J0,J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,J10,J11,J12,J13,J14,J15,J16,J17,J18; 
  
 S >> INC(J15); 

 R >> INC(J16); 
 CLK >> INC(J4); 
  

 //S INTERNAL 

 RULE (INC(J15) && !INC(J3) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J7) && INC(J9) && INC(J18); 
 RULE (INC(J15) && !INC(J7) && !INC(J9) && !INC(J18) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J13); 

 RULE (INC(J15) && (N(J3)+N(J6) == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J6) && INC(J9) && INC(J18); 
 

 //R INTERNAL 
 RULE (INC(J16) && !INC(J14) && (N(J2)+N(J5) == N(J3)+N(J6))) INC(J8) && INC(J10) && INC(J17); 
 RULE (INC(J16) && !INC(J8) && !INC(J10) && !INC(J17) && (N(J2)+N(J5) == N(J3)+N(J6))) INC(J14); 
 RULE (INC(J16) && (N(J2)+N(J5) == N(J3)+N(J6)-1)) INC(J5) && INC(J10) && INC(J17); 

  

 //CLK while 0 
 RULE (INC(J4) && (N(J3)+N(J6) == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J3) && INC(J1) && INC(J11):100p; 
 RULE (INC(J4) && !INC(J9) && !DEC(J13) && !INC(J18) && (N(J3)+N(J6) == N(J2)+N(J5))) DEC(J7):100p; 

   // MAIN ACCEPTABLE SEQUENCE 
 RULE (INC(J4) && !DEC(J7) && (N(J3)+N(J6) == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J9) && DEC(J13) && INC(J18):100p; 
   // ALTERNATIVE ACCEPTABLE SEQUENCE 
 

 //CLK while 1 
 RULE (INC(J4) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J0) && INC(J2) && INC(J12):100p; 
 RULE (INC(J4) && !INC(J10) && !DEC(J14) && !INC(J17) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) DEC(J8):100p; 
 RULE (INC(J4) && !DEC(J8) && (N(J3)+N(J6)-1 == N(J2)+N(J5))) INC(J10) && DEC(J14) && INC(J17):100p; 

 

 // R loopback 
 RULE (INC(J11)) INC(J10) && DEC(J14) && INC(J5):100p; 
 // S loopback 

 RULE (INC(J12)) INC(J9) && DEC(J13) && INC(J6):100p; 

  
 Q << INC(J12); 
 Qn << INC(J11); 

} 
 
CELL dal1ea_d2q_a_3x2_qoR1_a(J2,VI,QO) 
{ 

 input VI; 
 output QO; 
 junction J2; 
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 QO << INC(J2); 
} 
 

CELL ptl_drv (J0,J1,A,Q) 

{ 
 input A; 
 output Q; 

 junction J0,J1; 
 RULE (INC(J0)) INC(J1); 
 A >> INC(J0); 
 Q << INC(J1); 

} 
 
CELL ptl_rec (J0,J1,J2,A,Q) 
{ 

 input A; 
 output Q; 

 junction J0,J1,J2; 
 RULE (INC(J0)) INC(J1) && INC(J2):100p; 

 A >> INC(J0); 
 Q << INC(J1); 
} 
 

CELL ic_stepdown_250_125(J0,J1,J2,J3,A,Q) 
{ 
 input A; 

 output Q; 

 junction J0,J1,J2,J3; 
 RULE (INC(J0)) INC(J1) && INC(J2) && INC(J3); 

 
 A >> INC(J0); 

 Q << INC(J3); 
} 
 
CELL ic_stepup_125_250(J0,J1,J2,J3,A,Q) 

{ 

 input Q; 
 output A; 
 junction J0,J1,J2,J3; 

 RULE (INC(J3)) INC(J2) && INC(J1) && INC(J0); 
 
 Q >> INC(J3); 
 A << INC(J0); 

} 
 
CELL splitter(J0,J1,J2,J3,J4,split_in,split_out_a,split_out_b) 
{ 

 input split_in; 

 output split_out_a,split_out_b; 
 junction J0,J1,J2,J3,J4; 
  

 RULE (INC(J0)) INC(J4); 

 RULE (INC(J4)) INC(J1); 
 RULE (INC(J1)) INC(J2) && INC(J3); 
 split_in >> INC(J0); 

 split_out_b << INC(J2); 
 split_out_a << INC(J3); 
} 
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APPENDIX I 

OPTIMIZER INITIAL MARGINS FILE 

Below is the initial optimizer operating margins output file for the dual-rail logic gate 

optimized for high margins for a valid input only test pattern. The failure list for each margin is 

included. 

I0.I0.J2 value is 0.000208 + 0.44 /- 0.52 upper fails I0.I0.J2 lower fails I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J2 

I0.I0.J2_shunt value is 3.444 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.J1 value is 0.000208 + 0.44 /- 0.52 upper fails I0.I0.J1 lower fails I0.I0.J9, I0.I0.J11, I0.I0.J1 
I0.I0.J1_shunt value is 3.444 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.J13 value is 0.000242 + 0.29 /- 0.35 upper fails I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J6 lower fails I0.I0.J12, I0.I0.J20, 

I0.I0.J6, I0.I0.J13 
I0.I0.J13_shunt value is 2.96 + 0.9 /- 0.67 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J17 
I0.I0.J3 value is 0.000137 + 0.9 /- 0.59 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J9, I0.I0.J3 
I0.I0.J3_shunt value is 5.229 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  

I0.I0.J0 value is 0.000137 + 0.9 /- 0.59 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J4, I0.I0.J0 
I0.I0.J0_shunt value is 5.229 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.L13 value is 1.077e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.L8 value is 1.059e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  

I0.I0.L12 value is 5.54e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.L7 value is 1.059e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  

I0.I0.L4 value is 3.524e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.L0 value is 2.07e-11 + 0.31 /- 0.48 upper fails I0.I12.J3, I0.I0.J15 lower fails I0.I0.J12, I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J14 

I0.I0.L10 value is 3.524e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  

I0.I0.L5 value is 3.592e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.L9 value is 3.592e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.LQn value is 7.46e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.74 upper fails  lower fails I0.I11.J1, I0.I11.J0, I0.I0.J17 

I0.I0.LQ value is 4.04e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.71 upper fails  lower fails I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J15 
I0.I0.J17 value is 0.000116 + 0.9 /- 0.26 upper fails  lower fails I0.I5.I5.J1, I0.I0.J17 
I0.I0.J17_shunt value is 6.176 + 0.9 /- 0.84 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J3, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J16 value is 0.000116 + 0.67 /- 0.47 upper fails I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16, I0.I0.J18 lower fails I0.I5.I5.J1, I0.I0.J17 

I0.I0.J16_shunt value is 6.176 + 0.9 /- 0.88 upper fails  lower fails I0.I11.J1, I0.I11.J0, I0.I0.J13 
I0.I0.J20 value is 0.0001 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.J20_shunt value is 7.164 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.Ib3 value is 0.000202 + 0.9 /- 0.35 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16, I0.I0.J18 

I0.I0.Ib3_shunt value is 2.475 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.J18 value is 0.000169 + 0.36 /- 0.17 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I11.J1, I0.I11.J0, 

I0.I0.J17 
I0.I0.J18_shunt value is 4.239 + 0.9 /- 0.66 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 

I0.I0.LK1 value is 1.38e-09 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.LK4 value is 2.68571e-10 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.LK2 value is 3.13333e-10 + 0.9 /- 0.68 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J9 
I0.I0.LK0 value is 3.13333e-10 + 0.9 /- 0.68 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J4 

I0.I0.LK3 value is 3.53333e-10 + 0.9 /- 0.4 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J17 
I0.I0.J8 value is 9.9e-05 + 0.26 /- 0.73 upper fails I0.I0.J8, I0.I0.J11 lower fails I0.I0.J9, I0.I0.J11, I0.I0.J8 
I0.I0.J8_shunt value is 7.236 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.J9 value is 9.9e-05 + 0.39 /- 0.59 upper fails I0.I0.J9, I0.I0.J11 lower fails I0.I0.J8, I0.I0.J11, I0.I0.J9 

I0.I0.J9_shunt value is 7.236 + 0.9 /- 0.89 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I0.J14, I0.I0.J3 
I0.I0.J4 value is 9.9e-05 + 0.38 /- 0.58 upper fails I0.I0.J4, I0.I0.J10 lower fails I0.I0.J5, I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J4 
I0.I0.J4_shunt value is 7.236 + 0.9 /- 0.89 upper fails  lower fails I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J0 

I0.I0.J5 value is 9.9e-05 + 0.25 /- 0.73 upper fails I0.I0.J5, I0.I0.J10 lower fails I0.I0.J4, I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J5 

I0.I0.J5_shunt value is 7.236 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.J6 value is 0.000153 + 0.48 /- 0.53 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J6, I0.I0.J18, I0.I0.J14, I0.I0.J13 lower fails I0.I0.J4, 

I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J6 
I0.I0.J6_shunt value is 4.682 + 0.9 /- 0.72 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J1 

I0.I0.J7 value is 0.000153 + 0.47 /- 0.54 upper fails I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J18, I0.I0.J14, I0.I0.J13 lower fails I0.I0.J9, I0.I0.J11, 
I0.I0.J12, I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J6, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J7 
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I0.I0.J7_shunt value is 4.682 + 0.9 /- 0.72 upper fails  lower fails I0.I8.J3 
I0.I0.J15 value is 8.9e-05 + 0.75 /- 0.21 upper fails I0.I0.J15 lower fails I0.I12.J3, I0.I0.J15 
I0.I0.J15_shunt value is 8.049 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  

I0.I0.J12 value is 0.00016 + 0.42 /- 0.76 upper fails I0.I0.J12, I0.I0.J20 lower fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J15, I0.I0.J16 

I0.I0.J12_shunt value is 4.477 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.Ib1 value is 5.2e-05 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.Ib1_shunt value is 9.615 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  

I0.I0.J14 value is 0.000105 + 0.2 /- 0.88 upper fails I0.I0.J14, I0.I0.J15 lower fails I0.I0.J15, I0.I11.J1, I0.I11.J0, I0.I0.J14 
I0.I0.J14_shunt value is 6.823 + 0.9 /- 0.59 upper fails  lower fails I0.I12.J3, I0.I0.J15 
I0.I0.Ib2 value is 0.00023 + 0.9 /- 0.27 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J8, I0.I0.J11 
I0.I0.Ib2_shunt value is 2.174 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  

I0.I0.Ib0 value is 0.00023 + 0.9 /- 0.27 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J5, I0.I0.J10 
I0.I0.Ib0_shunt value is 2.174 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.LAn value is 5.229e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.LB value is 2.738e-12 + 0.82 /- 0.54 upper fails I0.I0.J2 lower fails I0.I8.J3 

I0.I0.LBn value is 5.27e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.LA value is 2.738e-12 + 0.82 /- 0.54 upper fails I0.I0.J1 lower fails I0.I10.J3 

I0.I0.L1 value is 1.7e-11 + 0.9 /- 0.63 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J20 
I0.I0.L11 value is 4.521e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  

I0.I0.L3 value is 9.377e-12 + 0.82 /- 0.42 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J15, I0.I0.J16 lower fails I0.I0.J12 
I0.I0.L2 value is 9.333e-12 + 0.82 /- 0.42 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J15, I0.I0.J16 lower fails I0.I0.J12 
I0.I0.L6 value is 4.521e-12 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.L14 value is 4.008e-12 + 0.8 /- 0.72 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16 lower fails I0.I0.J12, I0.I0.J20 

I0.I0.J19 value is 0.000198 + 0.15 /- 0.36 upper fails I0.I11.J3, I0.I0.J17 lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, 
I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J19_shunt value is 3.618 + 0.9 /- 0.5 upper fails  lower fails I0.I11.J0, I0.I0.J17 

I0.I0.Ib4 value is 0.000266 + 0.9 /- 0.64 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J17 

I0.I0.Ib4_shunt value is 1.88 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.J10 value is 0.000147 + 0.67 /- 0.72 upper fails I0.I0.J10 lower fails I0.I0.J1, I0.I0.J10 

I0.I0.J10_shunt value is 4.873 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
I0.I0.J11 value is 0.000147 + 0.67 /- 0.71 upper fails I0.I0.J11 lower fails I0.I0.J2, I0.I0.J11 

I0.I0.J11_shunt value is 4.873 + 0.9 /- 0.9 upper fails  lower fails  
VRSFQ value is 0.16522 + 0.47 /- 0.31 upper fails I0.I5.I6.J3 lower fails I0.I5.I5.J2 
V5 value is 0.14616 + 0.38 /- 0.18 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J18, I0.I0.J14, I0.I12.J3 lower fails I0.I0.J14, I0.I0.J15 
V0 value is 4.606 + 0.18 /- 0.17 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J4, I0.I0.J10, 

I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J6 

XL + 0.54 /- 0.19 upper fails I0.I0.J12, I0.I0.J20 lower fails I0.I6.I6.J3 
XIc + 0.17 /- 0.15 upper fails I0.I0.J14, I0.I0.J15 lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19  
XIb + 0.17 /- 0.16 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J18, I0.I0.J14, I0.I0.J13 lower fails I0.I0.J4, I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J6 

XR + 0.19 /- 0.14 upper fails I0.I0.J4, I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J6 lower fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J18, I0.I0.J14, I0.I0.J13  
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APPENDIX J 

OPTIMIZER FINAL MARGINS FILE 

Below is the final optimizer operating margins output file for the dual-rail logic gate 

optimized for high margins for a valid input only test pattern. The failure list for each margin is 

included. 

I0.I0.J2 value is 0.000208 + 0.38 /- 0.57 upper fails I0.I0.J2 lower fails I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J2 

I0.I0.J2_shunt value is 3.444 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 
I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J1 value is 0.000208 + 0.38 /- 0.59 upper fails I0.I0.J1 lower fails I0.I0.J11, I0.I0.J6, I0.I0.J1 
I0.I0.J1_shunt value is 3.444 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J13 value is 0.000152932 + 0.56 /- 0.63 upper fails I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J6 lower fails I0.I0.J16, I0.I11.J3, 
I0.I0.J13 
I0.I0.J13_shunt value is 4.68391 + 0.91 /- 0.78 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J10, 

I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J6 
I0.I0.J3 value is 0.000137 + 0.91 /- 0.66 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J9, 
I0.I0.J11 
I0.I0.J3_shunt value is 5.229 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J0 value is 0.000137 + 0.91 /- 0.66 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J4, 

I0.I0.J10 
I0.I0.J0_shunt value is 5.229 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 

I0.I0.L13 value is 1.15619e-12 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J20, 
I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16 
I0.I0.L8 value is 1.059e-12 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.L12 value is 4.42987e-12 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J15, I0.I0.J16 lower fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, 
I0.I0.J16 
I0.I0.L7 value is 1.059e-12 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.L4 value is 3.524e-12 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 
I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.L0 value is 1.97315e-11 + 0.59 /- 0.48 upper fails I0.I0.J14, I0.I0.J15 lower fails I0.I0.J12, I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J14 

I0.I0.L10 value is 3.524e-12 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 
I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 

I0.I0.L5 value is 3.592e-12 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J5, I0.I0.J10 lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, 
I0.I0.J19 

I0.I0.L9 value is 3.592e-12 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J8, I0.I0.J11 lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, 
I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.LQn value is 1.27695e-11 + 0.86 /- 0.75 upper fails I0.I11.J3 lower fails I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16, I0.I0.J18 
I0.I0.LQ value is 4.10676e-12 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J17 value is 0.00010302 + 0.91 /- 0.49 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J9, 
I0.I0.J11, I0.I0.J6, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J17 
I0.I0.J17_shunt value is 6.95414 + 0.91 /- 0.83 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J3, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J16 value is 0.000138361 + 0.45 /- 0.73 upper fails I0.I0.J16, I0.I11.J2, I0.I11.J1, I0.I11.J0, I0.I0.J13 lower fails I0.I6.I6.J3, 
I0.I0.J17 

I0.I0.J16_shunt value is 5.17787 + 0.91 /- 0.77 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J16, 

I0.I11.J2, I0.I11.J1, I0.I11.J0, I0.I0.J13 
I0.I0.J20 value is 0.000166774 + 0.4 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16 lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, 

I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J20_shunt value is 4.29562 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
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I0.I0.Ib3 value is 0.000220389 + 0.91 /- 0.54 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J19, 
I0.I0.J16, I0.I0.J18 
I0.I0.Ib3_shunt value is 2.475 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 

I0.I0.J18 value is 0.000107705 + 0.38 /- 0.43 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J19, 
I0.I0.J16, I0.I0.J18 
I0.I0.J18_shunt value is 6.65145 + 0.91 /- 0.57 upper fails  lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 

I0.I0.LK4 value is 2.95589e-10 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 
I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.LK2 value is 2.44875e-10 + 0.39 /- 0.44 upper fails I0.I0.J9, I0.I0.J11, I0.I0.J8 lower fails I0.I0.J9 
I0.I0.LK0 value is 2.44875e-10 + 0.38 /- 0.44 upper fails I0.I0.J4, I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J5 lower fails I0.I0.J4 

I0.I0.LK3 value is 3.23852e-10 + 0.91 /- 0.57 upper fails I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16, I0.I0.J18 lower fails I0.I0.J17 
I0.I0.J8 value is 7.73781e-05 + 0.42 /- 0.71 upper fails I0.I0.J8, I0.I0.J11 lower fails I0.I0.J3, I0.I0.J8 
I0.I0.J8_shunt value is 9.25797 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 
I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 

I0.I0.J9 value is 8.67218e-05 + 0.37 /- 0.48 upper fails I0.I0.J9, I0.I0.J11 lower fails I0.I0.J2, I0.I0.J9 
I0.I0.J9_shunt value is 8.26048 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J4 value is 8.67218e-05 + 0.37 /- 0.48 upper fails I0.I0.J4, I0.I0.J10 lower fails I0.I0.J1, I0.I0.J4 

I0.I0.J4_shunt value is 8.26048 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 
I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J5 value is 7.73781e-05 + 0.44 /- 0.71 upper fails I0.I0.J5, I0.I0.J10 lower fails I0.I0.J0, I0.I0.J5 
I0.I0.J5_shunt value is 9.25797 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J6 value is 0.000151806 + 0.52 /- 0.64 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J13 lower fails I0.I0.J4, 
I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J6 

I0.I0.J6_shunt value is 4.71884 + 0.91 /- 0.78 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J6, 

I0.I0.J1 
I0.I0.J7 value is 0.000151806 + 0.52 /- 0.64 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J9, 

I0.I0.J11, I0.I0.J6, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J7 
I0.I0.J7_shunt value is 4.71884 + 0.91 /- 0.78 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J7, 

I0.I0.J2 
I0.I0.J15 value is 9.03685e-05 + 0.51 /- 0.34 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J15, I0.I0.J16 lower fails I0.I0.J14, I0.I0.J15  
I0.I0.J15_shunt value is 7.92711 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 
I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 

I0.I0.J12 value is 0.000147645 + 0.43 /- 0.48 upper fails I0.I0.J12, I0.I0.J20 lower fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16 

I0.I0.J12_shunt value is 4.85164 + 0.91 /- 0.89 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J20, 
I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16 
I0.I0.J14 value is 9.81937e-05 + 0.34 /- 0.78 upper fails I0.I0.J14, I0.I0.J15 lower fails I0.I0.J15, I0.I11.J1, I0.I11.J0, I0.I0.J14  

I0.I0.J14_shunt value is 7.29594 + 0.91 /- 0.75 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J14, 
I0.I0.J15 
I0.I0.Ib2 value is 0.0002943 + 0.91 /- 0.36 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J9 , 
I0.I0.J11, I0.I0.J8 

I0.I0.Ib2_shunt value is 2.174 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 
I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.Ib0 value is 0.0002943 + 0.91 /- 0.36 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J4, 
I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J5 

I0.I0.Ib0_shunt value is 2.174 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.LAn value is 5.229e-12 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 
I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 

I0.I0.LB value is 2.738e-12 + 0.7 /- 0.44 upper fails I0.I0.J2 lower fails I0.I8.J3 

I0.I0.LBn value is 5.27e-12 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 
I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.LA value is 2.738e-12 + 0.7 /- 0.43 upper fails I0.I0.J1 lower fails I0.I10.J3 

I0.I0.L1 value is 1.69421e-11 + 0.91 /- 0.71 upper fails I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J20 
I0.I0.L11 value is 4.43058e-12 + 0.58 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J11 lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.L3 value is 7.59068e-12 + 0.48 /- 0.54 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J15, I0.I0.J16 lower fails I0.I0.J11 
I0.I0.L2 value is 7.55506e-12 + 0.48 /- 0.54 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16 lower fails I0.I0.J2, I0.I0.J12 

I0.I0.L6 value is 4.43058e-12 + 0.59 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J10 lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.L14 value is 4.41886e-12 + 0.45 /- 0.41 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16 lower fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J15, 
I0.I0.J16 
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I0.I0.J19 value is 0.000111367 + 0.37 /- 0.4 upper fails I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16, I0.I0.J18 lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, 
I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J19_shunt value is 6.43249 + 0.91 /- 0.69 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J19, 

I0.I0.J16, I0.I0.J18 

I0.I0.Ib4 value is 0.000241686 + 0.91 /- 0.62 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J10, 
I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J6 
I0.I0.Ib4_shunt value is 1.88 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 

I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
I0.I0.J10 value is 0.000161978 + 0.39 /- 0.64 upper fails I0.I0.J10 lower fails I0.I0.J5 
I0.I0.J10_shunt value is 4.42241 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 
I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 

I0.I0.J11 value is 0.000161978 + 0.39 /- 0.64 upper fails I0.I0.J11 lower fails I0.I0.J8 
I0.I0.J11_shunt value is 4.42241 + 0.91 /- 0.9 upper fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 lower fails I0.I0.J18, 
I0.I12.J2, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 
VRSFQ value is 0.16522 + 0.47 /- 0.32 upper fails I0.I5.I6.J3 lower fails I0.I5.I5.J1, I0.I5.I6.J3, I0.I5.I5.J2 

V5 value is 0.144406 + 0.38 /- 0.35 upper fails I0.I11.J2 lower fails I0.I0.J14, I0.I0.J15 
V0 value is 3.88729 + 0.21 /- 0.22 upper fails I0.I11.J0, I0.I0.J17 lower fails I0.I0.J4, I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J5 

XL + 0.34 /- 0.31 upper fails I0.I0.J20, I0.I0.J19, I0.I0.J16 lower fails I0.I0.J8, I0.I0.J12 
XIc + 0.21 /- 0.2 upper fails I0.I0.J12, I0.I0.J20 lower fails I0.I0.J18, I0.I12.J1, I0.I12.J0, I0.I0.J19 

XIb + 0.19 /- 0.21 upper fails I0.I11.J3, I0.I0.J13 lower fails I0.I0.J4, I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J6 
XR + 0.27 /- 0.16 upper fails I0.I0.J4, I0.I0.J10, I0.I0.J7, I0.I0.J13, I0.I0.J6 lower fails I0.I11.J3, I0.I0.J13  
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APPENDIX K 

PTL DUAL-RAIL LOGIC FAB RUN 

 In late 2018 there was a fabrication of a half-adder using dual-rail logic gates with a 

preliminary PTL scheme, similar to that of the standard cell library presented in this work with fill 

cells for power and ground continuity, and 9 Ohm transmission lines. This half adder proved to be 

entirely non-functional, with XJC measured as being 52% the expected value. The only 

functionality observed was the FJTL could be made functional with heavy overbiasing. It is 

suspected on this fab run that vias to the HKIL, or lower metal layers were not fully cleared and 

were resistive for many contacts, rendering many bias points inoperable. 

 

Figure K.1: Inoperable Die with Half-Adder Circuit Using PTL Dual-Rail Logic Scheme 
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Figure K.2: Dual-Rail Logic Gate with PTL Drivers and Receivers 

 

Figure K.3: Close-Up View of Half-Adder Circuit 


